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PREFACE 

The Central Library ofVyborg is housed in a building designed by the world

famous Finnish architect Alvar Aalto. From 1994 the building has been undergoing 

reconstruction as a complex scientific renovation project, planned by an interna

tional group of architects, with the goal of creating a modern, functioning cultural 

centre in the border region of Russia. 

The 7th International DOCOMOMO Technology Seminar took place on I 8- I 9th 

September 2003 in Vyborg, and was dedicated to the Vyborg Library of Alvar Aalto 

- "Vyborg Library. Constructions of Sensations". The timing of this seminar was 

very good, since the renovation works are an on-going process in the library. 

All the lecturers had an excellent knowledge of their topics, which they shared in 

a manner understandable even to non-specialists. The audience received a wide 

and up-to-date presentation by these experts of the various problems facing them. 

The presentations remarkably illustrated how contemporary architecture and the 

entire society should relate to such treasures of architectural heritage through 

examples of other modernist buildings that have been renovated. They also 

brought up the unique features of the lighting, colouring and acoustics of the 

Vyborg Library. It was also wonderful that the seminar took place in the library 

itself, where each participant could experience the process of the restoration 

works, and visually demonstrate the research, ideas and suggestions made during 

the presentations. 

The library is situated in the border region of Russia and Finland and represents a 

huge concentration of information on culture, art and international architecture. 

But still, in order to understand each other, personal contacts are indispensable. 

This seminar helped us to understand each other better by looking at the library 

as one of the world's architectural treasures, through understanding the culture, 

technology, practice and ideas of Alvar Aalto, through feeling its light, colour and 

sounds. 

I am delighted that this interesting book will contribute to an international 

exchange of experiences and practices in renovating modernist buildings and espe

cially one of the treasures of this architecture - the Vyborg Library of Alvar Aalto. 

The material in this book, I believe, will also be very interesting for Russian archi

tects and restorers, and they will help us find the right approaches and solutions 

for the continued restoration of the Vyborg Library of Alvar Aalto and apply the 

gathered information for practical purposes. 

Director of the Library Svetilnikova T. V. 
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,QOKOMOMO CeM11Hap 

L\eHrpanbHaH ropOACKaH 61-16n1-1oreKa r. Bb16opra pacnonaraercH a 3AaH1-11-1, 

nocrpoeHHOM no npoeKTy sceM1-1pHo 1,13secTHoro cp1-1HcKoro apx1-1reKTopa Ansapa 

Aamo. C 1994 rDAa B 3A8Hl-1'1 BeAyTCH pecraspa1..11-1OHHble pa60Tbl B cpopMe 

Me)K,[lyHapOAHOro COTPYAHl-14eCTBa B paMKaX npoeKTa KOMnneKCHOl1 H8Y4HO11 

pecraspa1..11-11-1 61-16n1-1oreK1-1 1,1 CO3AaHl-1H Ha ee 6a3e cospeMeHHOro Aei:icrsyJO~ero 

KynbrypHoro 1..1eHrpa np1-1rpaHl-14HOro pernoHa. 

7-i:i ceM1-1Hap ,QOKOMOMO, cocroHsw1-1i:icH 18-19 ceHrn6pH a Bb16opre, Pocc1-1H, 6b1n 

nocsH~eH Bb16oprcKoi:i 61-16n1-1OTeKe Ansapa Aanro - <<Vyborg Library construction for 

sensations» 1,1 6b1n opraH1-13osaH 6onee YeM csoespeMeHHO, Y41-1TbJBaH XOA 

pecra 0pa1..11-1OHHblX pa6or B 3A8Hl-1'1. 

Bcex AOKnaA4'1KOB orn1-1Yano npeKpacHoe 3HaH1-1e Marep1-1ana 1,1 yMeH1-1e AOHecrn cso1-1 

3HaH1-1H A8)Ke AO Hecne1..11-1an1-1cros. CneKTp TeM 1,1 HOMeHKnarypa asropos 6b1n1-1 

npeACTaBneHbl AOCTaT04HO Wl-1pOKO 1-1 BMecre C reM aKTyanbHO. 

,IJ,OKnaAbl 3aMe4aTenbHO npo1-1nnJOCTp1-1posan1,1, KaK AOn)l(Hbl cospeMeHHble 

apXl-1TeKTOpbl 1-1 o6~eCTBO a 1..1enoM OTHOCl-1TbC5l K apxi,,reKTypHOMY HacneAl-1JO Ha 

np1-1Mepax 1,13yYeH1-1H pecra0pa1..11-11-1 Apyri,,x 3AaH1-1i:i apx1-1reKrypb1 MOAepHa 1,1 

YHl-1KanbHblX 1,1ccneAOBaHl-15lX ocse~eHl-15l, L1Bera 1,1 aKycrn4eCKl-1X oco6eHHOCTel1 

61-16n1-1oreK1-1 A.Aanro a Bb16opre. 3aMeYarenbHO, YTO :nor ceM1-1Hap cocroHncH a 

caMOM 3A8Hl,11,1 61-16n1-1oreK1-1, rAe Ka)K,[\bll1 Y48CTHl-1K HenocpeACTBeHHO CMOr 

nO3HaKOMl-1TbC5l C XOAOM pecra spa1..11-1OHHblX pa6OT, HamHAHblMl-1 np1-1MepaM1-1 

npo1-1nn10crp1-1posaTb CBOl-1 1-1ccneAOB8Hl-15l, XOA MbJCnei:i 1,1 npeAnO)KeHl-111. 

61-16n1-1oreKa H8XOAl-1TC5l Ha np1-1rpaHl-14HOl1 repp1,1rnp1,11,1 1,1 B Hei:i HaKonneH orpoMHbli::i 

o6beM l-1Hcj)opMa1..11-11-1 0 Kynbrype, '1CKyccrse , apxi,,reKType scero Ml-1pa, HO 4T06bl 

nyYwe nOHl-1MaTb AP Yr APYra, nl-14Hble KOHTaKTbl npocrn He06XOA'1Mbl. 

,IJ,aHHbll1 ceM1-1Hap nOMOr HaM nyYwe nOHHTb AP Yr Apyra 4epe3 nOHl-1MaH1-1e OTHOWeHl-15l 

K 61-16n1-1oreKe KaK OAHOMY 1,13 Ml-1pOBblX apx1-1reKTypHblX WeAeBp, 4epe3 socnp1-1Hrne 

KynbTYPbl, rexHonori-11-1, HaBblKOB, 1-1Ael1 apXl-1TeKTOpa Ansapa Aanrn, 4epe3 

ouw~eH1-1e ero csera, 1..1sera 1-1 3ByKa. 

~ O4eHb paAa, 4TO :na '1HTepecHa5l KH1-1ra BHecer 3Ha4'1TenbHbll1 BKnaA B 

Me)K,[lyHapOAHbll1 o6MeH OnblTOM 1,1 HaBblKaMl-1 npi,, ocy~ecrsneHl-11-1 pecraspa1..11-11-1 

3A8Hl-111 apXl-1TeKTYPbl MOAepHa 1-1 B YaCTHOCrn WeAeBpa 3TOl1 apx1-1TeKTypbl -

61-16n1-1oreK1-1 Ansapa Aamo a Bb16opre. 

Co6paHHble B Hei:i Marepi,,anbl, 5l AYMaJO, 6YAYT O4eHb '1HTepeCHbl 1,1 pocc1,1i:icKl-1M 

apx1-1reKTopaM, pecrasparnpaM, noMoryr 1-1M Hai:irn npas1-1nbHb1e nOAXOAbl 1,1 peweH1-1H 

npi,, AanbHei:iwei:i pecra 0pa1..11-11-1 3A8Hl-15l 61-16n1-1oreK1-1 A. Aanrn a Bb16opre 1,1 np1-1MeH1-1Tb 

secb co6paHHb1i:i 1-1 o6o6~eHHbll1 onbJT Ha Aene. 

,aupe1<mop 6u6nuomeKu CeemunbHUKoea T.B. 
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THE TECHNOLOGY OF SENSATIONS 

Ola Wedebrunn 

«On met en oevre de lo pierre, du bois, du ciment; on en fait des maisons, des palais; c'est de 

la construction. L'ingeniosite travaille. 

Mais, tout a coup, vous me prenez au coeur, vous mais faites du bien,je suix heureux,je dis: 
c'est beau. Voi/6 /'architecture. L'art est ici .... Avec des materiaux inertes, sur une programme 

plus ou mains utilitaire que vous debordez, vous avez etab/i des rappports qui m'ont emu. 
Cest /'architecture.» 

Le Corbusier, Vers une Architecture, 1923' 

Technology is often understood as material and construction that could be tested and 

proved with references to general principles. Thus building science might be understood 

as volume and matter arranged in objective scientific relations. 

This technology seminar of the DOCOMOMO Technology Committee, however, does 

not focus on general principles of science. It concerns technology experienced in the 

case study, and its aim is to target the case study and technology of architecture as the 

sensations evoked in the interrogation between people and building.The technology 

within this seminar is, therefore, rather characterised as the technology of sensations, 

as that what makes building and people; from the programme, construction and building 

to the use and changes that the case study inevitable undergo. 

This might touch the complexity of tech-

nology as well as the intuitive, sometimes 

inexplicable but obvious interaction of 

building and people. 

By addressing material and perception as 

the sensations of technology, the aim of 

the seminar is to characterize the building 

science of the case study where it could be 

grasped empirically and individually and at 

the same time be comprehended as a path 

of the general progress of theory. 

Through the case study we also hope to unfold and comprehend aspects and relations 

of architecture and technology that would be different from a traditional way of tracing 

material and perception.The idea of The Case Study Seminar is to provide a possibility to 

investigate what might be narrow, specific and heterogenic but still the individual case 

will mirror and enrich other cases simply because it emphasises and develops the 

importance of a sensibility for diversity. 

Alvar Aalto Library, Vyborg 
Architectural heritage is a resource of culture. Its qualities are often so fragile and com

plex that the investigation of the condition of a building ought to be compared to the 

assessment of the environment and the condition and diagnosis of organic growth. 
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This case takes place in, and circulates around the Alvar Aalto Library in Vyborg. Like a 

film or a written biography characterizing a personage, the aim of the case study is to 

characterise the building and the qualities and properties involved. The architectural 

practice and theories of Alvar Aalto are, of course, a source for understanding the 

library, but so is the building itself, as well as its visitors and the attraction and changes 

it generates from its daily function and cultural heritage it represents. 

The library is considered cultural heritage and is a listed building. Like most buildings, it 

is listed because of its architectural value; aesthetic, technical and social. But cultural 

heritage is often of a diversified nature, thus some buildings are listed simply because 

they are old, and some buildings might even be listed rather because of the history they 

represent.When it comes to Vyborg Library there could be little doubt that the aspects 

that make it cultural heritage are diversified and complex and involve the building as 

well as its history, the people ofVyborg and its daily use and circumstances. 

The assessment of the building and the ongoing restoration certainly involve the sensi

bility to understand history as well as to provide a visionary view for the future. Thus it 

makes little sense to insulate the understanding of the case study to the building itself, 

but rather to broaden the scope of experience. 

We have therefore broadened the scope of the first seminar on the case study of 

modern movement technology, parallelingVyborg Library with two other case studies; 

the Narkomfin building in Russia and the Zonnestraal sanatorium in the Netherlands. 

While the case of the Narkomfin building serves 

to enlighten and focus on the difficult situation 

for modern movement architecture in Russia, the 

case of the Zonnestraal sanatorium is an examp

le of the inherent knowledge that could be 

drawn upon through the investigation and expe

riences made by a careful and sensitive restora

tion. 

People and Building 

The scope ofVyborg Library certainly concerns 

more than the building itself. It is about a multi

cultural town with Swedish, Finnish, Russian and 

German influences, and a contemporary Russian 

city of 80,000 inhabitants.2 Language and reading 

are, of course, very important for the citizens of 

Vyborg.This makes Vyborg Library one of the 

most important buildings of the city, with an ave

rage of 800 visitors every day of the year. 

Just like the changing contrasts of the seasons, 

trade and visitors colour the market and the 

streets of the city, so the circumstances for 

architecture change, balancing the possibilities 

6 
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abb. 44 vera mayer-waldeck (bauhaus. I . semester 1927) 
fokturstudie. holz mit verschiedenen werkzeugen beDrbeitet. 

(diose o.ufgabe iat tibnlich gell>st wie bei D.bb. 41.) 
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and quality of impressions and experiences that are provided by the physical circum

stances and the administration of the inherited value that makes Vyborg and its modern 

library. 

Contrast 

While the very early buildings of Alvar Aalto might be considered to grow out of a free 

interpretation of a classical tradition, the Vyborg Library is considered a modern buil

ding of an original experience and an increasing liberation from unreflective mimesis. 

The architecture of Alvar Aalto displays a wide scale of sensitivity for qualities of mat

ter, space and composition. 

While the change from the free interpretation of classical tradition to a modern archi

tecture circulate around the Stockholm Exhibition in the summer of 1930, with the 

Swedish architect Erik Gunnar Asplund as mentor,3 a second wave of influential grain 

might be considered to have grown out of the influence from the Hungarian Bauhaus 

architect Lazio Moholy-Nagy.Aalto had met Nagy at the CIAM meeting in Frankfurt in 

1929, and in the summer of 1931 Nagy visited Aalto in Finland.'When returning to 

Bauhaus, Nagy sent Aalto his book Von Material zu Architektur about the education of 

material experienced through a method of learning 

as an original sensibility for the contrast of material 

qualities and perception.5 

This book might very well be an important inspira

tion for Aalto's move to an original, experienced 

and modern architecture. In a series of material 

compositions, the direct meeting between wood 

and Aalto becomes models in form and material of 

the properties of wood itself. Wooden fibres chop

ped and glued together as sticks and cellulose beco

mes original compositions and an almost second 

nature.This nature is the origin of the technology 

thatAalto developed for his famous bent wood 
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Touching the senses 

chairs, first designed for the auditorium of 

the Vyborg Library.• 

In an even larger scale, wooden lattice 

multiplied in the mechanic repetition of 

the ceiling makes a continuing wave and 

an almost organic energy of quanta that 

sways over the curved furniture to shape 

light, space and the acoustic sensations of 

the room. 

There could be no doubt thatAalto's architecture touches all the senses. His delicate 

treatment of glass does not only sustain the beauty of the flowers but the taste of fruits 

and food and the smell of flowers that glasses, vases and bowls contain. 

Aalto follows the sensibility of different matter and technology in all scales. 

- As the branch that constitutes the door handle of Aalto's sauna in Muuratsalo, gras

ped by the hand as the limb of the tree and close relative of nature to our very own 

naked body. 

- From the study of brick samples in the walls of his own summer house in Muuratsalo 

to the contrast and overheated deformed secondary quality bricks laid in the Flemish 

bond at the Baker House dormitory at MIT in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

Touching the heart 

The Vyborg Library touches the senses. There is no doubt that the architecture of the 

library has many qualities, contributing to the progress of general principles and theori

es of public functions, as well as creating the frame for private experiences. It is a struc

ture of great character that continuously influences and gives meaning to modern 

Vyborg. 

The library ofVyborg touches the heart with its inherent care, with its ability to gen

erate a living interior and an animated technology of sound and vision; from reflected 

colours and materials, and from the fact and fiction on the shelf to the virtual reality of 

its present Internet cafe. 

Maybe the best potential for Alvar Aalto's Vyborg 

Library is to remain an ongoing Case Study, a 

vital example of the Technology of Sensations, 

the Modern Movement displayed as the stimula

ting contrast and complementary by the chang

ing activity of readers, borrowers, staff and wel

comed guests. 

8 
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The free interpretation of classical architecture, as well-known through the work of the Swedish archi
tect Erik Gunnar Asplund, became a major inspiration for a whole generation of architects searching 
for a new objectivity. Responsive to tradition as well as to experiences of a new reality, functionalism 
moved from the necessity to answer elementary facts towards a sensibility for architecture as a syn
thesis of experienced matter and construction. 

Notes 
I. "You employ stone, wood and concrete, and with 
these materials you build houses and palaces. That is 
construction. Ingenuity is at work. But suddenly you 
touch my heart, you do me good, I am happy and I 
say: "This is beautiful." 
... By the use of raw materials and starting from 

conditions more or less utilitarian, you have esta

blished certain relationships which have aroused 

my emotions. This is Architecture." Le Corbusier, 

Towards a New Architecture [Vers une Architecture, 
1923]; translated by Frederick Etchells, 

Architectural Press, London, 1927. 

2. Vyborg was founded by the Swede Torgils 

Knutsson in 1293. Later, as a maritime trading 

city, it became Finland's second largest city, until 

it, along with most of Karelia, was ceded to the 

Soviet Union after the Second World War. Four 

languages were spoken in Vyborg before the 

Second World War; Swedish, Finnish, Russian, and 

German.An introduction to the history ofVyborg 

can be read in: Petri Neuvonen, Tuula Poyhia and 

Tapani Mustonen, Viipuri Opas kaupunkiin. Vyborg, 
Town Guide, Rakennustieto Oy, Helsinki, 1999, pp. 
8-50. 

3. The Swedish architect Erik Gunnar Asplund 

was in charge of the 1930 Stockholm Exhibition, 

and Sven Markelius was among the group of 

architects that planned the exhibition with him. 

Markelius was an important friend of Aalto's. For 

more on Aalto, Markelius and Asplund see: Goran 

Schildt, "Aalto, Bauhaus and the Creative 

Experiment", in Kirmo Mikkola (ed.), A/var Aalto 
vs. The Modern Movement, Rakennuskirja Oy, 

Jyvaskyla, 1981. 

4. Laszlo Moholy Nagy and Alvar Aalto met for 

the first time at the second CIAM meeting in 

Frankfurt in 1929. See ibid, p. 25. Moholy-Nagy 

and Ellen Frank visited Aalto in Finland and in 

Stockholm, where they stayed with Swedish archi

tect Sven Markelius; ibid, p. 26. In a letter from 

himself and Frank, Nagy included a copy of his 

book Von Material zu Architektur, and in a draught 

for a letter Aino Aalto writes to Frank thanking 

them for Nagy's book. The letter and sketch are 

to be found in the Alvar Aalto Archives in 
Helsinki. 

5. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Von Material zu Architektur, 
Bauhausbuch Nr. 14,Albert Langen Verlag, Berlin, 
1929. 

6. Aalto's wooden models from the 1930s are 

described by Schildt, in op. cit., pp. 28-30. 

Ola Wedebrunn (b. 1958) 

is an architect (MM). His PhD thesis (made at the 

Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, 2003) was titled 

Character and Language of Materials. He is presently 

teaching and continuing research at the Royal Danish 

Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen, as well as 

curating exhibitions on architecture and art. He has 

published several books and articles about Modern 

Movement architecture, materials and technology 

(including joint-editor of the books DOCOMOMO 
Scandinavia - Vision and Reality and Eastern Cemetery 
about the architecture of Sigurd Lewerentz). O la 

Wedebrunn is a member of the DOCOMOMO 

International Executive Committee and holds the 

chair of DOCOMOMO Specialist Committee on 
Technology. 
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TexH011ornst ceHca41,11,1 

Ona Beoe6pyHH (Ola Wedebrunn) 

«Tb! 6epewb KaMeHb, oepeeo u 6emoH, u ux HUX cmp0UWb 0OMa u oeop(.lbl. 

3mo Ha3bteaemcR cmpoumenbcmeoM. J!1306pemamenbH0cmb Bb1pa>KaemcR e 

pa6ome. 

A eopyz mb1 mpozaewb Moe cepo~e, MHe npuRmHo, R cl./acmnue u zoeop,o: 

«3mo Kpacueo». » 

... J!fcnonb3YR Cblpbe u omnpaenRRCb c mol./eK 6onee unu MeHee 

ymunumapHblX, mbt co3oan onpeoeneHHb1e omHoweHuR, Komopbte 

ebt3bteaiom eo MHe '-lyecmea. 3mo ApxumeKmypa. 

fle Kop6J03be: «K HoeoD apxumeKmype» (Vers une Architecture, 1923) 

Ha CeAbMOM T8XHOnorn4eCKOM ceML-1Hape KOML-lTeTa TexHonorn1,1 

AOKOMOMO paccMaTp1-1sanocb, KaK11M o6pa3oM TexHonorns:1 

socnp11H1-1MaeTcs:1 4epe3 ceHca41,11,1 AaHHOro «case study» . 

Ha ceML-1Hape CAenaHa nonblTKa pacKpblTb 1,1 nOHHTb acneKTbl 1,1 

OTHOWeHl-15! Me>KAy apx11TeKTypo~ 11 TeXH0non-11,1, OTnL-14al01.J..111eCH OT 

TpaA114L-10HH01'1 TpaKT0BKl,1 MaTep1,11,1 11 socnp11s:1rns:1. B03MO>KHO, 4TO 06beKT 

1,1ccneAOBaHL-1H B AaHHOM cny4ae SlBnHeTCH Y3Kl1M, cne41,1anbHblM 11 

reTeporeHHblM, HO, HeCM0TPH Ha :no, Ka>KAbl~ OTAenbHbl~ cny4a~ 
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OTpa)t{aeT vi o6oral..L\a8T .Qpyrne cnyyav1 y)t{e T8M, YTO OH nO,QYepKv!BaeT vi 

pa3Bv1BaeT 3HaYeHvle YYBCTBv!Ten bHOCrn K pa3H006pa3v!IO. 

vlccne,QOBaHv1e 3,QaHv!H 6v16nv10TeKv1 vi B8.QYI..L\vlXCH B HaCTOHI..L\88 BpeMH 

pecrnspa4v10HHblX pa6oT Tpe6yeT nOHvlMaHv!H v1CTOpv1v1 vi O,QHOBpeMeHHO 

npv!HOCvlT nonb3Y B cospeMeHHblX ycnOBvlHX, 06ecneYv1BaH nepcneKrnBHbllll 

B3rnH.Q Ha 6y.Qyl..L\ee. 

JltOAIII Ill 3AaHl/le 

Bee, YTO CBH3aHO C Bbt6oprcKOll1 6v16nv10TeKOll1, KacaeTCH ropa3,QO 6onee 

wv1poKOro Kpyra B01..L\0111, YeM CaMO 3,QaHvle 6v16nv10TeKvl. Pel.lb 111,QeT 0 

MHOroHa4v10HanbHOM ropo,Qe, no,QBeprasweMCH WB8,QCKOMY, (pv!HCKOMY vi 

H0M8L\KOMy BnvlHHvlHM , a B HaCTOHI..L\00 BpeMH 3TO poccv1111cKv1111 ropo,Q C 

80.000 )t{v!Tene111. >Kv1rnnv1 8bt6opra OY8Hb L\0HHT CBOIII H3blK vi MHOro 

YvlTalOT. Bcne,QCTBvle 3TOrO 6v16nv10TeKa HBnHeTCH 0,QHvlM 1113 CaMblX Ba)t{HblX 

3,QaHvllll ropo,Qa , KOTOpoe B cpe,QH0M noCel..L\aeT 800 YenoBeK B ,Q8Hb. 

BpeMeHa ro,Qa , ToprosnH v1 noceTv1rnnv1 MeHHIOT 06nv1K ropo.Qa v1 ero 

pblHOYHOIII nnOI..L\a,Qvl. TaK)t{e ycnOBvlH apXv1T0KTypbt M8HHIOTCH vi 

6anaHcv1pyt0T Hawv1 B03MO)t{HOCrn socnpv!Hv!MaTb TO, 1113 Yero COCTOvlTCH 

yHacne,QOBaHHaH L\0HHOCTb Bb16opra vi ero COBpeMeHHOIII 6v16nv10TeKv1. 

KoHTpacT 

Ansap AanTO s CBOvlX apXv!TeKTYPHblX peweHv!HX npOHBnHeT 6onbWOe 

pa3H006pa3v1e YYBCTBv!TenbHOCrn K CBOIIICTBaM B81..L\8CTBa, npoCTpaHCTBa vi 

KOMn03vll.\vlv1, C Bnv1HHv18M OT WB0,QCKOro apXv1T8KTOpa 3pv1Ka ryHHapa 

AcnnyH,Qa Ha CTOKrOnbMCKOIII BblCTaBKe B 1930 r. B ero pa6ornx TalOKe 

YyscrnyeTCH snv1HHv1e apxv1TeKTOpa 6ayxayca, nacno Moxo111-Ha.QH, 

KOTOpbtlll nocernn AanTO B <l>v!HnHH,Qvlvl vi no,Qapv1n eMy CBOIO KHvlry «OT 

MaTepv1ana K apxv1TeKType». 

KaK TporatOT cepAL\e 

6v16nv10TeKa r. 8bt6opra TporaeT cep,Q4e nocernrnnH csoe111 3a60To111 o 

HeM. 8 Hell! C03,QaH )t{v1B0111 vlHTepbep vi nO,QBvl)t{HOe npocTpaHCTBO 3BYKOB vi 

Bvl,QOB C noMOI..L\blO 0Tpa)t{8Hv1111 L\B8TOB vi MaTepv1anos, OT pa3H006pa3HblX 

KHvlr Ha KHvl)t{HblX nonKax ,QO Bv!pTyanbHOIII ,Q8111CTBv1TenbHOCrn 

COBpeMeHHoro vlHTepHeT-Kacpe. 

Bo3MO)t{HO, YTO caMbtlll rnaBHbllll noTeH4v1an 6v16nv10TeKv1 Ansapa AanTo 

3aKntOYaeTCH B TOM, YTO OHa OCTaeTCH nOCTOHHHblM o6beKTOM v13YY8Hv1H, 

)t{v!BblM npv1MepoM TexHonornv1 CeHca4v1v1, ,QBvl)t{8Hv1H MO,QepHa, KOTOpbtlll 

,Q8MOHCTpv1pyeT CBOvl B036y)t{,Qal01..L\v18 KOHTpacTbl vi r,Qe YvlTaTenv1, 

a6oHeMeHTbl, nepcoHan v1 )t{enaHHbte noceTv1Tenv1 HaXO.QHTCH B 

nOCTOHHHOM ,QBvl)t{8Hvlv1. 
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The main building of 
the Zonnestraal 
Sanatorium after 
restoration in late 
2003. The variety of 
room sizes and 
parapet heights reveal 
Duiker's "functionalist" 
approach. 

'ZONNESTRAAL': RESTORATION OF A TRANSITORY ARCHITECTURE 
Concept, planning and realisation in the context of its authenticity 

Wessel de jonge 

Ever since its completion in 1928,Jan Duiker's Zonnestraal Sanatorium in Hilversum 

has probably been the most canonical and internationally celebrated example of 

Modern Movement architecture in The Netherlands. But after its change in function in 

around 1960 a consequent series of adaptations and refurbishments caused the disfigu

rement of Duiker's masterpiece, which has doubtlessly been the most controversial 

issue in architectural heritage in the country.After two decades of extensive preparato

ry research, and with the prospect of an eventual UNESCO World Heritage nomina

t ion, the restoration of the first building finally started in autumn 2000. The careful dis

mantling of the main building proved to be an unprecedented source of knowledge and 

hands-on experience regarding early modern building technology and its preservation. 

W ith the first stage of the restoration completed, albeit partly, in 2003, the great value 

of Duiker's work is now again available to the expert community as well as the general 

public. 
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The Zonnestraal Sanatorium is arguably one of the most clear-cut demonstrations of 

the vanguard philosophy of the Modern Movement in architecture. Its design was a see

mingly temporary structure that challenged eternity, in a reinterpretation of some of 

the grand ideas of the Enlightenment. Conceived between 1925 and 1927 by Jan Duiker 

( 1890-1935), Bernard Bijvoet ( 1889-1979) and structural engineer Jan Gerko Wiebenga 

( 1880-1974), the Sanatorium is strongly rooted in the cultural, social and technological 

developments of the Industrial Revolution. 

During that dynamic period in history, the building tradition underwent unprecedented 

changes. Industrialisation and the consequent process of urbanisation triggered a 

demand for new and particular building types.The functional programmes for buildings 

became increasingly diverse and specific and, as a result, more short-lived. New materi

als and construction technologies allowed engineers and architects to fulfil these needs 

to an ever-growing extent. 

In the 191 Os and 1920s, architects acknowledged a direct link between the design and 

technical lifespan of a building and the user requirements over time. 

As the time span for use changed as well, time and transitoriness ultimately became 

important issues in architectural theory. Consequently, this led either to a transitory or 

adaptable architecture.The consequent translation of these ideas into practice produ

ced the specific architecture of the Modern Movement, of which Zonnestraal is a stun

ning example. 

Transitoriness 

Jan Duiker was a main spokesman 

of the Modern Movement in The 

Netherlands. "Why is it", he com

plained in 'De 8 en Opbouw' in 

1933, "that one refuses to view the 

form as the materialisation of the 

functions, demanded from the 

organism? ( ... ) This form ( ... ) that is 

nothing more than an answer that 

comes up to the requirements 

most directly: the most economic solution." ' Duiker clearly considered architecture as 

a matter of reason rather than style, attributing great value to the connection between 

form, function, material, economy and time. 

According to some of his writings, he promoted the idea that whenever a building's 

purpose had to change, the form would loose its right to exist and the building must be 

either adapted or demolished altogether. Clearly, he regarded buildings as utilities with 

a limited lifespan and occasionally even as 'throw-aways'. 

With Zonnestraal he produced the first and arguably most direct response to a short

lived functional programme in his professional life. Based on a solid belief in science and 

progress, the sanatorium was established in the conviction that tuberculosis would be 

exterminated within thirty to fifty years.2 Here, the architect managed to subtly balance 

user requirements and technical lifespan with the limited budget of the client, creating 

simultaneously a structure of breathtaking beauty and great fragility. 

Hence, we are faced with the conservation of a structure that was intended to be 

transitory. It is clear that the restoration of his buildings poses great challenges in both 
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Jan Duiker in his 
automobile, which he 
identified as one of his 
inspirations for 
industrial assemblage 
products. 



left: Directly linked to 
the open plan were 
technological inven
tions such as the 
radiation ceiling panels 
for Duiker's Open Air 
School in Amsterdam 
( 1927-28). 

right: Test construction 
of the plastered para
pets of the Zonnestraal 
Main Building in 1927. 
The rigorous distinc
tion between load-bea
ring structures and 
infills allowed the use 
of light materials in 
the facade. 

conceptual and material terms because, in such cases, the idea of transitoriness must be 

understood as part of the original design intention. 

Spiritual economy 

It is quite striking to see how the engineers were ahead of the architects as far as the 

employment of modern building technology was concerned. Some of them designed 

structures which anticipated Le Corbusier's theoretical writings years before these 

were widely published. Wiebenga designed a remarkably modern Technical School in 

Groningen as early as 1922 with a fu ll concrete st ructural frame, light infills, and steel 

framed window casements arranged in horizontal bands.3 It was still five years before 

Le Corbusier canonised the free plan w ith his 'five points for a new architecture',4 pro

viding a theoretical basis for the architectural avant-garde, and just four years before 

Duiker invited him to help him work on the sanatorium project.5 

With 'Zonnestraal', they followed a rigorous distinction between load-bearing structu

res and infil ls, in order to allow for maximum flexibility, and used light and transparent 

materials in the facade to ensure the unhampered access of daylight and fresh air into 

the building. Related to the idea of varied lifespans was the introduction of prefabrica

tion for building components, since it allowed the easy replacement of deteriorated or 

malfunctioning parts, as well as later adaptation in response to functional change. 

Directly linked to the principle of the open plan are a series of technological inventions, 

such as the radiation ceiling panels for Duiker's Open Air School in Amsterdam ( 1927-

28) and his patented hot-air system for the Gooiland Hotel in Hi lversum ( 1934). 

Duiker designed his buildings as light as possible, using minimum amounts of material. 

This is demonstrated, for instance, by the extremely slender concrete frame of 

Zonnestraal, with the beams haunched at their bearings and tapering cantilevers to fol

low the moment diagram as closely as possible.The necessarily complicated carpentry 

for the formwork was not uneconomic in a period with cheap labour and relatively 

expensive materials. 

His aim for optimal construction is referred to as "spiritual economy", which, as Duiker 

wrote in 1932, "leads to the ultimate construction, depending on the applied material, 

and develops towards the immaterial, the spiritual". He introduced this notion so as to 

distinguish this conceptual principle from financial economy.6 
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Still, in many of his projects optimalisation was a bare necessity, due to his clients' shor

tage of funds. He again needed all his "engineer's-art" to make the actual construction 

of Zonnestraal possible, albeit in two stages, as the financial position of the client only 

allowed for a second pavilion for patients to be completed in 1931 , three years after 

the main building and the first pavilion had been opened. 

Zonnestraal 

The sanatorium was part of a larger aftercare colony for tubercular patients, which was 

founded in 1919 by the Diamond Workers Union of Amsterdam following British exam

ples. Duiker's master plan involved a main building with two patient pavilions, to be 

extended later with two more pavilions, arranged along a North-South axis. The pavi

lion wings are set at 45° to each other, allowing unhampered views out and plenty of 

daylight in. 

Since money was extremely short, a cheap construction method was required. Observ

ing also hygiene requirements, eventually a reinforced concrete frame was chosen. The 

buildings are entirely structured on a 3m module, based on the Dutch 1918 Concrete 

Regulations, which allowed the formwork of floors with a span of 3m to be removed in 

a weeks' time rather than the four week curing period that had to be respected for lar

ger spans. This was a crucial condition in view of the strict six months construction 

schedule for Zonnestraal.7 

The pavilions clearly illustrate how Duiker and 

his associates assimilated the concrete frame 

with the architectural lay out, which is tailored 

around the required functions.The wings feature 

parallel girders set off at 3m, creating a zone for 

individual 3x3x3-metre patient rooms. The I .Sm 

cantilevers of the floor slabs provide terraces on 

the sunward side and a corridor to the north, 

that connects the rooms and links the stairs at 

both ends. 

Thus, the building is almost like a functional pro-
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The Zonnestraal 
Sanatorium, on the 
perimeter of a pine 
forest overlooking the 
moors near Hilversum, 
shortly after the 
completion of the 
second pavilion in 
1931. The layout shows 
the interaction betwe
en an East-West axis 
through the passages 
to the outside world, 
and a North-South axis 
that ran from the main 
staircase through the 
large hall on the first 
floor to the open field. 

The pavilions clearly 
illustrate how the 
architects assimilated 
the concrete frame 
with the architectural 
lay out, tailored to the 
required functions. 



Brinkman and Van der 
Vlugt's Van Nelle 
Factory ( 1926-31) 
represents the idea of 
rational planning to its 
fullest. 

left: A work floor in 
the Van Nelle coffee 
factory showing the 
rationally planned, 
open and flexible floor 
plan. Mushroom 
columns and smooth 
ceilings ensured proper 
daylighting. 

right: The rational plan 
of the Van Nelle buil
dings allowed for the 
relatively easy accom
modation of new func
tions. An architects' 
office at the Van Nelle 
Design Factory. 

gramme enclosed by a steel, glass and plaster envelope.Although less obvious due to 

the complexity of the programme, the layout of the main building is based on the same 

principles.The building seems to evoke a striking demonstration of Adolf Behne's origi

nal definition of 'functionalism' of 1923, as opposed to 'rationalism'.8 According to 

Behne, functional planning departs from the brief and involves the careful design of ind

ividual spaces for each particular function, with specific dimensions and performance 

characteristics, organically producing a tailor-made suit. One may conclude that, conse

quently, the building may not be easily adaptable to functional change and is likely to 

have a short functional life expectancy, as opposed to such striking examples of 'ratio

nalism' as the Van Nelle Factories in Rotterdam, where the a-specific, neutral space 

could be relatively easily adapted to a new use as a centre for design studios.9 

In Zonnestraal's main building each room has particular dimensions, and even the height 

of the parapet varies according to the use of the space concerned. Moreover, the buil

ding features several programmatic clusters, such as the medical/administrative depart

ment, the kitchens and the boiler/bath house, which are accommodated in separate 

wings on the ground floor. By detaching these wings from each other by passages for 

cars, the functional status quo was fixed. Such an obstruction of any future adaptation 

may be best understood in its relation to the building's limited lifespan. 

On the other hand, the particular layout of the building suggested an interesting inter-
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The original plan of 
the Main Building sho
wing the functional 
clusters and passages. 
Bottom: boiler/bath 
house; 
Middle: kitchen wing; 
Top: administrative/ 
medical department. 

Plan of the Main 
Building redesigned 
for the new function. 
Most of the original 
plan appeared 
compatible to the new 
functions. The large 
physiotherapy room in 
the centre was once 
the main kitchen. 



The salvaged facade, 
uncovered in 1997 
after demolition of a 
post-war extension, 
gave evidence of all 
original details and 
hardware. 

action between an east-west axis through the passages, which connected the sanatori

um complex with the outside world, and a north-south axis that organized the day-to

day use of the premises by the patients during the harsh years they spent to be cured 

of their life-threatening disease, and that ran from the main staircase through the large 

hall on the first floor to the open field and the pavilions. One of the beauties of 

Duiker's architecture is this symbolic expression of the main building as a crossing at 

different levels of these inner and outer worlds. 

Industrial technologies 

The extensive preparatory research projects carried out since 1983 showed that 

Zonnestraal was a test ground for new and experimental building technologies. '0 

Though aimed at industrial mass production and the dry assemblage of prefabricated 

building parts, most solutions actually adopted in the main building still involve hand

made prototypes, with all the related problems and failures. Remarkably, Duiker had the 

opportunity to improve some of the technologies applied in the main building and first 

pavilion of 1928, when completing the second pavilion three years later. 

Fascinatingly, also in the materialisation of the sanatorium buildings Duiker demonstra

ted a profound understanding of how to balance the technical lifespan with the require

ments and scarce resources of the client. By using cheaper non-galvanised steel win

dows he limited the technical lifespan of the buildings, though they would surely last for 

the expected functional lifespan of thirty years. Moreover, as part of their labour thera

py, it was planned that the patients would regularly paint the steelwork, avoiding exces

sive maintenance costs. 

The main building of 1928 involved a prototypical curtain wall consisting of individual 

window units made of 25mm steel profiles. These casings were produced in a workshop 

and mounted on site against vertical steel posts (IPE 8) that ran between the floors. To 

save material, the second and further window units came with just one jamb and were 

fixed against the previous casing to create a stable unity, actually producing one large 

window frame over the full 33m of the building's length.The lack of any tolerance in the 

joint between the casings of course 

gave rise to problems in controlling 

the measurements.Also, the 25 mm 

deep window profiles were so shal

low, that the I .SO m wide top hung 

casements were too unstable to 

avoid early glass breakage. Even 

during construction, additional mul

lions had to be placed in the case

ments in order to subdivide them 

to become more flexible. 

When the other pavilion was finali

sed in 193 I, these shortcomings were countered by choosing a stronger 37 mm profile 

series, introducing side hung casements of a much smaller size, and by designing inde

pendent steel framed window casings that were placed between the IPE 8 posts with 

sufficient tolerance, largely according to contemporary curtain wall systems. 

Another example of improvement was the construction of the parapet. Steel mesh was 

fixed between the steel posts under the windows.After the lower half of the mesh was 
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covered by several layers of cement plaster on both sides, the upper half was folded 

inward to create an inner skin by plastering the interior surface.A similar technique 

was used for the partitions. 11 As a matter of fact, this had nothing to do with dry assem

blage but a lot to do with the desire to create an abstract, pristine surface. 

The parapets of the 1931 Dresselhuys Pavilion, on the other hand, involve prefabricated 

spandrel panels made of clay wire mesh and 6 mm steel reinforcement bars, again plas

tered with several layers on both sides, to a total thickness of 50 mm. By welding the 

ends of the rebars against the IPE 8 posts, the panels were fixed vertically.After the 

joints were filled with bitumen, the spandrels were finally painted.These spandrel panels 

are the first prefab 'concrete' building parts known to be used in The Netherlands. 

The curtain wall and spandrel construction, as well as some other features, make the 

sanatorium complex a unique witness to the rapid developments in building technology 

in the second half of the 1920s, before the economic crisis and the Second World War 

brought them to a halt, until they re-emerged during the building boom of the post-war 

reconstruction. 

Obsolete 

The war also caused a brief upswing in tuberculosis 

in Europe, triggering the discovery of antibiotics 

shortly afterwards.As predicted by Duiker and his 

clients in the 1920s, most sanatoria became ob

solete by the mid- I 950s and Zonnestraal was no 

exception.The sanatorium was transformed into a 

general hospital in 1957, just before it reached the 

end of its life expectancy.As a result, numerous 

extensions were added, and wooden barracks were 

scattered all over the hospital estate, compromising 

the serene clarity of the original layout. 

The first pavilion was completely refurbished in 

1955-58, enclosing the open balconies and changing 

the characteristic staircases of the building.Today it 

stands unrecognisable. 

The main building was first extended several times towards the north.Around 1976, 

serving as a general lobby for the hospital, the detached wings of the ground floor had 

to be connected and the northern passage was closed off.The main entrance was 

moved to the eastern tip of the middle wing, where originally the kosher kitchen had 

been located. Moreover, the rest of the building was completely refurbished.The inte

rior arrangements were radically altered, almost all the partition walls were removed, 

the slender steel-framed window casings were replaced by wide aluminium ones with 

double glazing and the colour scheme was changed. 

The second pavilion was largely left as it was. Since the early 1980s, the pavilion stands 

obsolete, a victim of the elements and local hooligan gangs. The windows are broken 

and the concrete is fully being exposed to the weather. The damage caused by corro

ding rebar is enormous and parts of the roofs have recently collapsed. 

After amalgamating with another hospital in Hilversum in the early 1990s, the premises 

were largely vacated, awaiting a new use.The big question was, how to find one. 
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The corridor in the 
administrative 
department showing 
the condition of the 
Main Building just 
prior to the 
restoration. 



Function follows form ... 

In our way of working, the structural analysis of the buildings themselves has become 

prominent.This requires sufficient time in advance to study the layout, the structural 

frame, the building technology and materials, as well as the role attributed by the archi

tects to the building installations, and how all these elements interrelate. The aim of 

such extensive research is to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the buildings' 

rationale before actually touching it. 

The most complicated issue to assess is how the architects themselves saw the perfor

mance of their buildings in terms of building physics in relation to the systems for 

heating and cooling they devised.As a matter of fact, these installations were of great 

interest to many of these architects, who preferred to call themselves building engin

eers rather than designers, as proper knowledge of heating and cooling systems was 

decisive in designing light, open plan or even semi-open-air buildings for our climate. 

Unfortunately, little research has been performed regarding the historic development of 

such systems and we have to rely largely on period magazines and an occasional hand

book. 

Given this importance, we have tried to restore as much as possible the most essential 

elements of the installations, such as the tubular heating radiators in the most public 

areas of the building, such as the corridors and the main hall upstairs. 

Another challenge has been that these buildings were designed at a time when the 

energy performance of buildings was quite differently considered than we are used to 

since the energy crisis of the 1970s. This is even more the case since Zonnestraal has 

been designed with a user in mind who advocated keeping all windows open at all 

times, also in winter. Despite efforts to improve the performance of the buildings in 

energy terms, it has been obvious right from the start that present requirements can 

irdcf:o,,,olllldb 
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never be met without totally destroying the essence of Zonnestraal.'2 As a result, the 

comfort level inside the building will hardly fair in accordance with present standards. 

Rather than trying to change this against all odds, we proposed to look for a new and 

appropriate use that could comply with these facts. Matching form and function 

reminds one of Duiker's efforts when designing the buildings 75 years ago. But Louis 

Sullivan's credo "form follows function", which was adopted by the Modern Movement 

as a guideline, has now been reversed. 

Project 

Since 1995, a new set up as a healthcare centre has been developed in a master plan for 

the restoration and extension of the original ensemble by Hubert-Jan Henket architects 

and our office, in cooperation with the landscape architect Alie Hos per. The centre will 

involve a variety of independent, polyclinic-type health services and additional conferen

ce facilities in the main building. Both pavilions will eventually serve as accommodation 

for patients. To finance these costly operations, the municipality of Hilversum allowed 

an apartment complex to be built elsewhere on the forested premises. 

In order to capture Zonnestraalis spirit of modernity, the original state of the ensemble 

as it was completed in 1931 has been taken as a reference regarding the interior layout, 

functional clustering and elevations, as well as architectural and technical solutions. The 

varying condition of the three original buildings may suggest in due course a different 

restoration approach for each of them. 

The oldest pavilion has been put to a new use as a 'health care hotel',13 after it had been 

basically renovated earlier on. From September 2000 to December 2002, the original 

workshops of 1928 were restored and extended by our office and now serve as an 

obesities clinic.The main building was restored from September 2000 to July 2003 and 
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Section of the restored 
building showing pas
sages and various solu
tions for the facades 
and installations. Far 
right: boiler house; 
right: physiotherapy 
room; left: main hall 
with elevator; far left: 
former hospital wing. 



By concentrating the 
steel members into a 
U-shaped frame in the 
centre of the elevator 
shaft, a crystalline 
volume with glass 
corners resulted, and 
which leaves the con
tours of the building 
almost untouched. 

so far accommodates a sports injuries' rehabilitation 

clinic and a conference centre in the main hall 

upstairs.The client's choice not to have one tenant 

for the building, but rather several individually 

operating users elegantly, matches the specificity of 

the original layout with the two passages for cars, 

and allowed the northern passage to remain open 

again. 

The original interior layout was precisely known 

from the preparatory research project and appeared 

largely compatible with the new functions required, 

which were then carefully inserted into the tailor

made suit that Duiker had left us.The close interrela

tion between the exact, 'functionalist' layout of the 

various rooms and the facades guided us to select a proper use for each space. Only 

when a new function could not be accommodated by the old structure was it proposed 

to deviate from Duiker's plan. Fortunately, the prominent extremities of the various 

wings originally served mostly as secondary entrances, cloakrooms and sanitary faciliti

es that were also functional in the new set up, so that little had to change. More difficult 

was to find a new use for the obsolete kitchens in the core of the building, until a phy

siotherapy hall for the rehabilitation clinic appeared to fit in nicely w ithout being very 

visible from the surroundings. 

Similar decisions were made to fit in an elevator to comply with present regulations 

regarding wheelchair access. By concentrating the steel members into a U-shaped 

frame in the centre of the shaft, a crystalline volume with glass corners resulted, which 

leaves the contours of the building almost untouched. 

The boiler house again serves as a heating plant for ri eventually ri the entire complex 

of buildings.As the original radiators were fuelled by steam and their replicas by hot 

water, additional floor heating was added in the single-glazed main hall. Together with 

sun-reflective curtains, solar gain is largely compensated by switching the floor heating 

to cold water during the summer. The reconstructed podium doubles as a ventilation 

shaft, allowing cold air into the central part of the hall for additional cooling. In doing 

so, a climatising system according to present standards could be inserted to ensure a 

pleasant indoor climate throughout the year without compromising the fragile transpa

rency of the original building. 

Material aspects 

When planning the restoration, Duikeris search for new and specific technical solutions 

and materials for Zonnestraal has meant attaching great value to the few remains the

reof in the main building. 

The works largely involved the reconstruction of the original facades, partitions and 

finishes, and there has been little conservation or restoration of authentic materials, 

except for the concrete structural frame, a few partitions and the salvaged parts of one 

facade.As the essential meaning of this building lies within the conceptual starting 

points of the original designers, and the restoration project has been aimed at revitali

sing the perception thereof, to my mind one could successfully argue that it still con

cerns a real restoration.Yet, we realised that the material aspect was vital for the sue-
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Section through the 
facade, as built in 
1928. Window casings 
of 25mm and plastered 
mesh parapets are 
fixed to steel NP 8 
posts. I :20 

Section through the 
facade, as restored in 
2003. 32137mm repla
cement windows are 
fixed against similar 
NP 8 posts. 
The parapets are now 
of insulated light brick, 
which allowed for a 
seamless and pristine 
finish as the original. 
1:20 
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Comparison of the ori
ginal and replacement 
horizontal details. I: I 0 

Section through the 
new elevator shaft. The 
central steel portal 
supports the tempered 
glass construction and 
accommodates all ele-
vator technology at 
the same time. 

Details of the elevator 
shaft. A, B and C 
vertical sections, 
D and E details of the 
connecting bridge to 
the original facade 
(right). I :20 
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cessful revitalisation of Duikerfs architectural concept, and to make comprehensible the 

full cultural context of Zonnestraal. 

Some lost parts have been carefully reconstructed at a high cost, such as the steel win

dow casements, the sheet glass and finishes like the linoleum and the terrazzo floorings 

in particular areas. Components such as the window hardware may have been industri

ally produced in the 1920s, but have since been taken out of production and had to be 

hand-crafted for the restoration. 

In a way, the efunctionalistf principles in which the sanatorium buildings originated have 

caused us to attach greater value to the truthfulness of the very materials than has 

been the case in some other recent restoration cases of modern buildings. " Also, it has 

required more artisanship than anticipated. 

Curtain wall 

The faithful reconstruction of the exterior was made possible due to the discovery of 

an original section of the facade in the summer of 1997, after an extension to the buil

ding was demolished.Apart from a section that could be reconstructed from this salva

ge material , the facades have been built up from new, steel-framed window casements. 

As the shallow 25 mm profiles of the original casements could not hold double glazing 

and the initial stability problems had to be avoided, the new units have been made of 

slightly heavier 37 mm profiles, similar to the eimproved version[ of 40 mm that Duiker 

himself used in the 1931 pavilion. 

Due to the greater depth, the sharp putty framing of the original glazing could even be 

made in the shallow double-glazing units that were specially designed for the restora

tion. 

To remake and guarantee a facade without any tolerance in dimensions, as was original

ly the case, is something not even an experienced restoration team is willing to accept 

today. We redesigned the facade as a series of individual casements fixed against the 

vertical posts with a minimally acceptable tolerance of 3 mm in the joint between them. 

By filling the joint with a flexible sealant and pushing it back with a finger nail, the joints 

slightly show and indicate which sections of the facade are actually new. 

Thanks to extensive colour research carried out by Evert-Jan Nusselder and Mariel 

Polman of the National Heritage Department RDMZ, the original colour scheme could 

be fully retraced. Zonnestraal appeared to be a rare example in The Netherlands of a 

Modern Movement building that had actually been really white, even with a dash of blue 

in the mineral paints to add more brilliance to the plastered surfaces.The heavenly blue 

shade of the casings, with a remarkable touch of violet, makes the steel frames dissolve 

against the sky. 
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left: A detail of the ori
ginal 25mm steel win
dow casings of the 
Main Building, showing 
the shared jamb bet
ween two casings. 

right: A detail of the 
32137mm replacement 
windows, showing the 
[-shaped jambs of both 
independent casings 
with a 3mm joint. 



The only remaining ori
ginal facade of the 
Zonnestraal building 
shows extremely slen
der details with 25mm 
window profiles that 
cannot hold double 
glazing. It was there
fore retained in its 
material authenticity 
but relocated to a cor
ridor where single gla
zing was acceptable. 

left: An original interior 
of the doctor's room. 
The classic oak furni
ture, linen curtains and 
woollen carpets pre
sent a contrast with 
the brilliant exterior 
image of the building. 

right: The same 
doctor's room after 
restoration. All finishes 
have been re-made, 
but the heating/cooling 
units in workspaces 
are contemporary. 

Glass 

Being nothing more than a concrete frame with a transparent membrane enclosing it, 

this building required serious efforts to find types of glass that would allow us to per

ceive the original building as closely as possible. Zonnestraal predates the invention of 

float glass,15 which was developed by Pilkington in the 1950s and became readily availa

ble only in the late I 960s. Sheet glass as used in Zonnestraal was slightly warped, pro

ducing vertical distortions, which was essential to the vision and reflection qualities of 

the state-of-the-art curtain wall of 1928. 

Moreover, the colourless glass of the 1920s, made of low-iron sand, which has since 

been used up in Western Europe, could only be found at a reasonable cost in the new 

member states of the EU. Colourless sheet glass was eventually imported from 

Lithuania. 16 Single glass has again been used in spaces that did not require careful clima

tisation, such as corridors and staircases, as well as spacious rooms such as the main 

hall upstairs that would allow people to move away from the glazing sufficiently not to 

be affected by cold draughts.As the cross shape of the hall easily allows one to look 

through four layers of glazing, the issue of glass colour has been particularly important 

here. 

For the workspaces, single glazing was not acceptable and a sophisticated solution for 

double glazing was designed to meet the required conditions.As double and single gla

zing would be applied right next to each other, it was particularly important to reduce 

any differences in appearance.Therefore, we wanted the Lithuanian glass for the outside 

pane. To avoid any colouring of the double glass unit, as compared to the single glass 
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next to it, we had Starphire float glass imported from the US for the inside pane, which 

is of even more neutral colour.Very recent developments in UV-proof adhesive techno

logy allowed the warped Lithuanian glass to be joined with the float glass pane in a 

Belgian factory, using a neutral grey U-PVC spacer that was specially produced in Italy. 

On close inspection, the expert eye may find the multiple reflections of the double gla

zing units slightly diverging from those of the single panes, but viewed casually from a 

certain distance the slightly blurred reflections from the sheet glass surface are predo

minant. 

The I I mm thick double glazing units could be accommodated by the new window 

units.The increased depth of 37 mm of the steel profiles allowed for similar putty fra

ming as found in the original single-glazed section of the facade. 

Cement plinths 

The contrast between the interior and the exterior of Zonnestraal in terms of finishes 

and colour has been a huge surprise.After earlier restorations of modern interiors in 

The Netherlands, most notably the Sonneveld House of 1932, 17 it has again been strik

ing to see that the originally selected colour schemes and finishes are quite different 

and much richer than those we tend to consider as 'modern' today. 

The interior finishes bare witness to the functional character of the building as well. 

Beneath the whitewashed ceilings and upper parts of the walls, the lower parts were 

finished with a warm yellow mineral paint covering a section of strong cement plaster. 

The waterproof'fortolite' sections in the cloakrooms, toilets, kitchens and behind 

washbasins were made in a similar shade, though slightly textured and more brilliant. 

From the draft specifications we learned that Duiker wanted the floors covered with a 

sound-absorbing material, for which he initially proposed asphalt roof covering. 18 

Eventually he relied on linoleum, which was much more expensive. In order to econo

mise, Duiker decided to use the flooring only in the central field of each space where 

people would actually walk.The remaining areas along the walls and around columns 

were finished with white cement plaster, which was set up against the wall to create a 

hollow plinth.Again, such handcraft was not uneconomic in a time of inexpensive 

labour, and hence the disproportionate cost of restoring the plinths confronted us with 

a paradox when restoring the building. 

Another way for Duiker to cut expenses was to avoid waste by using either the full 2 

m wide or half width linoleum sheets.As the corridors measure I .SO m centre to cen

tre, a hands[ width on either side of the linoleum aisle was left for the white cement 

plinths, exactly as seen on period photographs. 

Linoleum 

With the architects[ original order for JaspE linoleum we got hold of the product speci

fications, amounts, colours and related codes, but no information as to which rooms 

each colour was planned for. Given Duikerfs initial idea of having roof covering on the 

corridor floors and stairs, we believed the very dark brown to be used there. Similarly, 

the middle brown colour may have replaced the oak parquet for the main hall that had 

to be economised on. Finally, the dark green may have been used for the staff rooms. 

This assumption was calculated in terms of surfaces, to find out that the amounts orde

red for each colour nicely matched our hypothesis. 

Jaspe is a wood patterned design, easily produced by having the upper calender rotating 
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The main hall upstairs 
in the original situa
tion. Note the woollen 
curtains, the cement 
plinths around the 
columns and the tubu
lar radiators. 

The main hall after 
restoration. The 1931 
stage has been re
made to accommodate 
ventilation ducts. The 
floor has two shades of 
reproduced Jaspe lino
leum and the tubular 
radiators have been 
reconstructed. 

at a slightly higher speed in order 

to stretch the contrasting colour 

particles, and therefore relatively 

cheap. The producer, Forbo 

Krommenie, still held the 1928 

sample books but, much to their 

regret, was unable to reproduce 

the pattern themselves due to the 

lack of the proper calender. 

Eventually, rival manufacturer 

Armstrong DLW appeared to be 

still equipped to reproduce Jaspe 

linoleum. Only because Forbo was 

still prepared to offer the 1928 

sample book as a reference, could 

the process of reproduction could 

finally start, and we are still extre

mely grateful to them. 

Unfortunately, the green ordered 

by Duiker was out of production 

and the alternative colour he selec

ted was lacking from the old sam

ples.As we remained unsure of the exact green colour, we decided instead to rely on 

just the two brown colours that we were sure of, and applied these in all the rooms. 

The two brown shades were redesigned on the basis of a digital scan of a salvage piece 

of Jaspe.After extensive tests and samples, the DLW laboratories managed to remake 

both colours convincingly. '9 

Together with the yellow walls, the natural linen curtains and the woollen carpets, the 

light and dark brown linoleums created quite a contrast with the bright blue window 

frames and the brilliant white facades.Though functional and unadorned, the interiors 

of 1928 were probably less an expression of progress. Still, the choice for Thonet bent 

wood furniture can be explained from the fact that these were already mass-produced 

and therefore emoderni, while the steel tubular furniture that we associate with 

modern interiors was still hand made for the elite. 

Conclusion 

The restoration of this building has provided us with several new insights, and has hel

ped us to revise and improve some of the conclusions drawn from our research preda

ting the restoration process. 

When speaking about an architecture that pursued industrial building methods and the 

assembly of machine-produced components, one could argue that the very materials 

are indeed not essential. For the authenticity of Modern Movement architecture, the 

spatial qualities, appearance, form and details are evidently more significant, though the 

core of modernity in architecture remains the idea, the conceptual starting points of 

the original architect.This may lead us to the conclusion that the absolute value of 

materials and constructions as applied in modern structures must not be overestimat

ed. In view of the underlying philosophy and the limited functional lifespan of many 
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The original 1928 
sample book of Forbo 
Krommenie. Right, 
third from the bottom, 
the dark brown 5 11; 
fourth from the bot
tom the middle brown 
508. The green SOS was 
no longer available in 
1928. 

Armstrong DLW staff 
worked with the archi
tects to expertly rede
sign both colours. Tests 
were also compared to 
samples of other 
finishes, such as the 
cement plinths and 
wall paints to create a 
convincing colour 
scheme. 

The linoleums were 
redesigned on the 
basis of a digital scan 
of a salvage piece of 
Jaspe linoleum (left), 
varying the basic tones 
that constitute the 
design (right). 



modern buildings, most building materials applied in modern structures are also short

lived.As the authenticity of materials is, therefore, often difficult to maintain, a conveni

ent excuse to ignore the material aspects of these modern prototypes becomes availa

ble. However, the restoration of Zonnestraal taught us that such an excuse can easily 

be false. 

It is self-evident that our earlier conclusion, that the assessment of the historic value of 

Modern Movement buildings must be based on more than just their appearance, was 

strongly confirmed. Understanding the original design approach appeared critical to the 

conservation process. Precisely in the case of Duikerfs works, it made us comprehend 

that the exposed constructions themselves are vital to the original concept. His techno

logical innovations are directly linked to the free plan and the rationalisation of con

struction. Even if some of them failed, we must be aware that the experiments of 

modern engineers and architects represent a historic significance of their own. 

Respecting the material aspects of their architecture helps us to understand what may 

appear to us as the anachronisms of the era. 

The contrast between the interior and the exterior finishes and colours appeared stri

king, most notably because those originally selected for the interiors do not easily com

ply with our image of the Modern Movement.To our mind, respecting this difference 

has contributed greatly to the quality of the present restoration, and to the narrative of 

Duikeris original architecture in the social and cultural context of its time. 

This is vital for making historic continuity understandable as well for the public at large. 

Apart from its great architectural value, the unique history of Zonnestraal has made it 

an unprecedented symbol of our social democracy, attracting almost 2000 visitors on 

the first day the restored building was open to the public. 

Wessel de Jonge 
Wessel de Jonge (b. 1957) graduated in architecture 
at Delft University ofTechnology, The Netherlands, in 
1985, and combines an academic and a professional 
career. He has been the resto ration architect for 
several noted Modern Movement buildings in the 
Netherlands, including the seminal 1923 Technical 

Schools in Groningen ( 1999) and Duiker's 1928-31 
Zonnestraal Sanatorium in Hilversum (2002), the lat
ter in co-operation with Henket Architects. 
Wessel de Jonge has also been the supervisor for 
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the revitalisation of the 1928-31 Van Nelle factories 
in Rotterdam ( 1999-2004). 
Wessel de Jonge is the co-founder of DOCOMO
MO and held the position of International Secretary 
and Editor of the DOCOMOMO International 

Journal from 1990 to 2002. He is presently a 
member of their international Advisory Board and 
International Specialist Committee on Technology. 

He has widely lectured and published internationally 
on the challenge of preserving the recent architect
ural heritage. 
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The interior of the 
Zonnestraal building 
illustrates the hand
made character of the 
interior finishes that 
contrasts with the 
architect's ambitions 
regarding industrial 
building methods. 

The rear of the Main 
Building after restora
tion. The clear-glass 
elevator shaft is one of 
the very few changes 
to the building that is 
visible from outside. 

The Northern passage 
after restoration. To 
the right, the salvaged 
25mm single-glazed 
facade. Left and top: 
the 32137mm replace
ment facade, with 
double glazing on the 
ground floor, and sing• 
le sheet glazing on the 
first floor. 



Notes 
I. J. Duiker, 'De nieuwe Fordfabriek te Amsterdam', 

De 8 en Opbouw, 1933, pp. 113-118. 

2. During the preparatory meetings for the planning 

of the sanatorium, the Board of Zonnestraal indica

ted a life expectancy of 30 years.The minutes of 

these meetings are today held in the International 

Institute for Social History (IISG) in Amsterdam. 

3. These features were adopted by Wiebenga to 

respond to the limited construction time that was 

allowed, while the programme for the schools was 

still unclear, thus creating maximum adaptability. See 

Jap Sam (ed.), 2000. 

4. Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret, untitled, in 

L'architecture vivante,Autumn/Winter 1927, pp. 13-27. 

5. Wiebenga left to work in the United States soon 

after the schools were finished in 1923.After his 

return in 1926, he published a series of articles that 

reflected his fascination with a variety of professional 

issues, ranging from rational planning and construc
tion to functional building and material properties. 

His involvement in the planning of Zonnestraal and 

several other key modern buildings in The 

Netherlands reached far beyond the average profes

sional involvement of a structural engineer. He advi

sed Duiker on many issues, among others the finis

hes to be applied in Zonnestraal, and revised the 

specifications, which is unusual in the Netherlands' 

building tradition. See Henket, and Jonge, 1990. 

6. J. Duiker, 'Dr. Berlage en de "Nieuwe 

Zakelijkheid"', de 8 en Opbouw, 5 ( 1932), pp. 43-51. 

7. See See Henket, and Jonge, 1990, pp. 36-37. 

8. Adolf Behne's 'Der Moderne Zweckbau' (Munich 

1926) had already been written in 1923, but was 

only published three years later, when publications 

by Gropius, Mendelsohn and others had already 

sparked a wide debate. See Behne, 1996. 

9. See W de Jonge, 'The Technology of Change.The 

Van Nelle Factories in Transition', in Henket and 

Heynen, 2000, p. 46. 

I 0. The research by H.A.J. Henket and W de Jonge 

resulted in a report that has later been summarized 

and extended with an English summary: see, Henket 

and Jonge, 1990. Since than, the building history of 

the individual buildings has been reported in greater 

detail by our office in various unpublished volumes. 

The IPE 8 is a type of steel section that dates to the 

pre-war period, coded in centimetres rather than 

millimetres.Today, we have INP 80, which is similar in 

size (Bern wide) but different in form, most notably 

because the flanges have a continuous thickness, 

while the flanges of an IPE taper. 

11. A construction following American examples 

advocated by Wiebenga shortly after his return to 

Europe: See J.G.Wiebenga, 'Amerikaansche bouw

methoden een economisch succes' in 'Gewapend 

Beton' 1926, pp. 32-35; see also Henket and Jonge, 

1990 and Molema and Bak (eds.), 1987. 

12. See Henket and Jonge, 1990, pp. 53-54, 81-82, 85-

86, 99. 

13. Rather than occupying hospital beds, after a brief 

period in intensive care, patients are accommodated 
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in a health care hotel to further recover, and at 

much lower cost. Located mostly amid nature, 

patients enjoy their stay much better and tend to be 

cured faster. Such a benefit is also economically 

advantageous for the health insurance companies, 

who are thus interested to invest in projects such as 

Zonnestraal Health Care Resort. 

14. Particularly the restoration of the Van Nelle fac

tories in Rotterdam; see:The Technology of Change. 
The Van Nelle Factories in Transition' in Henket and 

Heynen, 2002, pp. 44-59. 

15. This is an absolutely smooth contemporary glass, 

produced by floating molten glass on to liquid metal. 

See Jonge and Wedebrunn (eds.) 2000, and 

Wiggington, 1996. 

16. For the Van Nelle factories, sheet glass in smaller 

sizes was found in the Czech Republic. Similar glass 

is artificially reproduced as 'Bauhaus Glass' by Schott, 

Germany, though at higher cost. For more about 

glass technology and types, see Jonge and 

Wedebrunn (eds.) 2000, and Wiggington, 1996. 

17. See Adriaansz (et al.), 200 I. 
18. It was Wiebenga who corrected Duikeris draft 

regarding this point, claiming that the bitumen would 

stain the white cement plinths. The draft specifica

tions with annotations by Wiebenga are in the archi

ves of the International Institute for Social Studies in 

Amsterdam. 

19. An extensive report on the reproduction of 

Jaspe linoleums for Zonnestraal will be published in 

a forthcoming edition of the DOCOMOMO 

International Journal. 
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3oHHecTpaan: Pecrnspa1..11.u1 Ml'1MOI1eTHei-l apx1-1TeK-rypb1 

KoH4en4uR, npoeKmupoaaHue u BbinOnHeHue a KOHmeKcme caoeii 

oocmoaepHocmu 

Beccen oe UoHze (Wessel de Jonge) 

CaHaTOp1>11ii «30HHecrpaan», nocrpoeHHbllii a 1928 r. a ropOAe llllllbBepcyM, 

f!Bm!eTCfl HaaepHoe caMblM KnaCCl>148CKl>1M l>1 3HaMeHIIITblM o6pa31..10M apx1>1TeKTypbl 

MoAepHa a ronnaA1>1111 Ha Me>K,l\yHapO,QHOM ypoaHe . Ho, nOCKOllbKY B 1960-e ro,Qbl 

3,Q8Hllle crano 111cnonb30BaTbCfl no ,QpyroMy H83Ha48HIIIIO 1>1 , cne,QOB8TellbH0, 1>1Men111 

Mecrn a,Qanra1..11-1s:1111 peHoaa1..1111s:1 , we,QeBp ,O.yliiKepa norepnen HeKoTOpbIe y6b1TK1>1. 

no3TOMY OH HeCOMH8HHO fl BnfleTCfl caMolii cnopHolii TeMOlii apx111TeKTypHoro Hacne,Q1>1fl 

crpaHbl. .. 

nocne ,Qayx Aecs:1rnnernlii npe,QBap1-1renbHblX 111ccne,QoaaH1>1lii 111 6naro,Qaps:1 

803MO>KHOMY BKlll048HIIIIO 3,QaHl>1fl caHaTop1>1s:1 B 4111Cno naMflTH1>1KOB MlllpOBOlii 

apx111reKrypbI fOHECKO, pecraapa1..1111s:1 6b1na Ha4aTa oceHbto 2000 ro,Qa. Ocropo>t<Hbllii 

,QeMOHTa>K rnaBHOro 3,Q8Hl>1fl ,Qan pecra BparnpaM l..\8HHYIO 1>1Hqx>pMa1..111110 l>1 KOHKpeTHbllii 

OnblT CTp01>1TenbH01ii T8XHOnor111111 MO,QepHa Ha ero paHHelii CT8A111111 pa3BIIITlll1>1, a TalOKe 

onbIT coxpaHeH1>1fl pecraap1>1pyeMoro 3.QaH111s:1. Tenepb, nocne 3asepweH1>1s:1 nepaolii 

cra,Q1>1111 pecraapa1..11-1111 a 2003 r. , 6ec1..1eHHas:1 pa6ora ,O.yliiKepa onf!Tb orKpbITa .Qflfl 

cne1..1111an111crns 1>1 .Qpyr111x nocernrenelii. 
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THE NARKOMFIN HOUSE AND THE MODERN MOVEMENT 
IN MOSCOW 

Anke Zalivako 
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Since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 the face of the city of Moscow has 

changed a lot.A large number of administrative and apartment buildings have been 

erected. Quite a number of prestigious projects have been realized, such as the 4-sto

rey underground shopping-centre "Manezh Square" next to the Kremlin. The construc

tion boom continues. One of the main town planning aims is the regeneration and pre

servation of Moscow's historical centre. In the Middle Ages the centre had about 680 

churches. This silhouette of towers should return with the so-called "Moscow style", 

which has appeared since the mid-1990s, and which pretends to be the contemporary 

national Russian Architecture.Accordingly, many churches have been reconstructed. 

Some of the most spectacular events were the reopening of the Christ the Saviour 

Church in 1997 for the city's 850th jubilee, and the reconstructions of the entrance 

building to the Red square, the lverskije Vorota, and the Church Kazan Mother of God. 

All of them had been destroyed in the 1930s. The City is trying, on the one hand, to 

reconnect to the situation that existed before the revolution and, on the other hand, 

to omit the Soviet period. 

It's necessary to understand Moscow's present town planning policy when looking at 

the situation of the remains of avant-garde architecture in Moscow and especially the 

avant-garde monuments. The majority of them had been erected on former clerical 

sites, which were expropriated from the church after the revolution. Today the Russian 

Orthodox Church has re-obtained most of its former properties. The current situation 

shows that reconstruction works in Moscow are concentrated on the preservation of 

old and clerical monuments, whereas a lot of Constructivist buildings are still in a very 

poor condition, although quite a number of them have since 1987 carried the official 

status of a historical monument. 

About 70 buildings from the Constructivist period of Russian architecture from the 

1920s and 1930s are located within the so-called garden ring of the City of Moscow. 

37 of them are under protection as cultural heritage. Under the Russian Federal Law 

for the Preservation of Historical and Cultural Monuments (26.06.2002), the status of 

a historical monument means that it is of national, federal or local importance. This 

status, however, can change. Today in Moscow there is only one monument left from 

this period that carries the status "of federal importance": the railway-workers club on 

Komsomolskaya square, designed by Alexy V. Shchusev in 1928-29. This building, with its 

decorated facade, is not typical of Russian Constructivist architecture at all, yet mat

ches the city's architectural aims and has therefore managed to retain its status.All 

other monuments are of so called "local importance", which means that the City of 

Moscow is in charge of them. This low level status means that the City of Moscow can 

do anything with a building, in accordance with the Moscow Law for the Preservation 

of Historical and Cultural Monuments ( 14th July 2000). 

Today the condition Moscow's Constructivist monuments can be divided into four 

different groups: 

The first group consists of buildings that are still in use, mostly in their original func

tion, such as the State Ministries built between 1927 and 1929 for the Soviet govern

ment after it moved back from St. Petersburg. These include, for example, the so-called 

Narkomsem building, the Ministry of Agriculture, built in 1929-1933 and designed by 

architect Alexy V. Shchusev. Further representatives of this group are the Gostorg 

Headquarters for the State trading organization, from 1927, designed by architects 
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The Kauchuk Workers' 
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The Narkomsem 
Ministry of 

Agriculture, 2002. 

"Mostorg" Department 
Store, 2003. 
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Boris Velikovskij and Mikhail Barshch as well as Le Corbusier's "Centrosojus" ministry 

for the light industry (officially "Narkomlegprom") from 1929-1936, and some of the 

workers clubs. For example, the famous "Zuev" workers club, with its glazed corner 

stair, built in 1927-1929 by architect llya Golosov is still in use: its 75th anniversary was 

celebrated in 2002. 

The second group is formed by buildings that have been left with an investor, as pro

scribed in the Moscow Law for Preservation. The investor is responsible for all recon

struction works coming under the regulations. Unfortunately, such a restoration nor

mally ends up with what is called "Euroremont", a very cheap coverup refurbishment, 

which should look like European standard but in fact is of very low quality (as to 

Catherine Cooke). 

A quite impressive example of this second group is seen today in Melnikov's Kauchuk 

Workers Club, built in 1927-1929, where the wooden-framed windows have been 

changed into mirror-glazed metal ones. The reconstruction of the famous Mostorg 

department store, built in 1929 by the Vesnin brothers on Krasnaia Presnia is an 

example of this group, too. There the investor and new user of the house became the 

Benetton company. Like many other Constructivist buildings, the original windows had 

already been changed in the I 960s to aluminium ones. In a restoration in 2002 the 

building's ventilation system was integrated into the facade. The building lost its trans

parency due to the corporate identity of Benetton: the front and rear windows have 

been closed with gypsum board.Also, two emergency stairs have been added, which 

has increased the volume of the building by quite a lot. 

The only representative of the third group is the Melnikov house on Krivoarbatskij 

lane, which can be considered as the one and only attempt in the 1990s to undertake 

a civilized restoration based on scientific and historical documentation.' The way in 

which the building has been reconstructed can be compared to Europe's first attempts 

to deal with Modern Movement architecture, such as, for example, the restoration of 

the Weissenhof-Siedlung in 1981-1987, when a lot of original materials were lost and 

the appearance of the buildings changed quite a lot.2 

The last group of Constructivist buildings in Moscow are buildings that are more or 

less abandoned; such as some of the workers' clubs or the I 920's communal houses. 

One example is Ivan Nikolaev's communal housing complex for trainees and apprenti

ces of the Textile Institute, from 1929, famous for its extreme size.3 Also well known is 

the Narkomfin House, which was listed in 2002 as one of the I 00 most endangered 

sites in the world by the World Monuments Fund. 

All over the world the Narkomfin House is recognized as the finest built example of 

the Constructivist rationalist architecture. It was built in 1928-30 by Mosei Ginzburg 

and lgnaty Milinis as a semi-collectivized housing complex for the employees of the 

Soviet Financial Ministry (Narodnyj komitet financov-"Narkomfin"). It was one of seven 

communal houses in Moscow representing the new socialist housing ideas of that 

time, when it was ideologically intended to dissolve the family and realize collective 

living; for example by minimizing individual space and kitchens and maximizing collect

ive space. It was labelled as a "transitional" type, which means that it still has small kit

chens, but had a canteen as well in the adjacent communal block. The house was part 

of a master plan that should have consisted of two residential blocks, a kindergarten, a 

laundry and a hostel. The plan was not fully realized, because by the end of the 1920s 

the Constructivist architects were being more and more criticized. The defamation had 
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its origins in the discussion of the Communal 

Housing projects in the late 1920s, when this appro

ach to organizing socialist life proved unworkable 

and was discontinued. The Communists accused the 

architects for their failure as well as for their waste 

of expensive and scarce materials in the Soviet eco

nomy, such as glass and metal. With the growing 

political tension, the Constructivist architects were 

accused of "cooperation with the fashions of capita

list architecture" under the label "Corbusianism". 

In fact the Narkomfin House is the prototype for Le 

Corbusier's later built Unite d'habitation in Nantes, 

Marseille and Berlin.A story is still told of how the 

young Le Corbusier asked Ginzburg for copies of the layouts of the duplex unit-apart

ments, which he took back to Paris, where he developed his idea of the "vertical" city. 

In the Narkomfin House there are two different types of duplex-apartments and diffe

rent types of apartments at both ends of the building. This layout, with open space and 

galleries, was obviously too modern for its inhabitants at that time. The first thing 

people did after moving in was to make the house fit themselves by eliminating these 

special details. 

Since that time, this building and Constructivist 

architecture generally was never appreciated in 

Moscow. It is still defamed for several reasons. 

First of all, it's a late consequence of the first 

repression under Stalin in 1932. Today 

Constructivist architecture is still considered to 

be "ideologically imposed architecture, which has 

nothing to do with national Russian roots" , 

because of its spartan character. For the Narkomfin House this has meant that since 

1928 it has not once been refurbished. This was more or less accepted during the 

Soviet period, with the excuse of economical difficulties; but nothing has happened wit

hin the last twelve years, either, when any ordinary residential block in Moscow under

went a minimum refurbishment. 

However, the house still represents the new housing ideas and the new construction 

technologies of its time.Actually, the prejudice of"being worse than Europe's Modern 

Movement" is another reason for the bad reputation of Constructivist architecture in 

Moscow, but, in fact, the Narkomfin House is the best example for demonstrating that 
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the Constructivist buildings, or at least 

the ones built as pilot-projects between 

1927 and 1929, were made from the same 

materials and with the same technology 

as any other Modern Movement building 

of the same period in Europe. 

This happened, because the house had a 

special promoter: the client was the 

Minister of Finance, at that time Nikolai A. 

Miljutin (1889-1942), who was personally 
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interested in architecture, but due to the revolution became commissar. The architects 

were lucky with this client, who did everything to help them realize their project in 

difficult times, with the lack of building materials. The architects succeeded in building it 

on complete analogy with the Bauhaus buildings in Dessau, especially the workers' 

housing estate in Dessau-Ti:irten. The Narkomfin House project was the first attempt 

in Moscow to prefabricate materials on site, just as Gropius had done since 1925 in 

Dessau-Ti:irten. Furnace-clinker concrete blocks were used for the ceilings and the 

external walls were built in situ. The Narkomfin House is the only building from the 

1920s in Moscow which has ceilings made of furnace clinker concrete blocks similar to 

Modern Movement buildings around Europe. 

Other evidence for the tight connection between this house and the ideas of the 

Bauhaus is the fact that the Bauhaus-teacher Hinnerk Scheper, who worked in 

Moscow's "maljarstroi"-team between 1928 and 1931, did the colour-layout for the 

Narkomfin House. 

The detail design of the flat roof is quiet similar to the roof-detailing of Ernst May·s 

housing-estates in Frankfurt-Praunheim from 1927-29. The roof terrace is finished with 

prefabricated concrete tiles, lying on gravel. Wood-cement and furnace clinker concrete 

were used, as was common in Europe, too. Despite this, the same insulation material 

was used as in Europe, where it was called "Heraklith". In the Soviet Union this mate

rial was named "Fibrolit". 

The wooden sliding windows of the Narkomfin House can be compared to the woo

den sliding windows that Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret invented for their house 

at 14 and 15 Rathenaustrasse in the Weissenhof Exhibition from 1927. Le Corbusier 

used a prototype for an insulating glass unit, whereas Ginzburg put his window in two 

single layers, as was the normal practice in Russia. The single units of both windows are 

quite similar. These are just a few examples to show that there is no big difference bet

ween the Narkomfin House and any other Modern Movement building in Europe. 

With the times of perestroika, numerous attempts have been made to find an investor 

for the Narkomfin House, especially by the son and the grandson of one of the archi

tects, Vladimir and Alexy Ginzburg, who are both architects. Since then, there have 

been several attempts, mostly initiated by foreigners, to rescue this house within the 

last decades, but none of them has been successful. Nevertheless, one has to take into 

account that with regard to the difficult approach to Constructivist architecture in 

Moscow in general, it can be considered a big success that this house had not been 

demolished due to its condition, especially since the latest construction boom. 

The current situation is that the building has recently acquired a new neighbour, a typi

cal "Moscow-style" office-block, which was partly financed by the City of Moscow. 

A high voltage cable for the new building was dug into the ground and a new street 

was constructed in June 2003 on the site of the Narkomfin House complex. This 

street, only four metres from the house itself, changed the whole situation on site and 

superseded all existing restoration projects. Recently, new plans have appeared. The 

plan by the Moscow government is to turn the Narkomfin complex into a high level 

hotel, which will include changes in the layout and the construction of additional 

floors: this is a very "creative" approach to preserving the building. 

Something will undoubtedly happen to this building in the immediate future, because 

since the summer of 2003 the Narkomfin House has been visible from the garden ring, 

and in its current condition this is not considered acceptable in today's Moscow. 
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Unfortunately, only a few people in Moscow are aware of the value of Constructivist 

buildings such as the Narkomfin House. 

This case shows that the avant-garde bui ldings in Moscow remain in their traditionally 

dissident positio n and are currently under immense economic pressure. With the 

speed of changes happening in present-day Moscow, they will be lost very quickly. 

My personal hope is t hat as many buildings as possible will survive until the situation 

becomes more civilized with a following new generation. Otherwise, the active change 

of Moscow into Las Vegas will carry on, and more authentic witnesses of Russia's histo

ry will be lost soon and forever. 

Notes 
I. For details about this restoration see Vladimir 

Rezvin, "The Restoration of Melnikov·s House", in: 

Do.co.mo.mo Conference proceedings: First International 
Docomomo Conference, Sept. 12-1 Sth, 1990. 
Eindhoven 1991. 

2. This is the reason for the current "restoration of 

the 1987 restoration" of Le Corbusier's and Pierre 

Jeanneret's house in the Weissenhof, financed by the 

German Wlistenrot Foundation. 

3. Most of the examples are listed in Dennis Sharp 

and Catherine Cooke (Eds.), The Modern Movement 
in Architecture. Selections from the DOCOMOMO 
Registers, 0 IO Publishers, Rotterdam, 2000. See 

"Russia East", the Communal house for textile insti

tute students or the Narkomfin House. 
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The Narkomfin House, 
rear facade, 2003. 
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,QOM HapKOM<p~Ha B MOCKBe. Case study. 

AHKe 3anueaKo (Anke Zalivako) 

The Narkomfin House, 
sliding windows, 2003. 

,QOM HapKOM(pl-1Ha, >Kl-1nolli K0MnneKC T~na A0M8-K0MMYHbl ADH pa60TH~KOB 

M1-1H1-1crepcTsa cp1-1HaHcos CoseTcKOro Coto3a , 6b1n nocTpoeH s 1928-30 rr. 

apXl-1TeKT0p8Ml-1 Mo1-1ceeM r1-1HC36yproM 1-1 v1rHarneM M1-1nl-1Hl-1COM. v1cnonb30B8HHble 

npl-1 CTp01-1TenbCTBe HOBble Clp01-1TenbHble TeXHOn0rl-11-1 5lBl-1nl-1Cb 0Tpa>KeHl-1eM HOBOlli 

ADH csoero speMeH1-1, COl.l1-1an1-1crnYecKOlli 1-1Ae1-1 opraHl-138l.\l-11-1 >Kl-1nbH. 6naroAapH 

CBOl-1M HOB8TOPCKl-1M 1-1AeHM 1-1 YHl-1K8nbHblM npocTpaHCTBeHHblM KaYeCTB8M AOM 

HapKO(pl-1Ha npl-13H8H BO BCeM Ml-1pe nyYWl-1M 3K3eMnnHpOM apx1-1TeKTypb1 

KOHCTPYKTl-1B1-13Ma 1-1 3acny>K1-1saer Toro, YT06b1 HaXO.Ql-1TCH no.Q 38Ll.ll-1TOlli IOHECKO. K 

CO>KaneH1-110, B .Q8HHbllli M0MeHT .QOM H8XOAl-1TC5l B 6eACTBeHHOM COCTOHHl-11-1. 

Cy.Qb6a 3.Q8Hl-15l HapKOM(pl-1H8 n0K83b1B8eT BCIO rpare.Ql-1IO apx1-1TeKTypbl 

K0HCTPYKTl-1B1-13Ma B MocKBe, r.Qe A8HHOe HanpasneH1-1e Hl-1KOr.Qa He l.leH1-1nocb 1-1 He 

npl-1Hl-1MaeTC5l AO Cl-1X nop no PHAY npl-1Yl-1H. HapHAY C (pl-1H8HCOBblMl-1 TPYAHOCTHMl-1 , 

npl-1Yl-1H8 neYanbHOro C0CT05lHl-15l AOMa 38KntoYaeTC5l B TOM, YTO celliYaC OK83b1B8eTC5l 

npeAn0YTeH1-1e pecraspal.\1-11-1 l.lepKBelli. M0CKOBCK1-1e nocTpolliKl-1 B crnne asaHrapAl-13Ma 

0CT8IOTC5l AO Cl-1X nop B CBOeM TP8Al-1l.ll-10HHO-0TBeprnyTOM nono>KeHl-11-1. 

Case study AOMa HapKOM(pl-1Ha 5l Bn5leTC5l nonblTKOlli npo1-1nntoCTpl-1pOB8Tb Beeb 

K0MnneKC npo6neM, CB5l38HHblX C pecrasp8l.\l-1elli nO.Q06HblX 3A8Hl-111i B l.leHTpe MoCKBbl 

B ycn0Bl-15lX nOCTCOBeTCK0ro nepl-10A8. 
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left: Lecture hall wing 
roof, removing Soviet 
layers, 1999. 
middle: Inspecting the 
new Lecture Hall wing, 
roof 2000. 
right: Copper covers 
for the ventilation 
pipes, Lecture Hall 
roof, 2000. 

THE ALVAR AALTO LIBRARY IN VYBORG 

Maija Kairamo and Tapani Mustonen 

The Municipal Library of the City ofVyborg (Viipuri) was built in 1933-35 after a long 

period of design, during which Alvar Aalto developed the project from a classical com

petition entry of 1927 to a matured modernist masterpiece that included many techni

cal novelties. ' The city was annexed to the Soviet Union after World War Two. 

Amazingly, in the middle of a heavily bombed city, the Library itself was not badly dama

ged. However, after the war it remained abandoned and was left open to the elements 

for ten years. It was during this period that the building lost its original interior and 

outside surfaces, fittings and furniture. During the years 1955-1961 the library was 

rebuilt by the Soviet authorities and today still serves as the Central Municipal library 

of the City ofVyborg.Aalto himself criticised the rebuilding: "The building exists but has 

lost its architecture." 

The present restoration program2 was started in 1991 as a joint initiative by the Finnish 

Ministry of Environment,Alvar Aalto Architects and the Russian authorities. The goal of 

the restoration is to regain the architectural values of the building, whilst meeting the 

present-day needs of function and safety. Some practical alterations from the Soviet 

repair period will remain as historical layers. 

The original drawings, specifications and photographs from the 1930s are available in 

the archives of the Alvar Aalto Foundation and provide good background information 

for the restoration.The restoration needs a creative interpretation of the original 

design material and a profound knowledge of both the present condition of the existing 

building and its past. One advantage is that the planning team for the restoration is 

mainly composed of architects who once worked in Aalto's office. 

The architecture of the library was the result of the innovative use of modern techno

logies and materials.Aalto researched human behaviour and the needs of the reader 

and created architectural forms to satisfy these needs. Particularly famous are his dra

wings of the acoustic ceiling of the lecture hall and of the "little man" reading a book 

under the top-lighting.Also, the heating and ventilation systems tried to create as natu

ral conditions as possible. 

The roofs - the fifth facade of the building 

The roofs of the library were from the beginning an important part of the architecture. 

The published collection of pictures of the library in the 1930s always includes an aerial 
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view of the building.Aalto himself described the technical solution of the roof for ligh

ting and heating as follows: "The roof is used for those functions, which the sun has in 

the open nature".3 Already in Aalto's competition entry the main library room was 

covered by a huge glass roof. The idea of the roof lighting was refined during the design 

period. The roofs of the Lending and Reading Hall were the first ones where Aalto used 

a large number of skylights as the main source of natural lighting for the interior. This 

later became one of the characteristic details of his architecture.The Lending Hall is lit 

by 30 skylights, the Reading Hall by 27 and the main entrance by one skylight.The origi

nal skylights were simple constructions, with single 1,6 cm rough cast glass disks held in 

place by their own weight over slightly conical concrete drums. 

Special care was needed to repair the roofs during the period 1999-2004.AII the roofs 

of the building are flat. The original construction of the large roofs was an aerated con

crete slab, with a damp-proof insulation layer and concrete screed; the small roofs had 

an lnsulite soft-board layer.The rainwater was led away along inner pipes and drains 

installed close to the eaves, and the outlets of the ventilation channels were carefully 

designed eaves details. The roof of the Lecture Hall Wing functioned originally as a ter

race with steel railings. During the 1955-1961 renovation, the concrete screed and insu

lation were removed and replaced by a new synthetic insulation and bitumen layers, and 

the parapet of the Lecture Hall wing was heightened by two brick courses. The glass 

disks of the skylights were replaced with plastic domes in 1955-1961.Additional domes 

were added in the 1990s. 

The first roof repair to be undertaken during the present restoration was that of the 

Lecture Hall Wing, in 1999. The deteriorated bitumen and insulation layers above the 

original bearing concrete slab were removed.The original inner rainwater pipes were 

cleaned and new stainless steel drains were installed. 

The slope of the original roof slab was improved, to which was then added the water

proof layers and 5cm expanded plastic insulation, on top of which was cast a frost

proof concrete screed. 

The original height of the parapet was restored and the eaves covered with copper 

sheeting. The steel railing will be installed at a later date after the completion of the 

urgent and more important restoration works. The repair of the roof of the entrance 

of the Children's Library was carried out in 2000, the roof of the Lending Hall was 

begun in July 200 I and the roof of the main entrance, the terrace of the Lending Hall 

and the roof of the Reading Hall in April 2003. 

The restoration of the roofs of the Lending and Reading Hall aimed to reconstruct the 

original form of the skylights. However, modern laminated glass was used instead of the 
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Lending Hall roof, 
skylights renewed with 

new glasses 2002. 

New light I: The first 
three skylights 
assembled, view from 
the Lending Hall 2002. 

original rough cast glass, and an additional pane of laminated glass was installed in the 

skylight drums to improve energy efficiency. To adjust the height of the skylights, ply

wood ground rings were added on top of the concrete drums.The last skylight glasses 

were installed in April 2004. 

The staircase of the Lending Hall terrace is part of the roof landscape of the building. It 

originally consisted of prefabricated reinforced concrete elements installed as cantileve

red beams into the brick wall during its completion.The concrete had deteriorated, the 

reinforcement bars rusted and the bearing capacity gone. In the restoration in 200 I, the 

carbonated concrete was removed, the reinforcement bars sandblasted and corrosion 

protected, a few new reinforcement rods were added and new concrete was cast. One 

step of the stairs could be totally preserved and a few others were partly saved with 

only some conservation needed.The completely rusted original steel hand rail of the 

staircase was replaced by a new one following the original model. 

Steel construction, doors and windows 

Aalto divided the library complex into a heavy brick-walled shelter for books and a 

lighter club and office room wing with bearing steel columns.The doors and windows 

were made of steel or wood. The original steel frames of doors and windows and some 

fragments of metal doors still remain and represent the originality of the building: they 

will be carefully conserved. 
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The great glass wall is one of the main architectural features of 

the building. It symbolises the metamorphosis from Aalto's origi

nal classicist competition entry of 1927 to one of the most beau

tiful examples of the Functionalist period. The glass wall was 

repaired in 1994-1996 as a manifestation of the start of the 

restoration project. The original steel frame was conserved, as 

well as the original brass hinges.The steel windows, the corroded 

iron fittings and rotten wooden lists from the Soviet period were 

replaced.The screw joints of the frames had partly been replaced 

by welding already in 1955-1961, and this latter method was again 

used to join the frames.All the metal parts were rust protected 

and painted and new wooden parts oiled. 

The original entrance doors to the Periodicals Room are remai

ning, but the handles in brass and wood have disappeared.The 

doors were repaired in 2000-2002.They were rusty, deteriorated 

and out of use. However, as they were originals, they were con

served in an as authentic state as possible. Only the lower parts 

of the frame had to be renewed, and two original hinges were 

preserved and conserved. 

The doors were conserved, the locks modernised to meet the 

local standards, and the handles were reconstructed according to 

the original drawings, old photographs and a comparison with 

similar handles used in the Paimio Sanatorium. This work was car

ried out excellently by an old metal workshop in St. Petersburg. 

The entrance doors of the Children's Library have original frames 

but the doors were from the 1955-1962 renovation: they have 

now been reconstructed using the Periodicals Room door as a 
model. · 

During the Soviet rebuilding of 1955-1961 the height of the 

Lecture Hall window was reduced by about 20cm.The height of 

the bearing concrete beam was increased by three brick courses 

and the vertical members of the original steel frame were cut. 

Also, the corner was plastered. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the parapet was 

heightened and thus the proportions of the northern elevation were completely chang

ed. 

During the restoration in 2000-2003 the Lecture Hall window was conserved and 

restored. The bearing concrete beam under the window was returned to the original 

dimensions and the corner detail was reconstructed. It was necessary to renew the 

lowest rusted parts of the original steel frame. The height of the frame was increased 

by 20cm, being now 317cm.The window's single laminated glass is 315cm high. 

The ventilation grilles will be reconstructed according to the original photographs using 

the technical solutions developed by Aalto's office.When the original height of the 

eaves was returned during the roof repairs of 1999, the north elevation regained its 

elegant proportions. 
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top: Ruined concrete 
steps before the work. 
Railing connections on 
the left. 
middle: Carbonated 
concrete has been 
removed from the iron 
bars. 
below: Terrace and the 
stairs in October 2003. 



left: The great glass 
wall under restoration, 
1994. 
middle: Painting the 
joints of the restored 
structure, 1994. 
right: The great glass 
wall from the street, 
1995. 

left: Periodicals Room: 
original exterior door 
frame and the brass 
hinge at the workshop 
in St. Petersburg 200 I. 
right: Architect Leif 
Englund studying the 
original frame at the 
workshop 200 I. 

The undulating ceiling of the Lecture Hall 

The undulating wooden ceiling of the Lecture Hall is one of the most interesting archi

tectural elements of the building. Sigfried Giedion considered Aalto's ceiling of great his

torical importance:''The irrational curves of the ceiling glide through space like the ser

pentine lines of a Miro painting .... Here, therefore, the scientific reasoning and artistic 

imagination have merged to free architecture from that rigidity which is today an ever

present menace."◄ The original ceiling was probably built on site by carpenters who 

were specialised in constructing boats. The original ceiling was destroyed after the war 

and rebuilt in 1955-61 on the basis of old photographs and profile fragments in the 

walls, but in the details it differs much from the original and must be replaced. 

A I Om' prototype of the undulating ceiling was installed to commemorate the Aalto 

centenary year in 1998. The prototype is a research object to investigate the problems 

concerning the whole ceiling.The prototype, with its flush joints, has not withstood the 

varying humidity and temperature of the inner climate of the library but is nevertheless 

a valuable test for the final design. In autumn 2000 the original working models of the 

ceiling were found in the cellar of Aalto's own house at Riihitie 20, Helsinki.The original 

had tongue-and-grooved joints and the intention is to reconstruct the ceiling following 

these models. 
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Notes 
I. Acanthus 1990 (Museum of Finnish Architecture) 

includes the articles "Viipuri Library-The 1927 

Competition Entry" by Simo Paavilainen, and "Viipuri 

Library from Paper to Final Building" by Kristiina 
Nivari, which describe the development of the 

project. 

2. Maija Kairamo, 'The Restoration ofViipuri 

Library", Docomomo Journal, September 2003, 

Maija Kairamo 
Maija Kairamo is an architect (SAFA), and a member 

of I COM OS and the DOCOMOMO Advisory 

Board. She worked as a conservation architect at the 

National Board of Antiquities from 1963 to 1998. 

Maija Kairamo is member of the Board as well as 

Secretary General of the Finnish Committee for the 

Restoration ofViipuri Library. She has lectured in 

several universities in Finland and abroad, and has 

published articles in several Finnish and international 

publications. 

pp. 92-99.The article gives a more profound descrip

tion of the present restoration project, than is given 

here. 

3. Alvar Aalto, "Rakennusteknillinen selostus", in Juha 

Lankin en (Ed.), Viipurin kaupungin kirjasto 13. I 0.1935, 
Viipuri, 1935, pp. 27-31. 

4. Sigfried Giedion, Space, Time and Architecture. 
Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1962 

(fourth edition), pp. 579-582. 

Tapani Mustonen 
Tapani Mustonen (SAFA) is a practising architect. He 
has worked for Alvar Aalto Architects Ltd and has 

been advisor to the Alvar Aalto Foundation. He has 

run his own architect's office in Helsinki since 1991, 

and has recently completed the design for a new 

Central Fire Station for the city of Porvoo. 

AmongTapani Mustonen's restoration works are 

several buildings by Alvar Aalto, such as the House of 

Culture (Helsinki),Villa Tammekann (Tartto, Estonia), 

the Aaltos' own house at Riihitie 20 (Helsinki), and 

Tehtaanmaki School (Anjalankoski). The restoration 

of Villa Tammekann was awarded the Europa Nostra 

Award in 2002 and the restoration of School 

Tehtaanmaki the Architectural Committee of South 

East Finland Award in 2003. 

Tapani Mustonen is a member ofThe Finnish 

Restoration Committee ofViipuri Library. 
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left: Studying the 
Lecture Hall window, 
2002. 
right: Lecture Hall, 
window in the original 
dimensions, 2003. 
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left: Lecture Hall 
corner during the 

work, 2003. 

right: Lecture Hall Bay 
Window in November 
2003, Alvar Aalto's 
Library exhibition 
inside. 

6M6m10TeKa Aneapa AanTo e 8b16opre 

MaiiR KaiipaMo u TanaHu MycmoHeH (Maija Kairamo, Tapani Mustonen) 

ropoACKas 6M6m1ore•a r. Bb16opra 6bina nocrpoeHa a 1933-35 rr. nocne eropo• 

MMPOBOH 80'1Hbl ropOA OKaaancR Ha reppMTOpMM Co eeTCKOro COI03a, a caMa 

6M6nMOTeKa AOBOflbHO xopowo coxpaHMnacb BO epeMR BOHHbl. B Te4eHMe 

cneAy101.4Mx AeCRTM ner oHa nycroeana M aa aro epeMR ee opMmHanbHblH MHTepbep 

M Hapylt<HaR OTAenKa, o60PYAOBaHMe M Me6enb 6blnM yrpa4eHbl. Bo epeMR 

CoeercKoH enacrM, c 1955 no 1961 r. 6M6nMOTeKa 6b1na nepecrpoeHa eio, MAO CMX 

nap 3AaHMe MCnonbayeTCR B Ka4ecree ropOACKOH 61,16nMOTeKM r.Bb16opra. 

HblHeWHRR nporpaMMa pecraepal(MM 6bina Ha4aTa 8 1991 rOAY no COBMeCTHOH 

MHl,fl(Marnee MMHMCTepcrna OKpylt<a10L4eH cpeAbl <l>MHnRHAMM, POCCMHCKMX 

$1.(ManbHblX enacreH M apxMTeKTopoe, 6bIewMx Kanner Aneapa Aamo. l_lenblO 

pecraepal(MM 6bln0 BOCCTaHoeneHMe HenoeropMMOH apXMTeKTypbl 3AaHMR, BMecre C 

TeM, 4T06bl OHO orne4ano coepeMeHHblM rpe6oeaHMRM no <PYHKUMOHanbHblM 

Ka4eCTBaM l,f 6eaonaCHOCTM. 061.4aR CTOMMOCTb pecraepauMM cocraeMna npMMepHO 

6,8 M'1MMOHOB eepo. 

OpMrMHanbHble 4epTelt<M, npoeKTHble 3aAaH'1R l,f ¢ororpacj)'1M 30-x fOAOB RBMnMCb 

xopoweH MHcpopMaUMOHHOH 6a30H AnR pecraepauMM. 6bina C03AaHa npoeKTHaR 

rpynna nOA Ha3eaHMeM KOM'1TeT pecraepal(MM 6M6nMOTeKM r.Bb16opra, 8 KOTOpy,o 

6blnM BKJll04eHbl maBHblM o6pa30M apxMTeKTOpbl, KOTOpble KOrAa-ro pa6oranM 8 

npoeKTHOM 6,opo Aneapa Aamo. 

KpoenR 6M6nMOTern RBnReTCR eeCbMa ealt<HblM aneMeHTOM aprnreKTypbl 3AaHMR. 

KpoenM 4MTaflbHOro l,f a6oHeMeHTHOro aanoe 6blnM nepBblMM, 8 KOTOpblX Aamo 

1,1cnonb30B8n 6onbWOe KOflvt4eCTBO l,1flflK)MHHaropos 8 K8YeCTBe "1CT04H"1K8 

ecrecrseHHoro ocee1.4eHMR MHTepbepa. Bo epeMR pecraspaUMM KpoenM s 1999-2004 

rr. 6blno Heo6xOAMMO co6n10AaTb MaKCMManbHYIO OCTOpOlt<HOCTb. Bee KPOBnM 3AaHMR 

RBnRIOTCR nnOCKMMM. KpblUJa neKl.('10HHOro aana 6b1na Op'1rnHanbHO nocrpoeHa 8 B'1Ae 

reppacbI c Merann1<4eCK'1M'1 nepMnaMM. necrH1,1ua, eeAyl.4aR Ha reppacy 

a6oHeMeHTHOro aana, RBnRnRCb 4aCTblO KPblWM 3AaHMR l,f 6b1na BOCCTaHoeneHa 8 

2001 roAy. <l>oHA "AaeaHre coxpaHMM Hawe HacneACTeo" Po6epra BMnbCOHa Ha 

OCHOBe MMpoeoro ¢oHAa naMRTHMKOB apXMTeKTypbl (World Monument Fund®) 

BbIAenMn 240 TblC. AOnnapoe Ha npoeeAeHMe pa6or no pecraepal(MM KpoenM. 
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KpoenR 6>16m10TeKI-I RBnReTCR eeCbMa Ba)l(HblM 3neMeHT0M apx1,1reKTypbl 3AaH"1R 

Kpoen1-1 4"1TanbHoro "' a6oHeMeHrHoro 3anoe 6b1n1,1 nepBblM"1, a K0T0pblX Aamo 

"1Cnonb30Ban 6onbWOe K0n"14eCTB0 1,1nm0M"1Haropoe 8 K34ecrae "1CT04HI-IK3 

ecrecreeHH0ro ocee1.L1eH1-1R 1,1Hrepbepa. Bo epeMR pecraepa41-11,1 Kpoen1,1 a 1999-2004 

rr. 6b1no Heo6X0A"1M0 co6mo,!laTb MaKCI-IManbHYIO 0CTOp0)l(HQCTb. Bee Kpoen1,1 JAaHl,IR 

RBnRtOTCR nnocK"1M"1. Kpb!Wa neK41,10HHoro 3ana 6blna op1,1n,1HanbH0 nocrpoeHa a B"1Ae 

reppacbI c Merann1-14ecK"1M" nep,maM"1. necTH"14a, aeAYl.ll3R Ha reppacy 

a6oHeMeHTH0ro 3ana , RBnRnRCb 4aCTbtO KPblllJ" 3,!laHI-IR 1,1 6b1na B0CCTaH0BneHa B 

2001 roAy. <l>0HA "Aaeai1re coxpaH"1M Hawe HacneACTeo" Po6epra B1,1nbc0Ha Ha 

ocHoee M1-1poaoro cjloH,Qa naMRTH••oa apx1-1reKTypbI (World Monument Fund®) 

BblAen1,1n 240 TblC. A0nnapoe Ha npoeeAeH1,1e pa6or no pecraepa41,11,1 Kpoan1-1. 

Aamo pa3,(len1-1n eecb K0Mnne•c 61,16n1,1orern Ha ABe Yacrn: Ha KH1,1roxpaH1-1n•LL1e c 

TR)l(enblM"1 K"1pn"14HblM"1 CTeHaMl-1 1,1 Ha oqlllCHblM (j)n1,1renb 6onee nerKoii 

Merann•4eCK0ii K0HCTPYK41-1"1. Aeep1,1 ,,, 0KHa 6b1n1,1CTanbHblM"11,1n1,1 ,(lepeBRHHblM"1. 

Qp1,1r1,1HanbHble cranbHble paMbl ABepei1,,, 0K0H 6YAYT aKKypaTH0 coxpaHeHbl. 

6onbWaR CTeKnRHHaR creHa 6bina orpeM0HntpoeaHa a 1994-1996 rr. CoxpaH1,1n1,1cb 

nepeoHa4anbHblii cranbH0ii KapKac CTeHbl "1 naTyHHble nern1,1. CranbHble 0K0HHble 

paMbl, nop"'aeeewy,o "'ene3HYtO (j)ypH"1TYPY " crn1,1ew1,1e AepeeRHHble nn1,1Hryca 

coeerc•oi1 3nox1,1 JaMeH•n• Ha H0BbIe. Bo apeMR pecraepa41,11,1 a 2000-2003 rr . 0KH0 

neK4"10HH0ro 3ana coxpaH•n•" eoccraHoe1,1n1,1. 

OAHOii "13 caMblX "1HTepeCHblX apx1,1reKTypHbtX ,(leTaneii JAaHl,IR RBnReTCR 

eonH006paJHb1i1 noronoK neK4"10HH0ro Jana. nepeoHa4anbHbli1 norono• 6b1n 

pa3pyweH 80 epeMR B0iiHbl,,, nepeAenaH 8 1955-61 rr. Ha 0CH0Be CTaPblX 

¢ororpa(j)"1ii 1,1 (j)parMeHT0B npoqlllnR Ha CTeHaX, HO ace-raK"1 B HeKOT0PblX ,(leTanRX OH 

A0CTaT04H0 C"1nbH0 orn1,14aeTCR OT 0p"1r"1Hana. PeK0HCTPYK4"1IO noronKa neK4"10HH0ro 

3ana npeAnonaraercR npo1,13eecrn • 70-nern,o 61,16n1,1ore•"' a OKTR6pe 2005 r. 

AnR nony4eH"1R A0nonH"1TenbH0i1 1,1HcjlopMa41,11,1 CM.www.alvaraalto.fi 
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Alvar Aalto Library 
exhibition in the library, 

November 2003. 



Viipuri Library, 1954. 
Photo: courtesy of 

"What's the Time in 
Vyborg?" and the 
Regional Archives of the 
State Museum "Vyborg 
Castle". 

THE I 950S RENOVATION OF VIIPURI LIBRARY 

Kirsti Reskalenko 
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This paper is based mainly on an interview with architect Aleksandr Shver, the 

chief designer of the 1950s renovation, and local newspaper articles from the 

1960s. The interview has been published in its entirety in Ptah 2002: 2. 

The material for this article was gathered in conjunction with "What's the Time in 

Vyborg?", a project initiated and produced by artist Liisa Roberts. 

The planning of the library renovation started in 1950.Architect Petr Rozenblum drew 

one version with the building as it was earlier and another version decorated with neo

classical motifs. In January 1954, Leningrad's architectural committee decided to reno

vate the library, following the original design.Also that year, a statute was issued by the 

Soviet government called "A Change of Course in Architecture" ("Ob izmenenii 

napravlennosti v arhitekture"), which rejected the classical, decorative motifs of the 

Stalinist era. It was a propitious moment to renovate Aalto's library. 

Demolition work began at the end of 1955. Construction began before the design work 

was completed because the Soviet Ministry of Culture threatened to re-allocate the 

money budgeted for the library's renovation unless work was begun in 1955.At the 

start of 1956, the contractor had only construction drawings, as the mechanical engin

eering drawings were incomplete. In particular,Aalto's heating system proved to be a 

design headache. 

Reconstruction proceeded at a leisurely pace, even though the target of finishing the 

renovation was entered each year in the contracting firm's production plan.When 

Rozenblum died in 1957, his work was taken over by a young architect,Aleksandr Shver. 

In March 2002, Shver reflected on the problems of renovation work in the 1950s as fol

lows: 

"It is difficult to understand those times now. Everything has changed since. The library now 

enjoys world-wide renown, but in the 1950s it was nothing more than a wretched district 

library.Accordingly, it was repaired by a regular building contractor, who had also built Vyborg 

shipyards. The contractor was not accustomed to detailing of a high standard. 

The original form of the acoustic ceiling is still visible today. The line separating the painted and 

unpainted wall surfaces is proof of that. The roof was rebuilt accordingly. It must be admitted 

that the situation was a difficult one. We had no drawings, not even decent photographs, only 
ones that were reproduced from a periodical. We constructed the acoustic ceiling from spruce 

battens. They were obtained from an instrument factory. They differ in colour and shape from 

the boards Aalto used. We wanted to contact Aalto, but were forbidden to do so. 

You must consider that the country was very poor. Everything was in short supply. Take, for 

example, the auditorium light fittings: those made by Aalto were missing.Anyway they could not 

be used on ceilings according to our f,re regulations. Instead, I designed lamps that stood on 
the floor. I found ready-made lampshades and designed the f,ttings to suit. 

In Aalto's day, the floors were covered. We could only get tiles, which were available in certain 

colours and amounts. We did not know what kind of flooring or doors had been installed in the 

building earlier. The skylights were also problematic. We wanted them to be reproduced just as 
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Architect A.M. Shver, 
Alvar Aalto Library, 
Vyborg, April 24, 2002. 

Aalto had designed them. Nobody made glass that was thick enough. They proposed that we 

use searchlight glass that was supplied to the army. It would have been very expensive. Then 

they started to produce cupola skylights from plastic. We had to agree to them. One of the 

light fittings belonging to the reading room had survived, and we used it to produce new fit
tings. They are fully in accordance with Aalto's design. 

The roof presented the biggest problem. We covered it with standard roofing felt. Roofing felt is 

a difficult material and requires care on the part of installers. The construction work was done 

by a regular contracting firm, which did not have the skills for the job. The roof was laid to 
inadequate falls and it leaked. We were unable to definitively repair it, and simply made spot 
repairs on three occasions." 

The situation on the site seems to have been chaotic.According to one timetable, the 

repairs should have been completed by October 1959. Three weeks before the comple

tion date, local newspaper Vyborgski Communist published an article about the uncom

pleted jobs under the headline:"Builders Ignore Deadlines",stating: 

"During the past week, electrical cables were installed, metal parts of ceiling lanterns were 

welded, and the glazing of them begun. Carpenters were working on bases for shelving, pain
ters were priming surfaces. 

There are no doors yet installed. Reading Room light fittings were produced at the 

Elektroinstrument factory. They have been at the library for over two weeks, but the developer 
has had no time to test them. 

Glazing work is unfinished due to the shortage of glass. Impact resistant glass for the ceiling 

lanterns has not yet arrived. Neither Comrade Grinstein, manager of Building Department 5, 
nor anyone else knows when the glass will be delivered. Comrade Bekmurshin, the engineer 

who is responsible for Building Firm I 4, doesn't know when they will start to install doors. 

Test results for the heating system are not encouraging. The heating pipes do not work. The 
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heating boilers which worked well initially have started to be unpredictable. Incoming air blo
wers from the boilers have been causing us worry, and Comrade Be/ov, the subcontractor's 

manager, doesn't know the answer. He claims that "We invited a cooling expert from 
Leningrad initially, then ordered the equipment from Factory 4, which produces mechanical 

engineering equipment. The factory is designing it. It's anyone's guess when it will be delivered". 
The client, designers and contractor have repeatedly discussed the mechanical ventilation sys

tem. However, installation has still not started. 

The standard of some work is dubious. The double-glazed frames are f,xed instead of being 

removable, as the design requires. To clean the windows, the glazing must be removed! 

There is no site timetable. The easier jobs are done f,rst, and the hard ones put off for the 
unforeseeable future." 

The renovation was completed in 1961, and the "Palace of Books" opened it doors to 

the town inhabitants. In spite of the optimistic headings of the local newspapers, they 

soon had to give space also to critical articles.The head of the library, together with 

two other persons, published an article in autumn 1962 called "The Library asks for 

help".The reality described in the article was horrific: 

"The f,rst months showed how low the quality of works has been and what mistakes the pro

jects may include. 

At wintertime the indoor temperature on the f,rst roor level did not rise over I 0-/ 2°C, though 

the radiators were very hot. The library officials could not work. Many of them became ill. 

But the real difficulties occurred when it began to rain. The roof of the library leaked. It was no 
wonder! The roof is not covered with hard impermeable material. It is covered with sand! There 

are concrete slabs on the sand.At summertime rowers grow on the roof. How can this kind of 
covering protect from humidity? 

That is why the whole ceiling of the library is spoiled. Plaster falls down, there are streams of 
water on the walls and electric cables get spoiled. 
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That's not all. Because of the wrong covering on the roof lanterns, water drops down into the 

reading and lending halls. On rainy days the water gets in through windows and glass doors. 

The main electricity distribution box is a f,re hazard because the contractor has not isolated it 
from ground water. 

The frames of windows and external doors are of poor quality. They have big gaps in places 
where there should be certain profiles and insulation. In many rooms it is impossible to work in 
the wintertime because of a constant draught." 

The authors of the article tell that many different committees had visited the library 

and many protocols were written pointing out the need for the fast correction of the 

mistakes. But nothing happened. "The fantastic building was becoming damaged ... " they 

wrote. 

The photographs taken by Alan Irvine in May 1962 tell another story: the state of the 

renovated building seems to be quite good.The local newspaper also published many 

photographs showing the renovated library and wrote "The interior of this unique buil

ding impresses with its laconic forms, rich light and air".The town inhabitants in Vyborg 

were happy to own a modern public library.And I suppose that many Soviet architects 

also visited it during the years of the iron curtain. 
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THE CENTRAL LIBRARY OF THE CITY OF VYBORG 

Translation of the Russian texts 
p.60:The Main CheckoutArea: Book 
Exhibitions and Free Access Stacks of the 
Collection 

The Reading Room. 

p. 61 :The Main Checkout Area: Free Access 
Stacks 

The Main Checkout Area and the Reading 
Room have solid walls, which keep out the 
noise from the street. They are lit through 
spherical drums, that channel calm, even, sha

dow-free light. 

p.62: Entrance to the Main Checkout Area and 
the New Arrivals Exhibition. 

The New Arrivals Exhibition 

p.63:The New Arrival Exhibition is refreshed 
every IS days. In 1961, the readers checked 
out 29.862 books from the Exhibition. 

Album compiled by I. Alginan and P.Paraeva 
texts painted by P. Shkuryakov 

facts and figures compiled January I, 1962 
photographer unknown 

Entrance to the Children's Department. 

p.64: 2.S88 readers are registered with the 

Children's Department. 12.700 books are 
available for unrestricted checkout. 

The Main Checkout Area: the Checkout Desk 

p.65:The Fairytale Room. 

The staircase to the Second Floor. 

p.66: In 1962, the Library is organizing three
year courses to train the specialists with 
secondary education. 35 people will be enrol
led in the course. 
Every year, the Library hosts 18 to 20 interns 
from among the second- and fourth-year stu
dents of the Leningrad Institute of Library 
Science. 

The Library conducts volunteer-based cour
ses for community librarians. 22 people are 
enrolled in these courses. 
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Employees and activists of the Library have 
developed a methodological guide, How to 
Read and to Select a Book. 
Bibliographical guides were compiled: What 
should a Builder Read, In Assistance to a 
Machine-Builder, What to Read. Employees of 

the Library are developing a general guide to 
the Library. Additional albums are being 
developed: How to Use a Systematic Catalogue, 
How to Use an Alphabet Catalogue. 

p. 67: Stairway entrance to the Foreign Books 
Department, the Methodological Office, the 
Travelling Book Collection and Service Areas. 

Entrance to the Lecture Hall. 

The pictures have been published in the arti
cle "April 24, 2002,Alvar Aalto Library,Vyborg 
Russia", by Kirsti Reskalenko and Liisa 
Roberts in Untitled (Experience of Place), Ed. 
Gregor Neuerer, 2003. Courtesy of Koenig 
Books, London, pp.59-90. 
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RGoHeMeHm. l<HHJff Hbte BbtcmRBKH 11 
cmennR}l(H OmKPblmoro AICmYRA K 'POHll,Y • 

I I ... 



/l&oHeMeHm. CnrennR>HH 
omJ<P1>1moro 1/lJCmYnR. 

AsoHeMeHm 11 v11-
mRAJH1>1i 3RA HM6/fJIII rAY

,{He cmeH1111 npen~mcma!INJ/J/He 
flPIJHHKHOBtHHHJ 8 HHX YAH'IHllrtJ 

1/JYMR, R dt86/J/IIIII/ICJI vepeJ 
Cc/>IPJIVeCK/le AIIKH, /JAMIJ/H6 

cnoKOHH/,/H PABHIJMIPHNH 
seameHeso,i 

csem. 



n 



81,1cmABl<R HOBb/X KHHf 

O&HOBAJ1tmCA C/ePe3 KRHl/lble 

/5 ,O,HeH. 
B /96/ ro4Y c Bb/CmRBKH 

BblAAlfO 2986/2 KHHf H no .., 
3AJIBKRM VHmRmeA8H. 



HR R6oNeMenme 11emcKoro 
omAeneHHJI 2588 1111mAme
J1eif. .flRJI CB060.0,H0ro Bbl -
60PR nPe,4cmRB11e110 12. 700 I 
KHnr. 

II GoHeMeHm. J< Afbe .n. PR 



• 

K OMHRmA cKA3o« 



8 /96R ro11Y a fHiAHorexe o,raa1t1111rc1 1-K ro1111v
a11e KYPC/J/ RI RIAfQTOBKe coeqllAAlfCTl8 co CPI/IHHM 

ol16RltOTl'IH6/M Q6P/IJ08AHHeM. HR KYPCRX 6Y/ltT 01¥
VRTbCI 35 veAOBeK. Emero,qHO 8 6Jf6AlfQTeKe HPOXO· 

ART RPIIKTHKY 18-20 c,,,a,eHTOB 2 H 4 KYPf08 JeHHH

r PAJICKOfQ 6H6AIIITl'IHOfO KHCTHTYTA. 

DHIAlfOTeKR 1e11er CHCTlMRTl1-VICK¥IO MeTOAHVICKYIO 

PR6011Y C 5.9 iH6AHOTeKRMl1 fOPOAA. RPH 6H6AHQTIK8 
PA60TRIOT HR 06JJ/etTBIHHl>IX HIIVRARX KYPC/JI 6H • 
6AHOT8KRPtH-06/J/tCTBeHHHK08, HR HHX 06YYRerc~ 
22 VeAOBeKR. . 

PR50THHKRMH H RKTHBHCTRMH 5H6RH6T6KH PRJ

PR60TRHO MeTOP,ll'IICKOe ROCO.iHe: ,,KAK 'IKTRTI 
If 8bl6HPRTb KHJff!/ 1

~ CocrnaneHbl GH6RKOf P/l<t>lf· 

C/6CKHe YKAJRTenH: 11 </10 VKTRT/, CTPOHT6AM I~ 

,,8 RQMOl46 MAIIIHHOCTPOHTCIIIQ'', II 'ITU 'IKTRT/J 1~ 

PR60THHKH 8HiAJflTeKH PR61T/IMT NRA COJARHHIM 

R!/TtBOAlfTtM Ol 6H6AHQTeKe, PA3PR5RT/J/8RIOm 
AR660Mb/: ,,KRK ROA6308RT/JC8 CJfCTeMRTKYeCKltM 
KATRAOfOM'~ 11 KRK ROA/J308RT/JCII IIA♦RBHTH/JIM 
KIITRnoroM ''. 



6xo4 B #1/tJCmPRHHhlH om4en, MenronHveCK/,fH Kll6HHe~ 
ne,e48J1HtH0H '/JOH/I H CI/YJHfJGH/J/e RIJMtllJeHIIIJ/ • 

., .. --·-··--- .. ------- -----



BoccTaHOBneHMe 8b16oprCKOi1 61-16n1-10TeKM B 50-e rOAbl - PeJIOMe 

Kupcmu PecKaneHKO (Kirsti Reskalenko) 

B CTaTbe ny6m1Ky10TCH 0TpbI804Hble CBeAeHIIIH 0 

npo6neMax B0CCTaH0BneHIIIH 61116n1110TeKIII B 50-e 

r0Abl. CTaTbH Han111caHa no MaTep111anaM IIIHTepBblO C 

apx111TeKTopoM AneKC8HAPOM W sepoM, K0TOpbli1 

HBnHnCH aBTOp0M npoeKTa peH0B8Llillill IIIHTepbepos 

61116n1110TeK111 Ill 0TBeTCTBeHHblM 38 0CY1.J..1eCTBneH111e 

asTOpcKOro H8A30pa, a TalOKe no Marnp111anaM crarni1 

s MeCTHblX ra3erax 1960-x r0A0B. v1HTepBblO 

ony6n111KosaHo uen111KoM s >KypHane nrax 2002:2. 

MaTep111anb1 co6paHbl no npoeKTy XYA0>KHll!Ka Liisa 

Roberts What's the time in Vyborg? 

npoeKT111p0804Hble pa60Tbl 6b1Illll H848Tbl B 1950 

r0AY. neHIIIHrpaACKllli1 K0MIIITeT no CTPOIIITenbCTB y 

npillHHn B 1954 r0AY peweH111e 0 TOM, 4TO 61116n1110TeKa 

6yAeT BOCCTaH0BneHa B ee nepB0H848nbH0M BIIIAe. 

3TO 6b1Il0 Hecny4ai1HblM: B TOM >Ke r0AY BblWn0 

nocTaH0BneHille «06 1113MeHeHIIIIII HanpasneHH0CTIII B 

apXIIITeKType». ApXIIITeKTOp neTp Po3eH6nyM 

pa3pa6oran sap111aHT peK0HCTPYKLl,111111 C 

He0Kn8CClll4eCKIIIMIII AeTanHMl-1. 

B 1955 roAy pa604111e np111cTyn111n111 K pa360pKe 

3asanos nonypa3pyweHHoro 3A8HIIIH. Pa6ora no 

B0CCTaH0BneHIIIIO wna MeAneHH0: 1113 roAa B r0A OHO 

BX0Ailln0 B nnaHbl n0APHA4111Ka. ApXIIITeKTOP 

Po3eH6nyM CK0H4ancH s 1957 roAy. Ero pa6oTy 

np0Aon>K111n MonoAoi1 AneKcaHAP Wsep. OH 

paCCK83blBan 06 ycn0BIIIHX CTp0IIITenbCTBa: 

«Henb3H 3866188Tb, 4TO CTpaHa 6b1na 04eHb 6eAHOi1. 

He xsarano cTpo111TenbHblX MaTep111anos». 

npoeKT111poB1.J..1111KaM He pa3pewan111 n111caTb asTopy 

3A8HIIIH ill C0BeTOB8TbCH C HIIIM. B n0APHAH0i1 

opraHlll38LIIIIIII He 6b1Il0 KBan111cpllll\lllPOB8HHblX 

pa604111X. 
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MecTHaH npecca cneA111na 3a peK0HCTPYKL1111ei1 

61116n1110TeK111 111 n111cana o ero ee HeA0CTaTKax. Ha 

pa3pa60TKY ill M0HTa}I( CIIICTeMbl 0TOnneHIIIH ill 

BeHTillnHL\111111 61116n1110TeKIII ywno MH0ro speMeHIII. 

OcTeKneH111e 0K0H 3arnr111sanocb 1113-38 0TCYTCTBIIIH 

CTeKna s crpaHe. 6b1n111 >Kano6b1 ra10Ke Ha 

HenocneA0BaTenbH0e seAeH111e pa6oT III Ha 

AnillTenbHble nay3bl. 

61116n1110TeKa' «,Q sopeu KHillr»' 6b1Ila 0TKpblTa B MapTe 

1961 r0A8, K C0>KaneHIIIIO 38BeAYIOI.J..leMy 

61116n1110TeK111, npeACeAaTento 61116n1110Te4HOro cosera 

ill 38BeAYIOI.J..leMy X03Hi1CTB0M np111wn0Cb n111caTb y>Ke 

oceHblO cneAYIOI.J..lero r0A8 0 Hlll3K0M Ka4eCTBe 

CTP0IIITenbHblX pa6oT: B noMel.J..leHIIIHX BT0poro 3Ta>Ka 

TeMneparypa He noAHIIIManacb BbIwe 10 - 12 

rpaAYC0B , KpblWa 61116n1110TeKIII np0TeKana, rnaBHbli1 

pacnpeAen111TenbHb1i1 I.J..IIIIT 3neKTp03Hepr111111 

H8X0AillnCH n0A yrp030i1 neperopaHIIIH ill TaK Aanee. 

MHorne KOMIIICCIIIIII noce1.J..1an111 3A8Hllle, HO He4ero He 

MeHHn0Cb. npeKpaCH0e 3A8Hille np0A0n>Kano 

pa3pywaTbCH ... ¢0TOrpacp111111, B TOM 4111Cne CHHTble 

AnaHOM vlpBIIIHeM s Mae 1962 r0A8 , 

CBIIIAeTenbCTBYIOT, 0AH8K0, 0 APYroM: 3A8Hllle 

HaX0AillnOCb X0TH 661 BHewHe B xopoweM C0CT0HHIIIIII. 

HecMOTpH Ha see HeA048Tbl peK0HCTPYKLIIIIIII , y 

>Ki11Tenei1 8b16opra noHBlllnacb YHIIIK8nbH8H 

B03M0>KHOCTb noceTll!Tb cospeMeHHYIO 61116n1110TeKY. 

K0TOpaH «paA0Bana naK0Hlll4H0CTblO cpopM, 06111n111eM 

csera ill B03AYX8». 61116n1110TeKa 6b1Ila eAIIIHCTBeHHOi1 

B CB08M POAe B CTpaHe CoseTOB. OHa crana TalOKe 

MeCT0M nan0MHlll4eCTBa C0BeTCKIIIX apXIIITeKTopos B 

r0Abl >Kene3Horo 3aHaseca. 



A FEW MOMENTS OF "WHArs THE TIME IN VYBORG?" 

COLLATED BY LIISA ROBERTS 
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Auditorium, 
Alvar Aalto Library, 

Vyborg, 
October 200 I. 

In March 200 I, the creative writing workshop "What's the Time in Vyborg?" initiated by 

Liisa Roberts, began meeting in the auditorium of the Alvar Aalto Library. The workshop 

was intended for teenagers in Vyborg to develop a script for a film about the city. 

It was run by Roberts in collaboration with Olga Maslova and Edgaras Platelis. 

One of the participants, Olga Fedotova then 15 years old, wrote "The Story ofTurning 

into a Thing" in response to the task of describing: what the city thinks.The material 

from the creative writing workshop was further developed into a script, local television 

news clips, a series of performative events including a city excursion, and most recently 

a film by the work group formed in the writing workshops including: Olga Fedotova, 

Dina Grigorieva,Yana Klichuk, Lyuba Mukhorova and Anna Yaskina. 
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~CTOPKH npeepal.LleHH.R B BeU4b 

Y ropo.o.oe HBT 6yLtylJ.lero, H8i npcwnoro. HBT 

Hl'ICTO>llllf!ffi. Hi.t~em He,T. 1-1~ 11 <::u.n1x ropn{lOR HP.T. 

Ee.Tb T011b00 '-!8110BBK B }+;811TOIM natlbTO, crapaR 

CtmP.t.e~tm. ~pem11 ~'1 ~ nopt,J)f(f!Alltf:fd t.phllllP. 1-1 tey<:m: 

Ob\TlbHOro H86a. Bee .JTO Hepaapt,lBHC> C.BR.JaHO C Te: , . 

~ITO (),'1HI-.IIIP. flh!OO rnpo11ru.1. I m..iti~ Uf!{YTROm iLIP.mnn:l 

seepx. ObU'lb :+MBOro mMHii 8Hl13. 8 tra~OO 
lll)OOIJ,1'1110-71 JIYM.C IJ IP.,llt\ilCICH .uau11v y11auwrn1 ;.IUCJ.UU. 

r.i!te--To B 3b16+«»., eo3,!!.yxe ryroA crpenoA orcr.o•n1m1 or 
c11.;11L◄ auyiu, VWCAW11;,; ll 11t.'6u111;.; IUJ,U{.;QU. 

}l(enroe nanbTO pacnaxHyn o cb 11 fiB1mo co6on 

ltµuCI IYIO 11(),1.Ul.lt.\UII.Y- LIQ OOJl~illl.:.III.,, (;.CJ I 11a CI.Jl>YIO 

CY.l'IP~~ICY. "4TO co l,OinR'/ - J\YMl'ln ~,enoRP.IC R )l(P.ITTOP.11 

naJ1b70. • fl )1(118 MK ,epr0? Ecm, )!(}18 , TO 00'-!8MY HB 

w:i.y Mf\HITTh rM~'1 ~ y RM/V~Th K'.f<:-OK 331(001.lP.HHOfO 

H86a, a ecm, M8p-T8. TO OC>'l8MY lf8 wxy ynaCTb C 

n hlnhHOA RhlCOTH, <:m,fA~ >l<:h C !l~m efl'I ~~m>I ... ". tro 

r.cb7C1111 npepsan He11a0eCTHO on<yAa scnopXHy BWi1H 

I <>HYUL,. Ci.tJ IL,lll,IC lq.JL,U IL,H pa;.IIJCJ<U IK UOO,Ll Y>t K 

H8C:IU1Cb I( CTeHe ,QOMS. Eute ,QBl1>KeH11e ... creHS 

IIUIJIUIKH,1 IIH1~Y - f.111.\,U 'ICJIUL!CJ;a U Jffl:HIC>.\1 llillll•IQ 

npo11ere11s .os.a.,a. e~pHee AS)l(e He .os MS. ee no11rn He 

6v111U lHUJ,110 1-1~1 Uli>UIAIIOIQ ttfluCIIUI() IJ@$lQAI. r ,Ll(..'-IQ 

38 yr.no,.« TOnsm1 6ornHio1. }l(enroe nsn bTO 1m11 

'-!8J10a8K 8 HSI.« Bl'IJl.811 orpoMHb'8 nyrOBl,<lt,tbl, a .Ja lmt.111 

wrnP. Hhkl<1C OIOJ¥!A . l:3Hf!P.I1 J\3'AY. ROXO)f(YJO H~ 

IA'°1?0S011HOBKY , 11.lOll<HO 6btn0 6bl .[lall.<8 CKaaaTb, '-!TO 

~TO ll.11-1Kp()AOOHOA>:l'! R IIIIlS'IOP.. 4enoRe lC R )l(P.OTc».I 

nanbTO n o,oyMan: ~llro .JA8C.b .oenaior 3TH rpya'-!111Gt

l.fl'!N->1. 11&:.Xl.\aTHhlA Wlnhl.ll11C M f1P. Rymic, A nl'l~KP.

•:snycTe? no1 1e.i.,y 3nt Ill0.11.11 TSK OOXOll<M HS npe.o.t,,en:.1? 

3.NcM 0111,1 ►\I.I, YI I y,ua - CIU,tJ.a t,; IIHi.lC lf/JaC{.;fJUL,JMl1 

rntUSM~. xnonss. CT8KI'IRHHbllA'4 rJ1838l.111?· E,.y s,opyr 

IIU~UIOCL,, '-110 Ct.l~tH '-!C,VUlll11..{<l, CII.U"Ctt"-<l, ()!Ula, 

A Bep11 - see srop1mo eMy . A npoxo.o,sruo11o1 npe.o.t,,era.i.1 

;J 11-1 I OJIO(M t:i.~;ra.J 111CL, l li)UC I() M~ IC/Kl IWM UC I l)()M, 

O'N:l SlHHhlW1 n op:~J A:Ut~ riery1111◄t.a no ffil[>Of\Y. ~c :mHh TP. 

ffiO,QbMl1 , - itpl1'-laJ1H CT8Hbl , - CTO"TB! 8bl - '-laCTb 

ro,'">Of\,'1, mpof\ :«Ms, l'I A hi u.epr Rl-..t. I l'IK He rin11sae r, 

cro~Te ! ". no f'Ol?OAY see raK >KB wen w ax r.«aTHbrn 

Wlnh\U11(, n P.TP.n l<J)l'l<:Ht-J(i llll'lpcf), OOXO:«MA Hl'I flfllAY. 

·~ITo .;TO co Mlfo'A? - 3aAYPAancR '-!e11oe e1. s :.<enTOM 

IIWIL,IQ. - f<JDIJ~ - ;JIO IOIJ0/.1, J.I - :>10 l-1 . I ICI C U)hll1 ." ~ 

HS CSMOM.;!lfille renepb 'J)l:e Hl1'10f0 He A8p~o 3TOro 

'lC!tu llCK«, CI <.ll>YIO t;!¼IMCKl.)' '1 '-!CVUIIIU.IY IIU 

nop1:,w.eswe"' !<p-blJJJe . T om,,;o e necrpoo TOilne 11H0rr.oa 

IACJIL,P\,UIO ».CJIIOC 11,IIIL, I fJ. 

THE STORY OF TURNING INTO A THING 

Olga Fedotova 

The cities have no past, no future, and no present. They don't 
have anything. Cities themselves don't exist. There is only a 

man in a yellow coat, an old bench, old roof-tiles on a faded 

roof, and the quadrangle of dusty sky.All of this is an integral 

part of what had been the city. The hunks of dead metal-up; 
the dust of live stone-down. Reflections of long-fallen stars in 

each transparent puddle. Through the hazy air, sounds of voi
ces that passed into oblivion bounce from the walls like well

aimed arrows. The yellow coat opened and revealed itself as a 

red lining. Its owner sat down on the old bench. "What is 

going on with me?" the man in the yellow coat was thinking. 
"Am I dead or alive? If alive, why can't I Ii~ my eyes and see 

a piece of the soot-covered sky? If dead, why can't I fall down 
from the dusty heights, becoming one with the earth? The 

earth ... "A pigeon, suddenly in flight, interrupted his 
thoughts. Strong wings were piercing the air and hurling 

towards the wall. One more movement, and the bird was 
swallowed up by the wall. A lady in a red scarf flew by the 

man in the yellow coat. Rather, it was not even a lady; she 

could not be seen behind the enormous red scarf. Boots were 

thumping somewhere around the corner. The yellow coat or 

the man in it saw huge buttons, and behind them-tiny peop

le. He saw a lady who resembled a microwave; one could say 
that it was a microwave in a hat. The man in the yellow coat 

thought, "What are these movers-clocks, the chess-boy and 
the girl-in-the-cabbage-wig doing here? Why do they so 

resemble things? Why are they walking around with plastic 
faces, blinking glass eyes?" It suddenly seemed to him that 

the old roof-tiles, the bench, and windows, and doors, all were 

imitating him. The things passing by thought that these voices 

were just the unruly rebellious wind running through the city 

in desperate gusts. "Turn into people," shouted the walls. 

"Wait! You are a part of the city. The city is alive, and you are 
dead. Wait, it cannot be like this!" The chess-boy was still strol

ling in the city. The red scarf resembling a lady was still flying. 
"What is going on with me?" thought the man in the yellow 

coat. "The city is the city, and I am I; I am myself There is no 
connection." In fact, nothing was holding this man, the old 

bench and the roof-tiles on the faded roof in place any more. 
Only in the crowd, there flashed from time to time a yellow 

coat. 
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(Translation Denis Maslov) 

www.auditorium.vbg.ru 



above: Early morning 
view from the audito
rium to the entrance 
hall, Alvar Aalto 
Library, Vyborg, 
October 200 I. 

right: Speaker's area, 
auditorium, Viipuri 

library, Viipuri, 1935. 
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The Soviet period renovation of the Alvar Aalto Library 

included an unrealized plan to remove the windows of 

the auditorium and to change the space into a cinema. 

As a part of the work for "What's the Time in Vyborg?", 

architect Aleksandr Mihailovich Shver was commissioned 

to create a design for an occasional cinema respecting 

Aalto's original auditorium design, in which the film pro

duced by "What's the Time in Vyborg?" could be scree

ned. To facilitate the realization of the project, architect 

Kirsti Reskalenko created "A Project for Research and 

Collaboration:Architect Aleksandr Shver and the Viipuri 

Library", the goal of which was to uncover the history of 

the I st restoration period of the library from 1957 to 

1961 . The project was initiated in April 2002 with a wal-

I.stage. 

n:nA.H 1:so 

7 

2 B 

6 

1 :'.)CTPAAA. 
2 C>PEMH!HM\ OfPA;,.P.. 3CTPAAbl h.• 90 CM. 
3 noMc>CT v1 CTOJI K\-IHOnPO E K,Ol'P... 
4 i1OA,CTAE>i<-Y1 nDA KPEC.JlA . 
5 BOJlhl'ICTbll-1 Al::PEBSlHH\:,\Jil noTOJlOl<-
6 31'-.PArl I.J.l1'\PV,HO~ Ci 1/5 j.,Jli-'\Hb\ fo':!4A. 

7 .;,AHAeECK/.. IA'.> ~cPHC)v\ 111\EHKV, v\J\v\ TKAf\11. 
5 KP!:.CJ\A HA 32 MECl'A /A.>&/. 

2. temporary railing for the stage H=90cm. 
3. dais and table for film projector. 
4. stands underneath stalls. 
5. wooden undulating ceiling. 
6. width of screen I /5 of projection distance. 
7. black polytheline or fabric curtain. 
8. stalls to seat 32 ( 4 x8). 

3 

king tour of the Alvar Aalto Library led by Shver for the 

benefit of the Finnish Committee for the Restoration of 

Viipuri Library. Since then, there have been several publi

cations based on the material from the tour.The stage (a 

platform for a film projector installed in the Soviet 

period) was removed from the auditorium by the 

Restoration Committee and "What's the Time in 

Yyborg?", as specified in Variant 2 of Shver's design, for 

the occasion of the 7th International DOCOMOMO 

Technology Seminar in September 2003.A set of Aalto's 

Jakkara stools was donated by ARTEK for the cinema in 

February 2004, on the occasion of the presentation of 

"What's the Time in Yyborg'?" at the 3rd berlin biennale 

of contemporary art. 

BAP'VtAHT N 1. 
I 

llPOJl.OjlbHblvl .PA:'>PE::i. 

MPl1N-1T N 2. 

I 
\ 

' I 
\ 

~~;Jj)-;ii 
r.'.>AP\,\AliT N 2 nl'l.'..ll,\:lCMATf'l-l~AET nom,o E. PA:!P':!J.JJE.MV\E 
3C.TPA.llb1 , KOT<1PA>1 OTC/TCJBOl'>AJ1A I!, ltf'OoKT!S A AAlno . 

nPOE.KT ~JCT?Ov\C.Tl:,A i!>PEMEHHOrO l<.i1HO'.:>/\J1A 
rlA z,2 MECTA I:, .nF-Kl.J.\IIOHHOM ;',A)lE bv1Ei/lv10'TE · 
Kv1 A, AAJ1TO t:, E,i,JoOPfE ,-.~. ;} f Wea• 

s*f 

In variant no. 2 the stage, which was absent from A.Aalto's 
project, is completely dismantled. 

Project plan for an occasional cinema seating 32 in the 
Lecture Hall (auditorium) of the A.Aalto Library in Vyborg 

arch. Shver 
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Polyvinyl tiling installed 
in the first renovation 
period in the entrance 
hall, Alvar Aalto Library 
Vyborg, October 200 I . 
Stills from the film (pp. 
56-58, 70-74) "What's 
the Time in Vyborg?" 
(2001-04), directed by 
Liisa Roberts, 
Cinematography 
Aleksandr Burov. 

In November 2004 the film "What's the Time in Vyborg?" will be aired on the Finnish 

Television channel YLE I, and in 2005 it will be screened at the Alvar Aalto Library, 

Vyborg, as well as in St. Petersburg and in Berlin. The film collates images produced in 

various phases of the "What's the Time in Vyborg?": it includes film footage created 

during the creative writing workshop, which visualized the city through the lens of the 

teenagers' writings, video material generated in the framework of an improvisation 

workshop, television footage, as well as film segments of the city excursions conducted 

by the teenagers with Vyborg's former Finnish inhabitants.The film was premiered 

during the 2004 Whitney Biennial at the Aalto-designed Kaufmann Conference Rooms 

at the Institute for International Education in New York, where a presentation of the 

restoration of the Library had been held in 2002. 
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Aleksandr Burov is a Cinematographer based in St. 

Petersburg, Russia. Since 1985 he has worked on 

major projects with the filmmaker Aleksandr 

Sokurov. His most recent film with A. Sokurov, Father 
and Son, opened in theatres throughout Europe and 

the USA in summer 2004. 

In 200 I Olga Fedotova was a student in grade IO at 

School no. I O,Vyborg, Russia. In September 2004 she 

will enter the Department of Direction of Theatrical 

Events, State University of Culture and Art, St. 

Petersburg. (see p.136- 137) 

In 200 I Dina Grigorieva was a student in grade I 0 

at School no.36,Vyborg, Russia. Currently she is in 

her third year in the Department of Philosophy of 

St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg. 

In 200 I Yan a Klichuk was a student in grade 8 at 

the Gymnasium,Vyborg, Russia. In September, 2004 

she will enter the Smolnie Institute of Arts and 

Sciences of St. Petersburg State University, St. 
Petersburg. 

Olga Maslova is a psychologist living in St. 

Petersburg, Russia and Lausanne, Switzerland. She 

co-founded the first private psychological practice 

"Dialogues" in post-Soviet St. Petersburg. 

Architect Kirsti Reskalenko's doctoral thesis 

"Historical Continuity and Preservation of 

Architectural Heritage in Russia 1978-2000" was a 

study of the system of architectural preservation in 

the Soviet Union and Russia, in particular, evaluating 

its results in Pskov, Russia. She translated the plan

ning documents of the restorat ion ofViipuri Library 

into Russian. She is currently working as a town

planning architect in Joensuu, Finland. (see p.69-75) 

Liisa Roberts is an artist based in Helsinki, Finland 

and St. Petersburg, Russia. Her work has been 
exhibited widely since 1993 in exhibitions such as 

Documenta X ( 1997) and D'Apertutto at the 48th 

Venice Biennale ( 1999). She initiated "What's the 

Time inVyborg1" in 2000. In September 2004 she 

will begin work on a new film linked to New York 

City's Highline, an abandoned elevated rail duct built 
in the 1930s. 

Architect Aleksandr Mihailovich Shver lives and 

works in Vyborg, Russia. He is the chief architect at 

the Lencitizen Project and was the chief designer of 

the restoration and reconstruction of the Central 

Library of the City ofVyborg, named in honor of N. 

K. Krupskoi (the Alvar Aalto Library) in 1957-1961. 

(see p.54-58) 

In 200 I, Anna Yaskina was a student in grade I I at 

In 200 I, Lyuba Mukhorova was a student in grade 9 School no.6,Vyborg, Russia. She is currently taking a 

at School no. I O,Vyborg, Russia. Currently she is in year off from her studies in the Department of 

her second year in the Department of Art History at Philology of the Vyborg branch of the University 

St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg. named in honor of A. E. Herzen. Her son Matvey will 

Edgaras Platelis gradutated from Vilnius University 

in 1998 with a B.A. in English philology and in 2000 

with an M.A. in World Literature. He is a translator 

and writer of short stories. He is currently working 

for the "Metropolio Vertimai" translation bureau in 
Vilnius, Lithuania. 

be two years old in December 2004. 
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Yana Klichuk reciting 
her poetry on the 
stage, auditorium, 

Alvar Aalto Library, 
Vyborg, June 20, 2003. 



Rovaniemi Municipal 
Library ( 1962-68), 
lending room.The 
'skylight scoops' 
shield direct skyligh
ting (with a low incli
nation angle, causing 
glare) from entering 
the space. 
Simultaneously, the 
skylight scoops' 
asymmetrically 
curved vaults reflect 
the daylight indirect
ly downwards into 
the reading niches 
and on to the book
shelves under the 
openings. 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE DAYLIGHTING PRINCIPLES IN TWO LIBRARIES 
DESIGNED BY ALVAR AALTO 

When a daylight opening functions as 'daylighting luminarie' 

Merete Madsen 

In the Rovaniemi Municipal Library, designed by Alvar Aalto, the natural daylighting in 

the lending room is very precisely controlled; principally by a row of north-facing, peris

cope-like 'skylight scoops'. The library lending room's daylighting composition can be 

seen as a complex refinement of the fundamental illumination principles thatAalto 

developed thirty years earlier in his first library design in Viipuri. 

The majority of the daylight openings function as a kind of'daylighting luminarie' 

because the apertures' form and everything situated in relation to the apertures influ

ence how daylight enters the space.The skylight scoops in the lending room provide a 

distinct example of this.The way the skylight scoops' asymmetrically curved vaults 

shield, transform and reflect the daylight entering the space is reminiscent of the way a 

lampshade shields its light source, reflecting the illumination outwards into a space. 

In the Rovaniemi Library there is a row of reading niches along the north wall, which 

are illuminated by the skylight scoops that follow the wall's fan-shaped form.These 

apertures are a hybrid between a clerestory window and a skylight: 'skylight scoops'. 

The purpose of these skylight scoops is to shield the segment of the skylighting with a 

low inclination angle, which could cause glare.At the same time, the scoops reflect the 

daylight downward into the reading niches and on to the bookshelves. 

One cannot be certain if Aalto intentionally designed these skylight scoops in 

Rovaniemi as a kind of daylighting luminarie, since, with age,Aalto gradually ceased pro

viding explanations for his architecture. He was seventy years old when Rovaniemi 

Library was completed, and he didn't publicly explain his intentions for the library's ligh-
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ting conditions. Rovaniemi Library's skylight scoops are therefore left to speak for 

themselves. Nevertheless, they do have a past. 

In 1928,Aalto was a young, idealistic architect of thirty years of age who'd just been 

exposed to the new international architecture - Modernism. During the summer of 

1928,Aalto embarked upon a European study tour to meet some of the day's leading 

architects and artists, and to study their works. It was in connection with these travels 

thatAalto visited Poul Henningsen in Copenhagen. 

Poul Henningsen endeavoured to create modern lighting. He wanted to create lighting 

fixtures that wouldn't cause glare and would transform the light from a light bulb into a 

suitable and effective form of illumination.With the design of his 3-shade PH-lamp in 

1926, Henningsen had successfully established the foundation for his system of artificial 

lighting fixtures, fulfilling his mission statement to create hygienic, economical and aes

thetic lighting. 

It was important for Henningsen to explain his lighting fixtures in a manner understand

able to consumers. However, at the same time, he also elaborated upon his theories of 

illumination in several articles; in, amongst other journals, Kritisk Revy [Critical Review]. 

Aalto presumably had knowledge of Henningsen's articles. In any case,Aalto was one of 

the first foreign architects to use Henningsen's PH-lamps in his own projects. In fact, 

Aalto ceased designing his own lighting fixtures for several years, opting instead to use 

fixtures designed by Henningsen. Many of the lighting fixtures that Aalto designed later 

in life were inspired by Henningsen's fixture designs; and perhaps Henningsen's theories 

of illumination also influenced how Aalto worked with daylighting as well. 
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Rovaniemi Municipal 
Library ( 1962-68), 
lending room. 



Viipuri Municipal 
Library (1927-35), 
lending room.The 
conical skylights pre
vent direct sunlight 
from entering the 
space. Concurrently, 
the inner sides of the 
skylights reflect the 
daylight so it is diffu
sed and evenly distri
buted in the space. 

Aalto was one of the 
first architects outside 
Denmark to use PH
lamps in his own 

design projects. 
left: Tu run Sano mat 
newspaper building 
( 1928-29), conference 
room. 
right:Auditorium in 
Turku's Municipal 

Theatre (1927-28). 

In 1928,Aalto drafted his second proposal for the Viipuri Municipal Library. He'd won 

the competition the year before with a proposal influenced by Nordic Classicism. In his 

competition scheme, the library's lending room was designed as a high-ceilinged space 

covered by a large glass roof.When Aalto revised this scheme in 1928, he maintained 

the floor plan's resolution whilst removing all the stylistic trappings of Nordic 

Classicism.The design was now inspired by the new international style and by Le 

Corbusier's architecture.Amongst other immediately visible influences on Aalto's Viipuri 

Library was the lending room's illumination via horizontal ribbon windows. 

When Aalto drafted Viipuri Library's final design in 1933, he returned to his original idea 

regarding skylighting in the lending room. However, instead of a large glass roof he 

designed a system of conical skylights. The intention was to prevent direct sunlight from 

entering the library's interior, using the skylights' conical form to reflect the daylight and 

to disperse it in "millions of directions", as Aalto himself expressed it. 

During this period,Aalto actively participated in the architectural debate, where he 

often used examples from his own work to explain his viewpoints. One of his main 

arguments was "the human factor". He believed that functionalism focused too greatly 

upon the economical and technical aspects of architecture. "Real functional architecture 

must be functional mainly from the human point of view", proclaimed Aalto in his arti

cle titled "The Humanizing of Architecture" (The Technological Review, November 

1940). In this article,Aalto used the example ofViipuri Library's conical skylights and 

daylighting conditions to explain what he meant by the difference between "technically 
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rational" and "humanly rational".Aalto explained that the conical skylights are technical

ly rational because of the monopiece glass system they employed, in which a singular 

piece of glass covers the apertures (reducing the probability of leakage).At the same 

time, the conical skylights can be regarded as humanly rational because they provide 

illumination appropriate for reading.Aalto believed that the light should be evenly distri

buted and diffused to create the optimal lighting conditions for the library's most essen

tial function: the reader and the book. The reader should be able to sit freely and read 

without reflections and shadows occurring on the book's pages. In Viipuri Library, this 

principle is applicable to both the artificial and the natural lighting for the entire space. 

From then on, Aalto employed the conical skylights throughout the entirety of his 

architectural opus. Concurrently he developed other types of skylight constructions, 

which he variegated and refined from project to project.Amongst other things, this 

development lead to the design of the reflective skylight scoops in Rovaniemi Library's 

lending room. 

In contrast to the luminance level in Viipuri Library's lending room, the luminance level 

in Rovaniemi Library's lending room isn't uniform. On the contrary, it's so varied that 

the daylighting creates the phenomenon of'space(s) within space(s)', which are experi

enced as independently defined zones of light, or 'light-zones'. The no-sky lines that are 

generated by the skylight scoops define these light-zones.At the same time, these light

zones are intensified because the direct skylighting is supplemented by the daylighting 

that is indirectly reflected downwards on to the vertical surfaces defining the light

zones. In this case, the vertical surfaces are the bookshelves in the fan-shaped north 

wall and the columns behind the control desk. 

The light-zones defining the north-facing reading niches have the added refinement of 

connecting the sunken reading niches with the library's upper level. In other words, the 

composition of light-zones is able to both divide the space as well as to connect diffe

rent spaces. 
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Aalto's illumination 
principle illustrations 
for the natural day
lighting (left) and 
artificial lighting 
(right) in Viipuri 
Library's lending 
room. 

The illumination is 
evenly distributed 
and diffused so the 
reader isn't disturbed 
by reflections or sha
dows occurring on 
the book's pages or 
the bookshelves. On 
the sketches,Aalto 
has written the key
words: "No shadow" 
and "No reflection". 



Plan for Rovaniemi 
Library's lending 
room, rendered with 
'isolux' contours 
illustrating the day
lighting levels. 

Section through 
Rovaniemi Library's 
lending room, 
showing the no-sky 
lines and the spatial 
distribution of the 
skylighting sketched 
as 'influx of light' 
contours. 
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In the reading niches, the daylighting is augmented by the 

bookshelves' artificial lighting and by a row of fixed desk 

lamps in the sunken reading niches, which creates warm 

'light caves'.The combination of the cool daylighting light

zones, enveloping zones of warmer artificial light are rich 

in character - especially in Rovaniemi, where the periods 

of twilight are long and varied. 

The light-zones are limited and defined by intervening 

areas of shadow, which create spatial interludes in the 

overall daylighting composition. More specifically, the areas 

of shadow act as border zones between the light-zones, as 

'a space within a space'. In relation to the shadowed area, 

the skylight scoops act as 'eyebrows', preventing a direct 

view of the segment of the sky that could cause glare. In 

front of the control desk in Rovaniemi Library,Aalto 

created an artificial light-zone, where the meeting 

between the patron and the librarian is embodied in a 

meeting between a daylighting light-zone and an artificial 

light-zone. The lending room's pliant daylighting composi

tion makes particular demands on the artificial lighting, 

which is either situated within the daylighting light-zones 

or inside the intervening areas of shadow.Artificial light 

isn't positioned in the interval between light and shadow, 

where it would eliminate the daylighting composition and 

the experience of the light-zone(s). 

The composition of light-zones in Rovaniemi Library's len

ding room is wholly other from that ofViipuri Library's 

lending room, where the daylight entering through the 

numerous conical skylights creates one cohesive light

zone, comprising the entirety of the lending room. 

However, despite the luminance levels and the distribution 

of the illumination being completely distinct in the two 

libraries, the lighting conditions aren't so different when 

seen from Aalto's "humanly rational" point of view.As in 

Viipuri Library, one can sit freely and read in Rovaniemi 

Library (in the niches' light-zones) without disturbing 

reflections and shadows occurring on the book's pages. 

The difference between these libraries is that the 'human 

function' - the reader and the book - isn't applicable in 

the entirety of Rovaniemi Library's lending room. In 

Rovaniemi, one reads in the light-zones and moves in-bet

ween them. 

Consequently, the lighting conditions in Rovaniemi 

Library's lending room can be seen as a complex refine-
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In Rovaniemi Library's lending room, the daylighting 
creates the phenomenon of'space within a space', 
which is experienced as zones of light. 
These 'light-zones' define the lending room and 
function as a sequence in which one finds a book 
(the illuminated bookshelves), browses through the 
book on various levels (the reading niches' light
zones), and then borrows the book (the control 
desk's light-zone). 



ment of Aalto's basic principle of creating humanly rational lighting conditions: a prin

ciple which he developed in connection with Viipuri Library. Even though the form of 

illumination is completely different in these two libraries, it is first and foremost the 

perception of the library's function that is varied.The function is transformed from that 

of merely reading a book (as a principle for the entire space) into an almost ritualistic 

sequence in which one finds a book (the illuminated bookshelves), browses through the 

book on the various levels (the reading niches' light-zones), and then borrows the book 

(the control desk's light-zone). 
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Kor.r:1a OTBepcnu1 B noTonKe q>yHKLl110Hl1PYIOT KaK «CBeT11nbHl1Kl1 ,CIHeBHOro CBeTa» 

Mepeme MaaceH (Merete Madsen) 

B masHOM a6oHeMeHTHOM Jane fa.16m1oreK11 Ansapa Aanro B Bbr6opre cser pacnpocrpaHr1ercr1 AOCTaT04HO 

paBHOMepHo. B csoe speMr1 Aanro c411ran , 4TO pasHoMepHo nocrynalOLl..\ee 11 pacnpocrpaH>110Ll..\eecr1 

ocBel.l..\eH1-1e Aaer 1-1AeanbHbre ycnos11r1 caMo~ masHo~ JaAa41-1 61-16n1-1oreK1-1: 41,1rarenr1 i,, ero KH11rn. 

Tp11A1..1arb ner cnycrr1 Aanro npoeKrnposan ropoACKYIO 61-16n1-1oreKy B r. PoeaH1-1eM1-1 . TaM pacnpocrpaHeH1-1e 

AHeBHOrO csera AaneKO He paBHOMepHoe. Hao6opor, OCBel.l..\eH1-1e HacronbKO pa3H006pa3HOe, 4TO AHeBHO~ CBeT 

TaM CO3Aaer q>eHOMeH «npocrpaHCTBa BHYTPl-1 npocrpaHCTBa», KOTOpoe OLl..\YLl..\8eTCS'l OTAenbHblMl-1 3OHaMl-1 csera, 

11n11 ·c seroJOHaM1-1·. 

HeCMOTps:l Ha cosepweHHO pa3Hble YPOBHl-1 OCBel.l..\eHl-1>1 i,, pacnpeAeneHl-1>1 ceera B 3rnX ABYX 61-16n1-1oreKaX , 

ycnosi,,,1 OCBel.l..\eHl-1>1 B 3Tl-1X ABYX 6116n1-1oreKax He TaK Cl-1nbHO orni,,4a10rcr1 APYr OT Apyra , ecni,, i,,x 

paccMaTp11saTb c T04Kl-1 3peH1-1>1 «ryMaHHoro pa1..11-1OHan1-13Ma» Ansapa Aamo. Pa3n1141,1,1 MO)l(HO Ha~rn npe)l(Ae 

scero B noH1-1MaH1-11-1 cpyHKf..1111-1 61-16n1-1oreK1-1. Ecni,, B 61-16n1-1oreKe paHbWe npocro 411ran1-1 KH1-1r1-1 , 4TO 6brno masHoe 

Ha3Ha4eH1-1e scero npocrpaHcrsa , ro renepb peYb 1-1AeT no4rn o pi,,ryanbHO~ nocneAOBarenbHocrn , so speM>1 

KOTOPO~ 41,1rarenb HaXOAl-1T KH1-1ry (OCBel.l..\eHHble KHl-1)1(Hble nom11), npon1-1CTblBaer ee 6onee 11ni,, MeHee TLl..\aTenbHO 

(41-1TanbHble yronKl1, onpeAeneHHble OCBel.l..\eHl-1eM), a noTOM 6eper KH11ry Ha AOM (30Ha OCBel.l..\eHl-1>1, 

onpeAen>110Ll..\a>1 r epp1-1rop1110 crona Bb1Aa41-1 KH1-1r). ,Qpyr1-1M1-1 cnosaMi-1, pa3Hble ycnoei-1,1 ocBel.l..\eH11>1 B A8HHblX 

ABYX 61-16n1-1oreKax S'lBnrllOTCS'l CKOpee pe3ynbTaTOM pa3HOro nOHl-1MaHl1S'l cpyHKf..11-11-1 61-16n1-1oreK1-1, 4eM pa3HOro 

nOAXOAa K KOH1..1en1..11-11-1 csera 11 OCBel.l..\eHl1S'l. 
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THE STRUCTURE AND SYSTEM OF ALVAR AALTO'S ROUND SKYLIGHT 

Markku Norvasuo 1 

System, structure and architectural motif 

The round skylight was the earliest of Alvar Aalto's famous skylight constructions. It 

was only late in the 1940s that other well-known motifs began to emerge: the combina

tion of a clerestory window and a vault-like form (the "light scoop") and the "crystal

like" lanterns. The grand auditorium of the Helsinki University ofTechnology and the 

central hall of the National Pensions Institute in Helsinki are examples of these latter 

types. For the round skylight, the library ofViipuri (Vyborg) is important because of the 

complete "ceiling system"2 used there. The skylight now had a clear lens-shaped glass 

top and an open conical light well. 

The quality of illumination was an obvious motivation for the development of the 

round skylight, but its systemic nature was also evident.3 The roof ofViipuri Library 

incorporated three different infrastructural systems: the bearing structure, the heating 

and the lighting. Lighting in turn consisted of daylight and electric lighting.AfterViipuri, 

the direct association of electric light with the light well reveals further systemic 

aspects that are of particular interest. 

We can trace the technical development of the round skylight along two intertwining 

lines, the system and the structure. The careful handling of practical issues indicates the 

importance of technical matters. But when Aalto invented his round skylight he also 

created an architectural motif- a tool of architectural variation and expression. 

Architectural form and technology, however, are often separated from each other. 

Fig. I. Toppila pulp 
mill, 0ulo, 1930. 
(AAM no. 70/74). 
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Explanations regarding architecture do not always reveal the influence of technology, 

which may be hidden yet is sometimes decisive. Therefore, it is important to consider 

all three issues from the technological viewpoint. 

Lighting as a system 

Towards the end of the 1920s Aalto was certainly aware of the idea of illuminating ceiling 

surfaces with electric light.An example can be found in an illustration of the Toppila pulp 

plant (Oulu, 1930, fig. I), which has both clerestory windows and electric light fittings 

directed towards the ceiling surfaces of a production shed. In the Viipuri Library Aalto 

used wall surfaces for the distribution of electric light and the round skylights for the dis

tribution of daylight.Accordingly, the ceiling was not the only light-distributing surface. 

But Aalto had already considered light fittings attached directly to the skylight structu

re. In the entrance hall of the Paimio Tuberculosis Sanatorium ( 1929) there were elec

tric light fittings beside each skylight in the ceiling - an idea that later appeared in the 

staircase hall of the Institute of Pedagogy in Jyvaskyla ( 1951 ). Furthermore, above an 

operating table there was an individual skylight with six light bulbs inside and a hook for 

an operating lamp a highly utilitarian setting (fig. 2). Diffusing glass was used in both the 

light well and the semicircular window wall of the operating theatre to provide suffici

ent daylight. Electric light was combined directly with a light well in the designs for the 

Finnish pavilion at the Paris World's Fair of 1937 (fig. 3). The fittings were part of the 

superstructure of the skylight together with metallic sunscreens.The latter were added 

because of the more southern latitude of Paris in comparison with Viipuri. (If the light 

well had been di-mensioned according to the highest elevation of the sun it would have 

been much deeper than in Viipuri.) In fact there were two lamps, one illuminating the 

light well below and another directed upwards, apparently towards the foliage of sur

rounding trees. Perhaps the metallic sunshade was also meant to be illuminated.This 

kind of outside placing emerged again more than a decade later in the MIT dormitory 

and Rautatalo building projects. 

The idea of combining electric light with daylight was probably notAalto's own. It was 

far too apparent to remain without general attention.White-coloured daylight was one 

of the ideals of the era, and even "artificial daylight" fittings were proposed.◄ They had a 

diffusing glass to disguise the electric lamps behind the type of glass thatAalto applied 

in Paimio. One year after the Paris World's Fair the magazine Byggmi:istaren presented 

the design of the Malmo Museum by Carl Axel Stoltz. In the article there was a section 

of a gallery where electric reflectors were placed inside rooflight constructions.s Since 

the 1950s Aalto regularly placed his light fittings inside the light wells. This idea appea

red already in the designs for the House of Culture in Helsinki ( 1952-58). 

Structural improvements 

One structural source for the round skylight is interestingly present in the Turun 

Sanomat newspaper office building ( 1928).The three skylights of the printing hall termi

nated the famous two rows of sculptural columns.Around the inner corner there was 

another long rooflight area, like a side bay of the central column area. It was made of 

"glass concrete", a structure of glass squares between concrete ribs. 

Glass concrete was translucent, load-bearing and fire-resistant, and, therefore, typically 

used in deep multi-storey buildings, such as industrial lofts and department stores. 

Daylight from the top level could pass through the lower floor levels (the idea was simi-
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lar to that of Labrouste's cast-iron floors).Also in the Tu run Sanomat building there was 

a mezzanine level below the long rooflight made of the same material. Glass concrete 

was also used to illuminate spaces below pavements. In the Tu run Sanomat building 

both types of rooflights opened onto the courtyard level outside (fig. 4). 

At that time, hollow glass bricks had not yet been introduced. Glass concrete was in 

practice a single-layer glazing; so, too, was the cast glass of the round skylight. Obviously 

poor thermal resistance was not a problem inside a building or for cold structures. 

However, unlike many glass concrete structures of the time, the round skylight was 

always used for building envelopes. Inevitably, this solution created problems in the form 

of condensation and draughts. It may even have led to the closing of light wells to stop 

water from dripping. The experience probably led to the improvement of glazing 

around the year 1950. The Finnish Engineers' Association Building in Helsinki ( 1948-

1953) was perhaps the first case, or at least among the first one where the new struc

ture was applied (fig. 5).The number of glass panes was now three.The upper gap be

tween them was ventilated and the lower gap was lined with a rubber seal. Condensed 

water was led away. In this particular design, the inner diameter of the light well was 

about 900 mm and the height approximately 650 mm.7 

The same structure was used in several designs over the following years.A curious 

thing presents itself here.The above design was intended for the kitchen space of the 

Engineers' Association Building. Other similar cases include the educational kitchen of 

the Institute of Pedagogy, the restaurant kitchen of the National Pensions Institute and 

early designs for the House of Culture. Now the skylight type, previously prone to con

densation problems, was boldly used in the most difficult environments. In the illustrative 

drawings for the kitchen of the Paimio Sanatorium one can see large steam hoods above 

the kettles.Aalto was certainly aware of the problem and trusted the improved design. 

Introducing the Rautatalo building ( 1951-55) in the Finnish architectural magazine 

Arkkitehti,Aalto presented his illumination system also as a snow-melting device (fig. 6). He 

mentioned that the external light fittings had already been used in the MIT Dormitory 

building ( 1947-49), but did not mention the Paris pavilion. Regarding the Rautatalo buil

ding, he wrote: "[T]ilted [sky]light openings easily become covered by snow.Therefore 

the warmth radiating from the building, together with the warmth produced by the light 

fittings, make the snow slide off the roof openings."8 

The air moisture condensates on cold glass surfaces. Their low temperature is caused 

by a thermal flux from the inner to the outer surface of glass panes. But this thermal 

leak also tends to melt snow.When the insulation was improved, both the melting of 

snow and condensation were reduced.9There were thus literally "two sides" of the 

thermal insulation question. 

Variations of an architectural motif 

The 1950s in general marked a period of strong development in Aalto's rooflights and 

clerestory solutions. Common to these new forms is the relatively upright position of 

the glazing. It is also interesting to note that the large lanterns of the National Pensions 

Institute had luminaires between the outer and inner glazings.Apart from the questions 

of architectural meaning and characteristics of illumination, it is possible to consider 

whether these solutions had something to do with the "snow problem". Certainly it 

was not the most important reason for Aalto's search for new glazing forms. It could, 

rather, be described as a precondition to be considered. 
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Fig. 2. The operating 
theatre of the Paimio 
Tuberculosis 
Sanatorium, section of 
the round skylight. 
(AAM no. 50/267, 

detail) 

Fig. 3. The skylight con
struction for the Paris 
World Exhibition, 1937. 
(AAM no. 68/205) 
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Fig. 4. Glass concrete 
construction from the 
"Standard furniture" 
drawing series, 1930. 
(AAM no. 96/40, detail) 

Fig. 5. The improved 
construction of the 
round skylight, dated 
May 30th, 1950. (AAM 
no. 60/335) 



In one Finnish source of the period, the recommended minimum slope of a glazed roof 

was 40 degrees, in order to keep it free from snow.'0 This is quite much compared to 

the slightly tilted tops of the round skylights. In 1948 Aalto designed skylight glazing 

based on an octagonal pyramid for the American Embassy garage in Helsinki, two years 

before the improved design for the Finnish Engineers' Association Building (fig. 7). 

Therefore, uncertainty remains whether the experiences of melting snow were already 

known.The former project remained unbuilt. 

Given the limitations of horizontal glazing, the round skylight was perhaps the most 

versatile of Aalto's window motifs. It was used for both distinctive, even monumental 

buildings (such as the Viipuri Library), and everyday spaces. Perhaps the industrial sour

ces and the rationalistic idea of the lighting device were reflected in the small-scale uses 

of the round skylight. These spaces were often small, like the bathroom and the storage 

room of Aalto's own house in Helsinki, the workers' sauna at the Sunila pulp mill, as 

well as the stair halls of the attached employee houses for the EKA company, and the 

basement-level entrance of the lnkeroinen village school.These completed works all 

date from the years 1935-1939. 

Did Aalto intend his round skylight to be a standard type? There is a series of drawings 

for "standard furniture" where glass concrete and several types of light fittings, some of 

them Aalto's own designs, were included but not the round skylight." In any case, what 

happened during the 1940s was that the round skylight was becoming a "standard", also 

in an architectural sense.Already in 1938, architects Elma and Erik Lagerroos used this 

idea in their competition entry for the enlargement of the University of Hels inki Libra

ry. In the competition for the Rautatalo building ( 1951 ), all invited competitors (Arne 

Ervi,Viljo Rewell and Markus Tavio) seem to have proposed the use of round skylights." 

From this point of view, it is possible to suggest that both internal and external light fit

tings were partly a reaction to such a situation, even if the idea of variation and additive 

elements were present from the very beginning of the round skylight.Aalto also used 

the conical type, even in industrial buildings, such as the Typpi Oy plants in Oulu. 13 

The small and intimate, yet dignified, library of the National Pensions Institute in 

Helsinki ( 1952) resembles the Viipuri Library in many ways. Perhaps it was also the last 

occurrence of the round skylight atrium in the original sense.As in Viipuri, electric lights 

illuminate the bookshelves around the room. Quite exceptionally, there are no electric 

lights inside or above the skylights. From now on, other skylight motifs became more 

important in Aalto's library spaces and public buildings. 

Notes 
I. Markku Norvasuo M.Arch, M.Sc (Tech).The arti

cle relates to my doctoral dissertation, currently in 

preparation, on the use of daylight in Alvar Aalto's 

architecture. The author wishes to thank the Finnish 

Cultural Foundation for financial support. 
2. Aalto 1955, p. 129. 

3. Aalto 1935, p. 152. In 1940 Aalto repeated the 

argument in a more general form: see Aalto 1997 

( 1940), p. I 05. 

4. Summerer 1929, p. 20 (fig. 15).The luminous cei

lings of 19th century public buildings were predeces

sors of such an idea. Since they were designed for 

gaslight, the glass also isolated the flames from the 

room space. See Schivelbusch 1988, pp. 4647. 

5. Stolu 1938, p. 15. 
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6. When visiting the Anjala paper mill, where there is 

a rare case of rectangular skylights by Aalto, I was 
informed that the skylights had been closed because 

of the problem of dripping water. 

7. AAM no. 60/336.The MIT Dormitory building 

(1947) is approximately from the same period. 
8. Aalto 1955, p. 129. 

9. According to architect Tapani Mustonen, the snow 

is not a problem in the Viipuri Library, in spite of the 

improved rooflight structure, because the wind helps 

in keeping the roof level free from snow. 

I 0. Keinanen 1949, vol. 2, p. 114. 

11. Anon. 1994 vol. 4, p. 85-122.They are dated I 929-

32, before the final designs of the Viipuri Library. 

12. Anon. 1938; illustrations of Anon. 1952. 

13. AAM no. 70/ 1393. 
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Fig. 6. The round sky
lights of the Rautatalo, 
Helsinki. (Arkkitehti, no. 
9/ 1955, p. 133) 

TeMa OCBe l.J..le H I.UI C n OMOIJ..lblO 111111 IOMl1Ha TOpOB B a p x11TeK-rype A11Bapa Aa11TO C 1927 n o 1960 r. 

MapKKY Hopsacyo (Markku Norvasuo) 

8 A8HH0(11 pa6ore 1..1enb10 SlBilSleTCSl 113y4eH11e 113MeHeHl1(11 B 11cnonb30B8Hl111 OKOH B pa6orax Ansapa Aanrn. 8 

3TOM KOHTeKCTe OCHOBHaSl npo6neMa - 3TO npo6neMa csera. Cser CBSl38H C npo6neMaM11 KOHCTPYKL.11111 (11 

apX11TeKTYPHblX cpopM. rnaBHble sonpOCbl cneAYI01.J..111e: 1) rAe 6epyr csoe Ha4ano apx11reKTypHble MOTl1Bbl 11 

11Ae11, Kaca101.J..111ec,1 OKOH 11 2) KaK11M o6pa30M Aanrn caM 11cnonb30san KOHL1em-11110 csera 11 noH11Man npo6neMbl, 

CBSl38HHble C He(II? Bee 3TO oco6eHHO 11HTepeCHO, nOCKOilbKY Aanrn 38Hl1MaeT c nopHoe MeCTO B MOAepHl13Me, 

np114eM crnnb ero 11HA11B11AyaneH. ,0,aHHOe 11ccneAOBaH11e 11MeeT 3Mn11p114eCKYIO op11eHTal..ll1IO , HO He B CMblCne 

TeXHOI10r1111 OCBel.J..leHl1Sl. TeXHOI10rl1Sl 11 «HayKa O csere» paccMaTp11BalOTCSl B 111X 111CTOpi114eCKOM 11 

apx11TeKTYPHOM KOHTeKCTaX. 3Mn111p114ecKl1(11 Marep11an COCTOl1T 1113 3CKll130B , 4epre>Ke(II, nl1CbMeHHblX 

AOKyMeHTOB 11 3A8Hl1(11, H8411H8Sl C nepll10Aa paHHero cj)yHKL.1110Han113Ma 11 38K8H411B8Sl «3penblM» nep1110AOM 

Ansapa Aanrn. Ha TaKQ(II OCHOBe npeACTaBnSleTCSl B03MO>KHblM H8(11Tl1 061.J..111e 4epTbl B pa311114HblX npoeKTax 11 

rnnax JAaHl1(11 11 , >KenarenbHO, npocneA11Tb pa3s11rne reMbl csera. 
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Fig. 7. The project for 
the American Embassy 
garage, Helsinki, 1948: 
the skylight construc
tion. (AAM no.89/140, 
89/146). 
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AALTO AND NATURAL LIGHT CONSTRUCTIONS 

TINA SARAWGI 

I. Introduction 

Light is the most basic element of visual perception. Our perception of an object 

depends on the amount of light reflected from the surface of the object back to our 

eyes.A prior understanding of lighting in an environment is paramount to designing 

aesthetically pleasing, psychologically comforting, functionally appropriate and energy

efficient interior spaces. The successful use of daylight in a building requires that the 

associated forms and devices be conceived as an integral part of the architectural 

design during the design process. 

Methods Limitations 

Numerical methods Hard to predict the qualitative aspects of lighting. 
(Hand Calculations 
and Nomographs) 

Physical Model Daylighting model studies require testing under real sky or an artificial 
sky simulator. Physical models are also time-consuming to construct. 
The observation of the interior of any model is difficult and extremely 
limited in flexibi lity and scope. 

Computer-graphics Although computer modeling can extend the possibilities of physical 
based rendering scale models because of their flexibility, walk-through animation 

capability, and the ability to change color (Greenberg, 1974), the 
traditional ray-tracing and Z-buffer techniques for computer graphics 
based visualization are not physics based and hence not 
photometrically accurate. They are also view dependent. 

The difficulty of predicting the performance of the dynamic phenomenon of daylight has 

been widely reported in the literature over the decades (Lam, 1986; Novitski, 1990). 

The numerical method, scale physical models, and computer-graphics based rendering 

have been the most popular tools of simulation for daylight design. However, each has 

certain important limitations (see Table I), so none of these methods provides a robust 

model for daylight decision-making during the conceptual and design development sta

ges for a built environment. 

The recent advances in computer-aided design and rendering in the past few years 

compel another look at simulating daylight effects (Ubbelohde, 1998). For example, 

radiosity based simulation methods take the physics of light and photometric sciences 

into account in rendering the lighting effects that would be created by natural and artifi

cial sources. So far the need to conduct daylighting analysis in a design project to seek 

insight into the design process has been overlooked. 

This paper discusses a project undertaken to critically assess a commercially available 

software program that incorporates a combination of radiosity and raytracing techniqu

es (see Figures la and lb) in comparison to other methods in selected buildings of 

Alvar Aalto. It focuses on testing the accuracy of these techniques for daylight simula

tion and visualization and its ability to allow quick iterative daylight explorations, which 

are essential to any design decision-making process. 
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Table I: Limitations of 
popular daylight simu
lation and assessment 
methods. 



Figures I a and I b: 
Radiosity calculates 
the light intensity for 
discrete points in the 
environment by 
dividing the model sur
faces into a mesh of 
smaller surfaces (left). 
Raytracing works by 
tracing rays backward 
from each pixel on the 
screen into the 3D 
model to derive the 
light intensity (right) 
(Source: Lightscape 
White Paper, 200 I). 

2 . Methodology 

Two prominent types of skylights recur in the buildings of Alvar Aalto - pyramidal and 

conical (Paranandi, 1991 ). The Academic Bookstore in Helsinki features his pyramidal 

sky lit space while the Rautatalo Building, also in Helsinki, exhibits the conical sky lit 

space (Figures 2a and 2b).These spaces were selected to develop the resources for the 

project because they demonstrate an exclusive use of these skylights (Figures 3a and 

3b).The two spaces are also complex enough to allow a comprehensive testing of the 

daylight simulation software program. Simple boxes or cubes with a limited number of 

rectangular apertures are often used for software development (Ubbelohde, 1998). The 

ability to model complexities of real buildings is essential for the daylighting simulation 

software program to be useful in the design process. 

The research was conducted in three major phases with the intent to gauge the effect

iveness of each method towards daylight visualization and assessment in the central 

atrium space of each of the buildings, as outlined below. Qualitative and quantitative 

data were recorded for each phase. The quantitative data, as the name suggests, was 

collected as numeric values of daylight factor (percentage of internal and external illu

minance) at discrete points in the spaces. The qualitative data depicted the visual distri

bution of daylight within the spaces. 

i) Documentation of Daylight in the Actual Spaces 

Both buildings were visited twice to collect the quantitative and qualitative data to 

avoid errors that could have arisen if data was limited to one sampling period.The 

quantitative data was collected with the help of a Li-COR light meter, while the qualita

tive data was collected as several images and panoramic movies of the spaces. 

ii) Daylight Simulation of the Physical Scale Models 

The physical scale models of the two buildings were built to the scale of I :25 to accom

modate the photocells and the camera for quantitative and qualitative measurements 

respectively. Since both the spaces were almost symmetrical only one half of the atrium 

space was built.A reflecting mirror was used to reflect the other half.The models were 

tested for daylight in a mirrored uniform sky simulator. 

iii) Daylight Simulation of the Computer Models 

The computer models of the two buildings were built in Form.Z, a modeling software 

program. It was then imported into Lightscape for daylighting simulation. Rendered ima

ges and panoramic movies of the spaces were derived from the computer model as 
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qualitative data. The quantitative daylight data was obtain

ed from the models at the points equivalent to the actual 

space and the physical model. 

It may be noted that the physical and computer models 

were prepared for this project by doing minimal settings, 

just as a design student would do to test a design process 

model of comparable complexity.This strategy was adop

ted to test the performance and application of the day

light simulation methods in a time-bound design studio 

setting, where a student can afford to spend only a limited 

amount of time on daylighting design and then move onto 

the next important design process issue in hand. 

3. Observations and Results 

The observations and results from the three phases of the 

project are presented in separate quantitative and qualita

tive sections below. 

i) Quantitative 

The quantitative results were represented as illumination 

graphs showing the comparison between the daylight fac

tor levels in the physical model, computer model and the 

actual space. The quantitative data generation was intuitive 

in the physical model. However, it was relatively difficult to 

obtain from the computer model.This is because the user 

interface of Lightscape does not have a provision to 

directly obtain the external illuminance for an interior 

daylight simulation model. 

The quantitative measurements from the computer model 

were very close to the actual space (see Figures 4b and 

4c). In comparison, the measurements from the physical 

model were distorted at the center (see Figure Sc), due 

to the error generated by the mirror that was used to 

reflect the other half of the atrium space. Building the 

whole physical model is the best way to work around this 

limitation, which can become tedious at a large scale. 

ii) Qualitative 

The qualitative measurements of the physical model were 

very close to the actual space, unlike the computer 

model. Lightscape generated daylight simulation can be 

misleading if one does not have a pre-conceived idea of 

the light distribution in the space. In this study, the physi

cal model and the actual space images helped achieve the 

appropriate lighting levels in Lightscape. Using the soft

ware program alone is prone to producing erroneous 

results.Also the settings of the computer screen bright

ness can have significant impact on one's perception of the 

lighting levels in an environment. However, the false color 
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Figures 2a and 2b: 
The Academic Bookstore (top) and the Rautatalo 
Building (below), Helsinki. 

Figures 3a and 3b: 

The two types of skylight in the buildings -
pyramidal (top) and conical (below). 



Figure 4a: Plan of the 
Rautatalo Building, 
showing the section 

lines for the illumina
tion grid. 

Figure 4b: Daylight 

factor illuminances for 
the Rautatalo Building 
on April 9th 2003 at 

I 0:00 am along Section 
A-A'. 

Figure 4c: Daylight 
factor illuminances for 
Rautatalo Building on 
April 9th 2003 at 

I 0:00 am along Section 
B-B'. 
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Figure Sa: Plan of the 
Academic Bookstore, 
showing the section 
lines for the illumina-
tion grid . 

Figure Sb: Daylight fac
tor illuminances for 
the Academic 
Bookstore on April 

13th, 2003 at 3:00 pm 
along section A-A'. 

Figure Sc: Daylight 

factor illuminances for 
the Academic 
Bookstore on April 
13th, 2003 at 3:00 pm 
along section B-B'. 



renderings are a noteworthy feature in Lightscape.They help to take note of minute 

light changes in the spaces otherwise indiscernible by the human eye. 

The qualitative data obtained from the aforementioned three phases of the project was 

compiled in the form of a table as shown below in Table 2. In addition to this, panoramic 

movies of the existing space and the computer models were compared for a three

dimensional analysis (Figures 6a, 6b, 7a and 7b). 

4. Conclusions and Future Work 

It was noted that using the computer media without prior preparation is tedious and 

challenging, unlike physical model simulations. The transition from the modeling to the 

lighting simulation program was time-consuming and tedious. Lightscape demanded 

major time-consuming modeling changes before it could make any accurate daylight 

predictions. Even if the modeling was done accurately, the Lightscape simulation was 

prone to artifacts at the edges. Hence, the digital media is not mature enough to pro

duce accurate qualitative physical lighting results without adjustments based on the phy

sical media or actual space. It is easier to derive a convincing image than make the 

model work like a built space. 

In conclusion, a combination of both the physical model and the digital model is more 

useful and effective in the design process where one can extend the possibilities of the 

other. This is because the physical models are helpful in validating and directing the use 

of computer graphics since they are more intuitive and closer to real life scenario. On 

the other hand, incorporating physics-based CGI rendering method (the radiosity fea

ture in Lightscape) in the design process not only helps to more accurately visualize 

daylight but also enables one to try alternate material and light settings, with unlimited 

flexibility of viewing the space through minimal time investment. 

The research findings from this project will be implemented during the design process 

in the upper level design studio class in our school (University of North Carolina at 

Greensboro).The students will build 3-D digital models of their buildings and based on 

the research findings learn more advance tasks, such as lighting simulation to visualize 

their lighting designs scientifically and accurately rather than illustrating desired lighting 

effects without a sound photometric basis. 
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BUILDING PROJECT ACTUAL SPACE 

RAUTATALO 
BUILDING 

SKYLIGHT TYPE: 
CONICAL 

-,, 

• 
ACADEMIC 
BOOKSTORE 

SKYLIGHT TYPE: 

PHYSICAL MODEL COMPUTER MODEL 
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Table 2: Comparative 
daylight simulation 
data of the two 

atrium spaces. 

FALSE COLOR 
RENDERING 



Figure 6a: Panoramic view of the Actual space • Academic Bookstore at I 0am on April 13th 2003. 

Figure 6b: Panoramic view of Computer Model • Academic Bookstore at I 0am on April 13th 2003. 

Figure 7a: Panoramic view of the Actual space • Rautatalo Building at I 0am on April 9th 2003. 

Figure 7b: Panoramic view of Computer Model - Rautatalo Building at I 0am on April 9th 2003. 
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AanTO H KOHCTPYKLIHff ecTeCTBeHHOro CBeTa 

TuHa Capae2u (Tina Sarawgi) 

CseT - :no caMaH rnasHaH YaCTb si,,3yanbHOro socnpi,,HrnH. Hawe socnpi,,Hrne 

06beKTa 3aBl,ICl,IT OT TOro, CKOnbKO csera OT nosepxHocrn 06beKTa OTpa)l{aeTCH B 

Hawi,, rna3a. npasHnbHOe noHHMaHHe ocse~eHHH HBnHeTcH ycnosi,,eM AnH 

npoeKTi,,posaHHH B 3CTeTHYeCKOM CMblCne npHHTHOro, nci,,xonornYeCK!,1 

ycnoKaHBato~ero, cj:lyHKL.1!,!0HanbHO YA06Horo H 3HepreTHYeCK!,1 3cpcj:leKT!,!BHOro 

l,IHTepbepa. YAaYHOe HCnOnb3OBaHHe AHeBHOrO csera B 3AaHH!,1 Tpe6yeT Toro, YT06bl 

cpopMbl H ycTpOCiCTBa l,IHTepbepa paccMaTpi,,sani,,cb KaK HeOTbeMneMaH YaCTb 

apXHTeKTYPbl y)l{e BO speMH npoeKTi,,posaHHH. 

B nHrepaType MHorne AecHrnneTHH o6cy)l{Aanacb npo6neMa o TOM, KaK cno>KHO 

npeACKa3aTb AeCiCTBl,le TaKOro AHHaMHYeCKOro cj:leHOMeHa, KaK AHeBHOCi cseT (Lam, 

1986; HOB!,!I..IK!,!Ci, 1990). nonynHpHble MeTOAbl ci,,Myni,,posaHl,IH AHeBHOro csera B 

npoeKTHposaHl,IH , TaKHe KaK 1..1i,,cppos0Ci MeTOA, i,,cnonb3OBaHHe MaKeTOB H 

KOMnbtoTepHblX rpacj:JHYeCKHX H306pa)l{eHi,,Ci He AatoT AOCTaTOYHO HHcpOpMal..lHH AnH 

noHHMaHHH AHeBHOro ocse~eHHH, nOCKOnbKY YTO y Ka)l{Aoro H3 H!,!X HMetoTCH CBO!,1 

orpaHHYeHHH. ,QoCTH)l{eHl,IH nocneAH!,!X neT B KOMnbtoTepHOM npoeKTi,,posaH!,11,1 H B 

socnpoi,,3seAeHl,IH i,,306pa)l{eHl,IH 3acrasnHtoT CHOBa AYMaTb O TOM, KaK MO)l{HO 

ci,,MynHpOBaTb AHeBHOCi CBeT (Ubbelohde, 1998). ,Qo ci,,x nop Ha noTpe6HOCTb 

aHanH3a noseAeHi,,H AHeBHoro csera AnH npo1..1ecca npoeKTi,,posaHHH He o6pa~anocb 

AOCTaTOYHO BHHMaHHSl. B pa3pa6oTKe nporpaMMHOro o6ecneYeHl,IH YaCTO 

HCnOnb3YIOTCH npoCTble Sl~HKH HnH Ky6i,,KH c HeKOTOpblM Koni,,YeCTBOM 

npHMoyronbHblX ornepcrnCi (Ubbelohde, 1998). Bo3MO)l{HOCTb MOAeni,,posaHHH sceCi 

cnO)l{HOCTH HaCTOSl~HX coopy)l{eHi,,Ci He06XOA!,!Ma AnH 3cpcj:leKTHBHOro i,,cnonb3OBaHl,IH 

AHeBHOro csera B npoeKTHpOBaH!,11,1. 

noaTOMy AaHHblCi npoeKT 3aHi,,MaeT KpHTHYeCKyto nO3Hl..ll,1IO no OTHOWeH!,11,1 K 

KOMMepYeCKHM KOMnbtoTepHblM nporpaMMaM, KOTOpble COAep)l{aT KOM6i,,Hal..lHIO 

TexHonornH Ha OCHOBe OTCne)l{i,,saHl,IH nyYeCi no cpasHeHl,1IO C APYrMMH MeTOAaMH 

AnSl AOCTaTOYHO cnO)l{HOro npoeKTa. ,QaHHblCi npoeKT cocpeAOTOYeH Ha TeCTHposaHl,IH 

nporpaMMbl ci,,MynH1..1i,,i,, i,, si,,3yani,,3a1..1i,,i,, AHeBHOro csera i,, TaK)l{e cnoco6HOCTH 

nporpaMMbl i,,ccneAOBaTb AHeBHOCi CBeT 6blCTpoCi i,,repa1..1HH, YTO HBnHeTCH 

cy~eCTBeHHblM AnH npHHHTHSl nto6blX peweHH!,1 no npoeKTi,,posaHHIO. nonyYeHHble 

pe3ynbTaTbl o6cy)l{AatoTCH H AatoTCH peKOMeHAa1..1i,,i,, AnH AanbHeCiweCi pa60Tbl. 
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Buildings 
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THERMAL COMFORT IN THE VIIPURI LIBRARY 

Emmanuelle Gallo 

Before visitingVyborg for the Docomomo Technology Group seminar, I had never con

sidered writing about a building and architect I had never worked on previously. 

However, the visit to the library and Gerard Willemense's presentation on the drainage 

and ventilation problems, together with his own proposals to improve the situation, 

inspired me to write this short overview of the building's thermal comfort. 

What we know of the original state 

The architect Alfred Roth, a close friend of Alvar Aalto, included the Viipuri Library in 

his book The New Architecture in 1939. He provided many technical details: "The follo

wing rooms are heated by ceiling panels: loan department, reading and periodical room, 

newspaper room, children's library and entrance hall. The other rooms, including the 

lecture room, are heated by ordinary radiators." [i.e. ideal standard, "Classic" 

radiators]. ' According to Roth, the engineer C. Rosenqvist was in charge of the heating 

and ventilation systems, working for the firm Ekono, which used this building as an 

advertisement for its products. Radiant heating from above was indeed appropriate for 

the building's function, since the walls are taken up by bookshelves and cannot be fitted 

with radiators.2 At the time of the building's construction, radiant heating was recom

mended by thermal engineers for places where people partake in physical activities, 

including libraries, even if in the 1930s, when such heating systems were still infrequent, 

this advice was theoretical rather than empirically tested.' In the basement plans for the 

building one can see a heating chamber with three boilers and another room with 

three pumps, as well as a large storage for coal and a chimney in the corner of the rea

ding room terrace.The unusual thickness of the external walls (75cm) permitted insula

tion (without more details) and the passage of ventilation conduits (glazed stoneware 

pipes) and rainwater downpipes.The plans show two kinds of ventilation duct: round 

ones for fresh air coming from the ventilation plant located in the cellar, and larger rec

tangular ones for the air flowing out to the roof. The openings of the latter conduits are 

visible in the photographs of the lending hall and reading and periodical room at the 

upper lever of the external walls.A freehand sketch, reproduced in the Getty 

Foundation Report, illustrates the circulation of the fresh air from the vent at the upper 

level of the walls to other levels.• Outlet vents just above the shelves are evident in 

photographs.These spaces have been slightly over pressured.We do not know if the air 

was lightly heated in the basement before circulation, although radiant heating was suffi

cient to maintain comfort with fresh air.5 According to the presentation of Rosenqvist, 

the lecture hall and book storage were minimally heated.6 

The destruction and first renovation 

No particular information exists about the destruction of the heating and ventilating 

systems during the war and the following period of disuse.' As the foundations are 

intact and the inner and outer brick walls were only slightly damaged, it is possible to 

imagine that this system is still present: 40% of the concrete roof was destroyed and it 
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is possible that the pipes inside were damaged. The transcription of a discussio n 

between architect Aleksandr Mihailovitvch Shver, Library Director Tatiana Vladimirovna 

Svetelnikova and the Finnish Committee for the Restoration of the Viipuri Library in 

April 2002 sheds some light on the condition of the heating system:"I don't see much 

of a problem regarding heating. Of course, all the plaster was taken down and all pipes 

in the ceiling were partly repaired.Anyway, they where installed whereAalto had them, 

according to the pattern of his pipes. Plaster was taken down."8 During this meeting, 

Shver pointed out that the heating room was still functioning (in its original state?) in 

the I 960s.A part of the pipes was renewed during the Soviet period. Shver also wrote: 

"It was more difficult with ventilation, because it was so complicated to fine-tune.The 

system of ventilation here is so difficult for our engineers to understand, and there 

were no blueprints, so all of this was done intuitively."' In the reading room, we can still 

notice the air vents at the upper and lower levels, even if this system is actually out of 

order. 

District heating 

In the same discussion, Shver says that "the heating room was closed only relatively 

recently" - which, in fact, is incorrect. '0 Today the building is connected to the town 

heating network. District heating, which appeared in North America at the end of the 

nineteenth century, was introduced in Russia in the 1920s, and greatly developed in 

Communist countries after the Second World War. '' This system is often economical 

and ecological, but creates a total dependence. Space is saved inside the building and, in 

the case of Aalto's library, the coal storage was planned to become an additional book 

stack, but in practice it was too damp. The current inefficiency of the heating in the rea

ding room may be caused by an inadequate quantity of hours of heating production or 

a shortcoming of power delivered by the notoriously unpredictable Vyborg district 

heating system. 12 

Recent studies and restoration 

The Getty Report traces the different restorations, and the renovation of the heating 

and hot water system during 1999-2000. '3 All existing radiators are Soviet, and a part of 

them was renewed in the 1990s. Preliminary studies were made in the 1990s by Ekono, 

the original heating and ventilation designer company." In the Getty Report there are 

also references to heating pipes in the ceiling, an observation consistent with Alfred 

Roth's book. Drawings of the ventilation pipe-covers above the hall exist, as do photo

graphs of radiators in other places, such as corridors and upper level offices. 

Heating and the construction of sensations 

Aalto's idea that natural light and heat should come from above the seats of the readers 

is seductive, and even sensual, just like the sun on our skin. The heating in the ceiling 

was certainly supposed to keep the breathing space inside the double slab roof in a 

salubrious condition and prevent condensation on the skylights, a kind of"active" insu

lation of the roof. Radiant heating is an obvious reference to the Roman hypocaust sys

tems with their warm floors and ventilated walls. Hypocausts were well known in the 

nineteenth century due to archaeological excavations and publications." Aalto may have 

learned about these systems during his frequent trips to southern Italy (e.g. Capri), and 

through the main heating literature often referring to the Roman period.We may thus 
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Notes 
I.Alfred Roth, The New Architecture, /930-1940, 
Engelarch, Zurich, 1939 [book published in French, 

German and English]. 

2. From the nineteenth century, libraries were often 

heated by hot air, which is not as comfortable as 

radiant heating with fresh air. 

3.Andre Missenard, "Convection et rayonnement", 

Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, mai 1935, p. 36. This particu

lar issue of the journal was dedicated to heating and 

ventilation. The polytechnician Missenard won the 

famous German Rietschel Prize in 1938 for this 

works on ambiance temperature. 

4. Project Preparation Work for the Conservation of the 
A/var Aalto Ubrary in Vyborg, The Getty Grant Program 
Report, The Finnish Committee for the Restoration 

ofViipuri Library, 200 I, p. SO. 
5. With still air, the ambient temperature is propor

tional to the sum of the air temperature and the 

average of the radiant temperatures. 

6. C. Rosenqvist, "Viipurin Kaupungin Kirjasto", post

implementation pamphlet, 1935. 

7. We have to keep in mind chat the building was not 

used as a library for ten years after the war, just as a 

"storage" for the suffering city. 

8. Kirsti Reskalenko and Liisa Roberts, Edited by 

Gregor Neuerer, Untitled (Experience of Place). Verlag 

der Buchhandlung Walter Konig, Koln, 2003. 

9.They may have understood the o ld system, but 

have ocher reasons to neglect it. 

I 0. Untitled (Experience of Place), p. 80. 
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interpret the Viipuri Library as a modern 

and successful reinterpretation of the 

heating technology of antiquity.Aalto's sen

sualist design not only featured the radian

ce of light but also the radiance of heat 

from the same source: the ceiling.The 

library users were thus bathed in light and 

warmth. 

I I . Sven Werner, Fjiirrviirmens utveckling och utbred
ning, Varmeverksforeningen, Stockholm, 1989, p. 79. 

12. The Finnish Committee for the Restoration of 

the Viipuri Library has for at least ten years propo

sed for safety reasons using a heat exchanger for the 

library, but it seems to be difficult for the local aut

horities to accept. 

I 3.The Getty Program Report, p. 4. 

14. Information given by Tapani Mustonen. 

1 S. Gustav Fusch, Ober Hypacausten-Heizungen und 
Mitteralterliche Heizungsanlagen, 1910, p. I 17. 
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TennOBOH KOMq>OpT B Bb16oprCKOH 61,16m10TeKe 

3MMaHyenne ranno (Errmanuelle Gallo) 

8 CBOeM KOPOTKOM AOKI13Ae fl nocrapanacb co6parb 111H(pOpM31.-1111IO 06 oronneHll1111 111 

rennoBOM KOMcpopre 8b16oprcKOl1 61116n111oreK111 co CCblnKOl.1 Ha 111CTOp1114eCKll111 KOHTeKCT 

111 C nOHll1M3Hll1eM roro 3Ha4eHll1H, KOTOpoe 111Meer Bbl6op MeTOAa oronneHll1H AnH 

KOMnneKCHOro socnpll1HTll1H 3A2Hll1H. 

nepsoHa4anbHO 1113ny4aren111 renna HaXOA111n111cb B noronKe 6onbw111x noMe1.J..1eH11111, 

TalOKe KaK P2A1113TOpbl B Apyr111x noMe1J..1eHll1HX. 8 He06bl4311HO TOnCTblX CTeHax 

4111TanbHOro 3ana (75 CM) 6b1n111 nponO)KeHbl BeHTll1nH1.-11110HHble 111 AO)KAeBble 

rpy6onpo BOAbl. 

nocne B011Hbl 111 npOll130WeAWll1X pa3pyweH11111, BOCCTaHOBneH111e Cll1CTeMbl oronneHll1H 111 

seHr111nH1.-1111111 npo1113BOA111nocb 6e3 Han1114111H op111r111HanbHoro npoeKTa. noroM 3AaH111e 

nOAKI1104111n111 K ropoACKOl.1 rennoso11 cer111 , 6naroAapH 4eMy noABanbHOe noMe1J..1eH111e, 

B KOTOpOM CKI13A111POBancH yronb, 6b1no OCB060)KAeHO. A BO speMH npoBeAeHHOl.1 C 

1999 no 2000 rr. pecraspa1.-1111111 oronneH111e 111 c111creMa ropH4ei1 BOAbl 6bin111 

orpeMOHT111posa Hbl. 

V1AeH oronneH111H 1113ny4arenHM111 renna 6eper csoe Ha4ana s P111McK011 3noxe 111 raKoe 

peweH111e He np111MeHHnocb w111p0Ko B 30-e rDAbl. 4yscrseHHoe npoeKT111posaH111e 

Aanro CKa3anocb He ronbKO B pacnpocrpaHeH111111 csera s noMe1J..1eH111111 4epe3 

111nnt0M111Haropb1, HO ratOKe 111 B TOM, 4TO renno pacnpocrpaHHnocb 1113 roro )Ke 

111CT04Hll1Ka , noronKa. TaK111M o6pa30M, nocer111ren111 61116n111oreK111 Kynan111cb KaK B csere , 

raK 111 s renne. 
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ARCHITECTURAL PAINT RESEARCH IN THE VYBORG LIBRARY: 
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS 

Mariel Polman 

In September 2003, ahead of the Seventh International DOCOMOMO Technology 

Seminar, I undertook research of the paint used in the Vyborg Library. In fact, this first 

research was only a start, because the time available was limited to three days. Paint 

scrapes and samples of the paint layers were taken at more than 40 different locations 

in the building. I took these back with me to the Netherlands, where 36 samples were 

examined in the laboratory. Though further examinations are necessary, the initial start 

made it obvious that it would be worthwhile to continue with such research. 

I was very happy to be invited to carry out paint research in the beautiful and fascina

tingViipuri Library designed byAlvarAalto.What would be the original colour scheme 

of this modern building with plastered facades and steel windows? Would there be 

traces left of the authentic paint layers of the interior? What sort of finishing touches 

would there be? 

Though it is only a small part of the conservation work, the authentic colour scheme is 

nevertheless important. In May 2000, the Docomomo International Specialist Commit

tee on Technology organised the 5th seminar on the Modern Colour Technology to 

emphasise the issue. 

"Paint can be seen as a simple and direct expression of its time, taste, value and mood. 

The painted schemes of the twentieth century reflect ideas which have evolved during 

that century, and play a fundamental role in the expression of the original architectural 

design." ' 

In order to discover the original colour scheme of a building, the main principle is to 

examine the paint layers in the building itself.The building is the only place where the 

absolute answers exist and can be found. It is important and significant to make a tho

rough technical paint investigation of a building in order to establish relevant authentic 

data characteristics. It is not only the original colour that is important, but also the 

authentic pigments and binding agents, as well as the texture and the application. In 

addition to the on-site investigation, sources such as historical photographs, correspon

dence and literature are significant too, as this case-study will show. 

Although the building looked dilapidated, this did not necessarily affect the results. 

Problematic were, in fact, the renovated parts, where the original plaster and paint 

layers had been removed, and where the doors had been replaced. The paint research 

began by scraping paint layers at several places. Scraping the paint layers involves using a 

sharp knife (e.g. a scalpel) such that the paint layers are scratched off one by one in 

small surfaces, resulting in a chronological overview of the paint layers that were ap

plied in the past. The colours of the paint layers were matched with colour charts and 

then photographed. This, however, was insufficient to recognise the real colour, due to 

the fact that the paint layers had faded, discoloured and decayed (photo I). 
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?.yellowish 

6. pink, like wall, window side 

5. light pink 

4. warm pink (pink-orange, looks like 6) 

3. white, t hin ground layer 

2. green-grey 

* 
I. light yellowish 

0. grey stucco 

Samples of all the paint layers, including the base, were taken at each selected location. 

In the laboratory ofThe Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage,2 the paint samples 

were moulded into cubes of synthetic resin, and polished at right-angles to the paint. 

These so-called cross-sections were then examined under a microscope.The cross-sec

tions were studied by magnifications of between 200 and 400 times.The pigments in 

the paint layers were analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), with an energy 

dispersive X-ray analysis. The microscopical results were combined with the stratigrap

hic results (photo 2). 

The aim of the research was to discover Aalto's original colour scheme of 1935, but it is 

obvious that (especially) the interior walls have been painted more often, about six to 

eight times.TheVyborg Library has undergone a varied history. It was the municipal 

library of Finnish Viipuri from 1935 until the Winter War of 1939-40. During the first 

Soviet period, 1940-41, as well as during the following short Finnish period, 1941-44, it 

continued to serve as a library. However, after the war it stood empty and abandoned 

for ten years, which caused much damage to the building.The local administration had 

already planned repairs and a refurbishment in 1950, but it was not until the middle of 

the decade that renovation got under way. The library was reopened for municipal use 

in 1961.3 

Though the exterior was replastered, under the new plaster a fragment at the passage 

from the reading room to the terrace on the east facade was found (photo 3). 
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Photo I, stratigraphy: 

LV I ground floor, 

corridor, wall along 

auditorium. 



Photo 2, cross section: 
Sample LV I. Interior, 
ground floor, corridor 
(room 418), wall along 
auditorium. 

The original scheme on the stucco wall of the corridor has a white colour 

Paint layer I: light brown transparent chalk layer 

Paint layer 2: white chalk layer 

The first overpaint has a light blue colour 

Paint layer 3: light blue layer containing zinc white, chalk, synthetic ultramarine blue and yellow iron 

oxide 

Paint layer 4: light blue top layer containing zinc white, chalk and synthetic ultramarine blue 

The overpaints: 

The second overpaint has a very light blue colour. 

Paint layer 5: light brown transparent chalk layer 

Paint layer 6: very light blue top layer containing lithopone, same barium sulphate and some 

synthetic ultramarine blue 

The third overpaint has a yellowish tone. 

Paint layer 7: yellowish layer with zinc white, same barium sulphate, same chalk and same synthetic 

ultramarine blue 

Paint layer 8: yellowish top layer containing zinc white, same barium sulphate, same chalk and 

same synthetic ultramarine blue 

The fourth overpaint has a light pink colour. 

Paint layer 9: light pink layer with zinc white, chalk, same synthetic ultramarine blue and some 

organic red dyestuff 

Paint layer I 0: light pink top layer with zinc white, chalk, same synthetic ultramarine blue and some 

organic red dyestuff 

The fifth overpaint has a white colour. 

Paint layer I I: white top layer with zinc white, same chalk and same barium sulphate 

The sixth overpaint has a yellow colour. 

Paint layer 12: yellow layer containing titanium dioxide, chalk, zinc white, some barium sulphate 

Paint layer 13: yellow top layer with titanium dioxide, chalk, zinc white, some barium sulphate 

The result of the analysis was a yellowish top layer, consisting of chalk, brown-yellow 

ochre and organic black pigment. Optically, this was an off-white paint. In 1935,Aalto 

mentioned that the elevations are in a natural-coloured lime.◄ 

Also the photographs from the 1930s show that the facades are light, which confirms 

the results.Aalto also mentioned that "in a few important facade surfaces, blue strea

ked-quartz steatite [soapstone] has been used". 

Nevertheless, the stone cladding by the entrance was replaced for the present black 

stone cladding. 
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The windows had finishing coats in different colours.The black and white photographs 

show both light and dark window frames. However, this does not automatically mean 

that the real colours were dark and light. Blue, for example, can appear very light in 

black and white photographs, and red can look dark. The large window of the west 

elevation (window of the book-storage, upper section, no. 323) had a black top layer. 

The photograph from the 1930s shows that the window was very dark, thus confirming 

the laboratory results. 

Although brown-red paint layers were found on the steel window frames on the 

ground floor, on the steel window of the west elevation of the entrance room of the 

children's library, and by the book storage on the south elevation, these layers do not 

seem original. The photographs from the 1930s show that the window frames are light, 

so this might be another indication that the paints are not original.Additional research 

is needed. For me, it is rather special that Aalto used different colours for the exterior 

window frames, in contrast to the Modern Movement buildings I am familiar with in 

The Netherlands, where all exterior steel window frames normally have the same 

colour. 

In the interior, what especially catches the eye is the loss of the original wood finishes. 

Also the transparency between the spaces is gradually lost, probably due to the intensi

ve use of the rooms. It was possible, nevertheless, to carry out paint research. Though 

Aalto tried to separate the parts of the building with a different character,5 this does 

not seem to have influenced the finishing layers. On the walls of the corridor on the 

main floor, the central staircase (including the balustrade), the corridor on the office 

floor, the circular wall of the main reading room and the children's library (including the 

columns), a finish comprising two white lime layers was analysed. In fact, because there 

was a light blue paint layer on top of the lime-paint layers, we thought that the light blue 

was the first choice finishing colour. But when we read Aalto's description of the buil

ding's construction, we had to reconsider our ideas. He wrote: 

"The movable furniture in based chiefly on the same principles as the fixed ones and is 

accordingly mainly wood. In addition, textiles play an important role in the furnishings: 

as curtains, door and wall coverings, even as a separating element between different 
room spaces." 
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Fig.3. Original plaster: 
the passage from the 
Reading Room to the 
terrace on the east 
facade. 



The building's internal and external colour scheme is based on the use of natural mate

rials, and only in exceptional cases has the original character of the materials been 

altered by colouring the surface.Wherever possible, the natural lime-painted surface 

remains dominant. In walls painted with oil-based paints, the same white has been used 

and only the metal parts were allowed a few shades other than black.The real colour 

scheme consists, therefore, of materials. Elevations are natural-coloured lime. However, 

in a few important facade surfaces, blue streaked-quaru steatite [soapstone] has been 

used. 

For the final result, the colours and tones were naturally affected by such important 

elements as external and internal vegetation, flowers, fabric, a few sparse decorations 

and naturally, above all else, books and people.6 In fact, only the sample of the column in 

the children's library (room 329), taken ca. 50cm above the floor level, which used to be 

covered by wood, shows a recognisable separation on top of the first lime layers. 

The cross-section of this area shows two lime layers on the stucco layer. Both lime 

layers show blackish spots. It is possible that mould has infected these layers. On the 

surface of the second lime layer a black layer is evident.We can draw the conclusion 

that the second lime layer was white and that this lime layer was the original colour of 

the column.The other paint samples applied on a stucco layer show also two white 

lime layers. Here we see that there are no cracks on the surface of the second lime 

layer and that there is not even any dirt on top of it: we only see a light brown transpa

rent binding-agent layer. The paint layer over the second lime layer shows no modern 

pigments, such as titanium dioxide. Thus it is not clear where the original colour starts 

or ends. Because of the black layer, where it is clear that the original colour scheme is 

white and contains lime, one can further conclude that the white lime layers in the 

other paint samples could also be white (photo 4). Here we have an example that 

shows that the study of cross-sections has its limitations. 

The steel windows of the children's library and the window in the corridor of the main 

floor were painted white: zinc white and barium sulphate. The first layers are heavily 

deteriorated, which indicates that they were exposed for a long time.The steel columns 

in the auditorium used to be white: zinc white. 

The preliminary examinations seem to confirm thatAalto had the interior painted 

white. But the whites come from different kind of paint: lime white on the walls, zinc 

white on the columns and zinc white and barium sulphate on the window frames. These 

are the details that will refine the knowledge of the building and the implementation of 

the conservation. 

Within these white surfaces,Aalto made exceptions, such as the central staircase with 

green terrazzo steps and fascia. He mentioned that "only in metal parts were a few 

shades besides black possible". What are these shades? 

The next step will be to return to the building and to investigate the paint layers with 

the newly acquired knowledge. The results of the paint research need to be completed 

with regard to the other finishes, such as the wood finishes and the floor coverings.We 

will not be able to find all the answers, but all results will contribute to a thoughtful 

approach, in order to understand the architecture and to restore the building. 
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The first scheme on the stucco layer of the column has a brownish colour. 

Paine layer I: brown transparent chalk layer 

Paint layer 2: brown transparent chalk layer 

The first overpaint has a. greyish colour 

Paint layer 3: chin greyish layer containing zinc white and chalk 

Paint layer 4: chin greyish top layer containing zinc white and chalk 

The second overpaint has a grey colour. 

Paine layer 5: white chalk layer 

Paine layer 6: white chalk layer 

Paint layer 7: white chalk layer 

Paine layer 8: grey transparent top layer containing zinc white 

The third overpaint has a white colour. 

Paine layer 9: white layer containing zinc white 

Paine layer I 0: white top layer containing zinc white 

The fourth overpaint has a white colour. 

Paine layer I I: light brown chalk layer 

Paint layer 12: light brown chalk layer, the surface of the light brown chalk layer has a brown transparent 

appearance due co impregnation of the protein binding medium. 

Paine layer 13: greyish layer with zinc white and chalk 

Paint layer 14: white cop layer containing zinc white and a little synthetic ultramarine blue 

The fifth overpaint has a red colour. 

Paint layer 15: red layer with zinc white, same barium sulphate and red ochre 

Paint layer 16: bright red top layer with zinc white, same barium sulphate and red ochre 

The s ixth overpaint has a red colour. 

Paint layer 17: red layer with zinc white, chalk and red iron oxide 

Paint layer 18: light red layer with zinc white and same barium sulphate 

Paint layer 19: red top layer with zinc white, same lead chromate and an organic red pigment 
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Photo 4, column: 
Sample LV 24. Interior, 
ground floor, Children's 
Library (room 329) 
column, ca. 50 cm 
above floor level, used 

to be covered by wood. 
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Apx1,1TeK-rypHoe 1-1ccne,QoeaH1-1e 1..1eeToe nepeoHaYanbHOH noKpacKJ.1 

61,16m10TeK1-1 Ansapa Aa11To e 8b16opre 

npe,QBapMTeflbHaR 3KCnepTl-13a 

Map11en nonMaH (Mariel Polman) 

B eeHHl6pe 2003, HaKaHyHe eeAbMOro CeMl1Hapa T6XHOnor1111, Map11en nonMaH 

nono>K11na Ha4ano apx11TeKTypHOMY 11eeneAOBaH1110 1..1B6TOB KpaeoK, KOTOpblMl1 6bina 

noKpaweHa 6116n11oreKa r. Bb16opra. L(enbt0 11eeneA0BaH11H 6b1no noerasneHo 

06Hapy>KeH11e op11r11HanbHOH nan11Tpbl, e03AaHHOH AnsapoM Aamo B 1935 rOAY AnH 

OKpaeKl1 ereH noMe~eH11ili 11 ereH eaMoro 3AaHl1H. BpeMH npoBeAeHl1H 11eeneAOBaHl1H 

6bln0 orpaHl148HO rpeMH AHHMl1. OblnO eAenaHO 6onee eopoKa eoeKpe6oB KpaeKl-1 

3AaHl1H B pa3HblX Meerax, 11 3K3eMrnrnpbl KpaeK11 HaHeeeHHblX enoes 6bl/ll,1 eo6paHbl. 

noroM s ronnaHA1-11-1 na6oparop11H ronnaHAeKoro v1Hernryra Kynbr y pHoro HaeneA11H 

113y41-1na 3K3eMnnHpb1 e TeM, 4T06bl onpeAenl-1Tb pa3Hbl6 eno11 1-1 op1-1r1-1HanbHblH 

n1-1rMeHT. v1eT04Hl1KaMl-1 AnH epaBH8Hl1H eny>1<1-1n1-1 TaK>Ke 1-1erop1-14eeK11e cpororpa<pl-111 1-1 

n11reparypa. npeAsap11renbHaH 3Keneprn3a Aana eneAyt0~1-1e pe3ynbTaTb1: 

owryKarypeHHble cpaeaAbl 6b1n1-1 OKpaweHbl 6enblM 1..1B6TOM, OTA81704Hble enol-1 

Hapy>KHblX eTa/lbHblX OKOH 6b1n11 pa3HblX 1..1B8TOB , Hanp11Mep, 48pHblMl-1. C BHyrpeHHelli 

eTOpOHbl OKHa 6b1n11 6enblMl-1. neperopOAK11 KOP11AOPOB Ha nepBOM 3Ta>Ke , 

1..18HTpanbHaH neeTHl11..1a (BMeere e 6an10erpaAOH), KOPl-1AOP 3Ta>Ka, rAe paenono>KeHbl 

Ka61-1HeTbl, KpyrnaH ereHa rnaBHOro 411TanbHOro 3ana 1,1 A6TeKOH 6116n1-10TeKl-1 (BMeere 

e KOnOHHaMl-1) 6b1n11 no6eneHbl 113BeeTblO cornaeHO e03AaHHOH AanTO ene1..11-1cp1-1Ka1..11-11-1 

Ha crpo11renbCTBO 3AaHl1H . 

Ha eneAylO~eM 3Tane pa60Tbl HY>KHO 6yAeT sepHyTbeH K 61-16n1-1oreKe 1,1 l-13Y41-1Tb 

HaHeeeHHble eno1-1 KpaeKl1 , Y411TblBaH nony46HHYIO l-1HcpopMa1..11-110. Pe3yn bTaTbl 

3KenepTl-13bl KpaeKl1 HY>KHO 6yAeT AOnonHl1Tb 3KenepTl-130H APYrl-1X nosepxHoerelli , 

Hanp1-1Mep, AepeBHHHOH OTAenKl-1 11 noKpblTl-1H no11a. 

Bee H6B03MO>KHO soeeTaHOBl-1Tb, HO see nony4eHHble HaMl1 pe3ynbTaTbl AalOT 

B03MO>KHOCTb K npOAyMaHHOMY nOAXOAY 1-1 K nOHl-1MaH11IO apx1-1reKTypb1 3AaHl-1H B 

1..1enHx ero peeraspa1..11-11-1. 
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH OF THE UNDULATING WOODEN CEILING OF 
THE VYBORG LIBRARY BY ALVAR AALTO 

Bo Mortensen 

Much has been written about the undulating ceiling of the lecture hall in the Vyborg 

Library. Alvar Aalto himself claimed the ceiling to be "ninety-nine percent acoustically 

perfect", and the sketches showing the acoustical considerations behind the ceiling 

design are often reproduced in books and articles. 

But how did the ceiling actually function? Did the wave form really have the acoustical 

advantages Aalto claimed for it, or could the ceiling just as well have been horizontal? 

To answer these questions, comprehensive acoustical investigations have been carried 

out, including acoustical measurements, in a I :20 scale model, together with calculations 

in a 3D computer model of the lecture hall. 

Aalto and the acoustics 

In the twenties and the thirties the science of acoustics had just been established, and 

for architects such as Aalto working with acoustical matters meant basing their design 

on a mixture of their own intuition for the form and material and statements from the 

new generation of acoustical engineers presenting a new and still uncertain science. 

In connection with the second Finnish Trade Fair in Tampere in 1922, the 24-year-old 

.Aalto made a series of pavilions. One of them was a small bandstand that seemed to 

have challenged Aalto with regards to considerations about reflecting sound and sha

ping the surroundings in accordance with the acoustical demands. 

Later, for the City ofTurku 700th anniversary exhibition of 1929, Aalto and Erik 

Bryggman designed a larger choir platform, clearly with a family resemblance to Greek 

left: Musicpavillion at 
the Finnsih Trade Fair 
in Tampere, 1922. 

right: Bryggman's 
choirplatform for 
Turku's 700th 
Anniversiry Exhibition. 



Alvar Aalto, 
wood experiments 

and X-leg furniture. 

right: Helsinki 
University of 

Technology, 
interior and section. 

left: Church centre in 
Wolsburg, 1960. 

or Roman amphitheatres, with a reflecting wall behind the choir and the reflecting area 

(orchestra) in front of the choir. Both the large reflector behind the singers and the 

area in front of them would reflect the sound towards the audience. 

The forward-bending or stooping sound reflector from the bandstand in Turku is repea

ted in a very large number of later works by Aalto. In fact this acoustical shape is also 

recognized in his wood experiments from the same period, and further in his work 

with furniture; for example the X-leg from 1954. In the main auditorium at the Helsinki 

University ofTechnology ( 1964-66) the acoustical reflector 

behind the speaker had to struggle against a room shape which in acoustical terms is 

very difficult. 

The room is clearly designed from the 

outside-in, and the room seems impossible 

to use without loudspeakers. 

However, the exterior again relates to 

the ancient Greek amphitheatres 

and the acoustical proportions descri

bed by Vitruvius. 

In the lecture hall ofViipuri Library there is the 

same forward-bending reflector shape behind the 

speaker's position. 
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Here Aalto made the reflector continue in a shape that connects the floor, wall and 

famous undulating ceiling. 

Aalto claimed that the lecture hall was 99 percent acoustically perfect. But what does 

that actually mean? It means that a speaking voice can reach all parts of the room and 

that intelligibility is good.This requires a satisfactory reverberation time, and that the 

hearing level (the sound pressure level) is sufficient in every position of the room and 

from every possible speaking position in the room. 

In analyses of the shifts in Nordic architecture from nee-classicism to pure functiona

lism and again to an organic Nordic modernism, it has been claimed that the organic 

free form of the ceiling points the way to a new future, even though it was still based 

on scientific acoustic research. If the acoustical considerations of the hall should have 

been a starting point for something so important, I felt it was a subject warranting fur

ther study. 

Aalto had in his competition entry for the Tehtaanpuisto Church in Helsinki ( 1930) 

worked with acoustical considerations in the design of the ceiling. 

What one would normally aim for is a sound distribution that is as even as possible 

throughout the entire church. Studying concave surfaces, we see, as Athanasius Kircher 

already did in the 16th century, that these focus the sound and give an unequal sound 

distribution. But if we are working with a small radius of curvature with a large room 

height, we would actually get a sound diffusing ceiling-element. 

However, if such concave or circular ceiling elements are placed close to the speaker 

there will be huge acoustical problems; not only because of an unequal sound distribu

tion but also mainly because it is very annoying and confusing to be near the focal 

point. It creates an amplified signal from a speaker's voice or from your own. In contin

uation of the considerations of the shape of the ceiling in the Tehtaanpuisto Chuch 

competition entry,Aalto seems to have made perhaps the most considered acoustical 

treatment of the hall of the Viipuri Library by "convexing" the concave ceiling. 

I 
1· 

• 
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below, left: Mount 
Angel Abbey Library, 
1970. 

left and below: Section 
and ceiling of the 
Lecture Hall, Vyborg. 



left: Alvar Aalto, 
sketches on the accous
tics of the Lecture Hall. 

right: Tehtanpuisto 
Church, Helsinki, com
petition entry, 1930. 

left: Light model for 
church in Vuoksenniska 
by Alvar Aalto. 

right: Aalto vases. 

Acoustic models 

Architects and engineers studying acoustical matters have earlier used different types of 

scale models, including models using light or water.The water models were usually sec

tion models filled with water. By touching the surface of the water with a little nail one 

could study the distribution and reflection of the undulation, somewhat similar to how 

a sound wave in the real room would behave. 

In acoustical light models light is used as a sound source, and the reflections of light and 

sound can be illustrated or followed in the room.A light model was actually used in 

connection with the project for Aalto's Vuoksenniska Church ( 1955-1958). 

Water models are still used as visual demonstrations of the sound behaviour in rooms 

in my teaching at the School of Architecture in Copenhagen. By dripping water into an 

Aalto vase one can show how acoustical focal points will occur in an organic room 

shape similar to an Aalto vase. 

Complimenting it is a demonstration of how J0rn Utzon may have considered the 

sound reflections for concave and convex surfaces in his Bagsv.erd Church in 

Copenhagen ( 1973-76) by using acoustical drawings. 

The lecture hall in the Vyborg Library with its undulating ceiling is one of the most 

often mentioned and illustrated examples of architecture with clearly acoustical moti

ves, but as far as I know there has never been any detailed acoustical examination of 

the room carried out.Today it is no longer possible to carry out measurements in the 

lecture hall simply because the ceiling no longer, or only partly, exists. Besides, the hall is 

not furnished and is in an overall poor condition. 
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To examine Aalto's statements about the acoustics of the lecture hall, comprehensive 

acoustical investigations, including acoustical measurements in a I :20 scale model and 

calculations in a 3-dimensional computer model of the lecture hall, have been carried 

out.The same investigations have also been made for a similar room with a horizontal 

ceiling, and the results have been compared. 

The well-known plan for the library shows us that the lecture hall has a characteristic 

oblong plan: that means a long average distance from the speaker to the listener.The 

lecture hall was originally furnished with upholstered chairs in the first rows and woo

den chairs in the rest of the hall. In the last five rows of the hall Aalto's three legged 

stools were used. In that way, the furniture encouraged people to sit in the first rows, 

where one would assume the acoustic conditions to be the best. 

Normally the acoustical design of a lecture hall includes efforts to get as much reflected 

sound energy to the back of the hall, because the direct sound is weaker there than in 

the front rows.With the undulating ceiling the sound reflections from the ceiling will be 

more diffused or scattered than with a horizontal or plane ceiling.The first wide and 

convex part of the ceiling between the beams reflects sound to a large part of the hall , 

primarily towards the back of the room, while the "beam-part" of the wave reflects 

sound down to the listeners below the current beam.As a more sound-spreading surfa

ce, one could call it a more 'democratic' or 'social' ceiling, suitable for discussions. 

At the same time, with the undulating ceiling there are large parts of the ceiling surface 

that are placed in acoustical shadow, and therefore can't reflect sound.At first this 

makes it difficult to quantify the acoustical efficiency of the ceiling. 
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above, left: Normal 

acoustical design of a 
lecture hall. 

above, right: Jorn 
Utzon, Bagsvaerd 
Church, Denmark 

below: Sound reflec
tions from the 
undulating ceiling. 

left: Lecture Hall, 
furnished. 

right: Lecture Hall 

today. 



left: The scale model in 
the laborartory. 

right: Electronic flash 
and microphone in the 
scale model. 

The scale model 

The current acoustical investigations with the scale model and with the computer 

model have been made both with an undulating and a horizontal cei ling. 

To make acoustical measurements in a scale model one has to consider a few things 

about physics and sound.The speed of sound in air (c) is still in a scale model about 340 

m/sec. But when the physical dimensions are changed into a I :20 scale model, the 

dimensions of the sound, that is, the wavelength (A), also have to be changed to suit the 

model. When the wavelengths are reduced twenty times, the frequencies (f) must be 

increased twenty times as well (due to c = f- A). 

As a sound source we use an electric flash that is put into the model and placed at the 

normal speaker position. The microphone is placed in different receiver positions. 

The reverberation time in the model is calibrated with textile surfaces so it fits the 

expected reverberation time in the real hall.As seen below, the curtains in front of the 

wall opposite the glass facade and the people (and chairs) in the hall are the most 

important sound absorbing surfaces. 

Reverberation time 

Empty chairs 

With I 00 people 

With curtains 

0,9 sec. 

0,7-0,8 sec. 

Without curtains 

1,9 sec. 

1,2 sec. 

The measured and calculated acoustical parameters are: 

Sound Pressure Level, SPL or G: The strength or volume of the sound 

Speech Intelligibility, STI: The quality of the speech transmission 

Sound strength, G 
Scale model, Wall 

]lffil:rl:rtmtJ 
Position 

I c Horizontal ceiling ■ Undulating ceiling I 

The scale model measurements show us that the undulating ceiling will cause almost 

the same sound strength as with a horizontal cei ling. However, the undulating ceiling 

causes slightly higher levels near the speaker and slightly lower levels at the back rows. 
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The Speech Intelligibility is measured in terms of the STl-value (Speech-Transmission

Index) and evaluated from the scale below: 

Subjective scale STI value 

Bad 0,00-0,30 

Poor 0,30-0,45 

Fair 0,45-0,60 

Good 0,60-0,75 

Excellent 0,75-1,00 

Good Speech Intelligibility depends on a satisfactory low reverberation time and a 

satisfactory high hearing level (sound source level). But a low reverberation time means 

high acoustical absorption, and therefore lower levels of the speech sound. Looking at 

the results, we obtain almost the same fine values (STI > 0,6 at all seats) indicating a 

good speech intelligibility with both ceilings. 

The computer model 

Speech intelligibility, STI 
Scale model, Wall 

0,8~ 0,6 

0,4 

0,2 

0-,......-.,.......--,~--,...~~~---- ,.........--,.~-

Position 

Io Horizontal ceiling • Undulating ceiling j 

In the room acoustical computer program ODEON, two 3-dimensional models of the 

lecture hall were built: one with a horizontal ceiling and one with the undulating ceiling. 

The surfaces in the computer model are given material characteristics such as sound 

absorption coefficients. The program is based on ray-tracing, and from a sound source 

about I 0,000 sound rays are emitted. The history of every single ray is saved in the 

computer.The computer picks up information about when, from which directions and 

with what strength the sound reflections arrive to the different receiver positions. 

After the ray-tracing it is then possible to calculate very many acoustical parameters, 

for instance the sound strength and the speech intelligibility. 

As seen on the colour-mapping of the listeners' positions in the lecture hall above, 

there is a better and more uniform coverage with the horizontal ceiling than with the 
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Computer model. 
Ray-tracing in progress. 



Undulating ceiling. 
Normal speaker 
position. 

Speech inteligibility 
(STI= 0,65-0,74). 

Horizontal ceiling. 
Normal speaker 
position. 
Speech inteligibility 

(STI= 0,66-0,76). 

Undulating ceiling. 
Audience speaker 

position. 
Speech inteligibility 

(STI= > 0,63). 

Horizontal ceiling. 

Audience speaker 
position. 
Speech inteligibility 
(STI= > 0,63). 
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undulating ceiling. Nevertheless, the measured values largely cover the same interval in 

both cases. 

One of Aalto's intensions was to design a ceiling that would give better conditions for 

discussions and feed back from the audience, and therefore calculations with a speaker 

position among the audience in the middle of the room was also carried out. 

The colour mapping of these calculations tells us that also in this situation we get 

almost the same values for the speech intelligibility for the two ceiling designs. However 

there is a tendency towards lower values with the undulating ceiling for positions far 

away from the speaker.The same tendency is seen when it comes to the calculations of 

the sound levels (see below), with somewhat lower values in the back of the hall with 

the undulating ceiling, than with the horizontal ceiling.Also, with the speaker among the 

audience (results not shown) the undulating ceiling gives somewhat lower values for 

positions at a distance from the speaker than does the simple horizontal ceiling. 

Conclusions from the measurements and calculations 

The conclusion from the scale model measurements and the computer model calcula

t ions is that the acoustical conditions in the lecture hall would have been almost the 

same if the ceiling had been horizontal instead of undulating.A horizontal ceiling would 

even have given somewhat better and more uniform acoustical conditions. 

The inspiration from the undulating ceiling 

Fortunately Aalto did not have the acoustical knowledge that we have today.The undu

lating ceil ing could be seen as a logical way to hide the concrete beams above, but it 
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Udulating ceiling. 
Normal speaker posi
tion. Sound strength 
SPL 52-58 db (A). 

Horizontal ceiling. 

Normal speaker posi
tion. Sound strength 
SPL 53-59 db (A). 



The Danish Radio 
Concert Hall by Vilhelm 
Lauritzen, 1939-45. 

Copenhagen Airport 
Kastrup by Vilhelm 
Lauritzen, 1939. 

turned out to be an icon for acoustical ceilings and an inspiration for architects working 

with acoustical issues in lecture halls or auditoriums. The acoustical quality of the shape 

was formulated and expressed by Aalto himself, and it was almost never challenged. 

Both the organic wooden material and the organic form and texture have been attrac

tive elements for architects ever since, and a large number of halls have a clear inspira
tion from the lecture hall in Viipuri Library. 

The main acoustical quality of undulating forms is that we obtain from them diffuse 

sound reflections that often are desirable.Also recent acoustical research has dealt with 
the diffusion properties of undulated forms. 

In the Danish Radio Concert Hall by Vilh. Lauritzen ( 1939-45) the wooden ceiling also 

has a characteristic wave-form. Here was an attempt to avoid the focusing problem of 

the concave ceiling shape. It was also Lauritzen who gave the ceiling of the Copenhagen 

Airport ( 1939) an undulating form, although here the surface material is cellotex, which 

is a sound absorbing material, and therefore the geometric shape of the ceiling has less 
influence on the acoustics. 

There have been many discussions among architects about from where Aalto found the 

inspiration for his work.And especially there have been considerations about the 

inspiration for the undulating ceiling in Vyborg.We know thatAalto found great inspira

tion through his friendship with the Swedish architect Sven Markelius.Their travels 

together and lectures given by Markelius had a significant influence on Aalto's work at 

the time. In a lecture given by Markelius for his architect colleges in Turku, Finland, he 

actually used acoustics as an example of the new rational relationship between function 
and form: 

"The more precise the objective starting points can be - as an example I here think of the 

practical and theoretical experiences quite recently obtained within the f,eld of room acoustics 
- the more absurd it seems that for instance a concert hall is designed from the main idea of 
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decoration. The congeniality between form and content has for all times been the characteristic 
of great architecture." 

In the same spirit,Aalto used the room acoustical knowledge and arguments of the 

time as inspiration for his ceiling in the lecture hall in the Vyborg Library, although the 

Nordic "soft hat" of the lecture hall could just as well have been another source of 

inspiration. 

Bo Mortensen 
Bo Mortensen (b. 1960) is Associate Professor in 

acoustics at The School of Architecture at The Royal 
Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen. 
He graduated as a Master of Science in Engineering 

from the Technical University of Denmark in 1986. 
Before that he studied architecture at the School of 
Architecture in Aarhus, Denmark. 
Bo Mortensen has written several articles on his 
research on acoustical aspects in architecture for 

various books and architectural journals (e.g. 
Docomomo dossier, The Finnish Architectural Review) as 
well as theatre magazines, acoustical conference 
proceedings, etc. 
Bo Mortensen is managing di rector of Bo Mortensen 
Akustik and Gade & Mortensen Akustik 1/S.As a 
consulting engineer and specialist in building and 

room acoustics, he has most recently worked on the 
new Royal Drama Theatre in Copenhagen and the 
new concert hall in Uppsala, Sweden. 
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Alvar Aalto together 
with Viola and Sven 
Markelius and an 
unidentified man with 
a soft hat. 



AKycTll1'·18CKOe l1CCJ18AOBaH11e BOJlHOo6pa3HOro noTOJlKa B 611611110TeKe A11sapa 

AailTO 

60 MopmeHceH (Bo Mortensen) 

0 so11Hoo6pa3HOM noTonKe 11eK4110HHoro Jana 6116m1oreK11 Allsapa Aanrn m1cam1 

MHOro. Aanro CaM yrsep>K,Qan, YTO nornnoK HBJll'leTCH «Ha AeBHHOCTO AeBHT6 

npo4eHTOB cosepweHH6IM B aKycrnYeCKOM CM6ICJle» 11 3CK1136I , 11nnt0crnpyt01.J..ll1e 

aKyCTIIIYeCKl1e AeTan11 nnaH11pOBKl1 nornnKa, Y8CT0 socnpol13BOAHTCH . 

A KaK >Ke OH <PYHKL!l10H11posan Ha CaMOM Aene? 

6611111npoBeAeH6111CYepn61B8l0ll.\11e 11ccneAOB8Hl1H, BO speMH KOTOp6IX 6611111 

npoBeAeH6I aKycrnYeCKl1e 113MepeHl1H Ha MaKeTe neKL!l10HHOro Jana B M8CWTa6e 1 :20 

11 TaK>Ke pacYeT6I Ha KOMn6l0TepHOH MOAen11 30. 

Pe3yn6TaT6111ccneAOB8Hl1H nOK8361B8IOT, YTO HeCMOTPH Ha TO , YTO Aanrn 11CX0A1111 

113 sepH6IX aKyCrnYeCKl1X npeAnOC6IJlOK BO speMH npoeKT11posaHl1H noMel.J..leHl1H 11 11X 

AeTa/leH , a 11CXOAH6IM nyHKTOM y Hero 38Y8CTYIO cny>K11n11 11MeHHO OTpa>KeH11e 11 

pacnpocrpaHeH11e 3ByKa, aKyCTl1YeCKl1e CBOHCTBa B0JlH006pa3HOro nornnKa 

neK4l10HHOro 38118 s e e paBHO He HBJlHIOTCH 11YYWl1Ml1, 4eM CB0HCTBa nnOCKOro 

noronKa. 

OAH8KO, OCTaeTCH cpaKTOM, YT0 6116n110TeKa HBnHeTCH apX11TeKTYPH6IM WeAeBp0M, a 

BOJ1H006pa3H61H nornnoK cran C11MB0J10M B3811MOAeHCTBl1H cpopMbl, MaTep111111 

aKyCrnYeCKOH <PYHKl..11111 , KOTOpblH AO Cl1X nop cny>Kl1T 11CTOYHl1KOM BAOXH0BeHl1H AllH 

apXl1TeKTOPOB, npoeKTl1PYIOI.J..ll1X neK4110HH6Ie 381161 11 8YA11T0p1111. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING'S CONSTRUCTION 

Alvar Aalto 

The library's plan form and whole design result directly from the site change in the 

master plan. On the basis of the competition projects I completed the final design 

drawings according to the earlier location, but when the long discussion on the library's 

position was finally decided as it is at present, I noticed that the new site gave much 

greater possibilities for planning and freed the design from the constraint of external 

formality, which in the earlier case was considerable. 

The positive features of the site led to a completely new design for the library: only the 

main principles of the earlier building's internal organism remained to dominate. 

Of the present location's positive aspects I would like to mention: two parks of comple

tely different character and, as the third factor, the junction with the street allowed the 

grouping and placing of the building's different main parts without any internal or exter

nal conflicts. The site offered possibilities for the arrangement of entrances at many 

varying levels and enabled solutions, that in normal conditions could not be attained. 

In the building an attempt was made to separate the parts of different character from 
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each other. The project has two main parts: the library itself with its various depart

ments and secondly the socially active part of the library activity, the clubrooms. If we 

examine these two main groups more closely, we realize that, extremely unlike each 

other, they are factors, that each require a very different architectural and technical 

treatment.All the library departments in a mutual interdependant relationship form the 

building's massive central part. They comprise solely of the storage of books in its 

diverse forms and are simultaneously at the place where the books and public come 

together. Consequently these central parts have been given a conserving and externally 

closed character.As a point of convergence of the public and books, the other main 

architectural element consists of optically hygienic and lighting-psychological solutions 

as well as heating and ventilation systems. 

The socially active part of the building, that required for social education and literature 

propaganda: the clubrooms (lecture hall) and several smaller spaces and offices - are 

according to their character externally open and light in construction. If in the former 

part the requirements of the human eye were the starting point, then here the human 

ear performs as naturally the same part. The lecture hall and clubrooms have thus 

received their architectural handling on the basis of the general acoustic design. 

The medium combining the above psychological division is created by the internal cir

culation network, which in a way is the building's third basic element, in an architectural 

sense.The main entrance is at the junction of several park routes adjoining the street, 

the entrance to the periodical room is directly from the street, the entrance to the 

children's library, from the playground, is from the south, one floor lower than the main 

hall.The main entrance is bipartite, it is directed both towards the library and clubro

oms. Its size is determined by the use. 

In the centre of the main section of the library is the supervision point and below it is 

the centre for the officials. From all departments the staff have immediate access to this 

heart of the library. This arrangement, as with all the library department's interconnec

tions, is governed by the flexible use of the personnel. 

The core of the library, the lending department and group of reading room, are so 

combined together, that in reality the main part of the library forms a single large hall, 

in which the necessary internal division has been achieved by utilizing different floor 

levels. Likewise it was intended to facilitate and improve supervision by exploiting the 

different levels, so that the supervision points are partly higher than the circulation level 

for the public. 

The library section was built mainly without internal partition walls, as a parallelogram 

form, with exceptionally strong, external brick walls. Inside the windowless, 75 cm thick 

walls run the ventilation ducts. The roof consists of only a single span ( 17,6 m). It is 

reinforced concrete with special beam forms, which result from the roof-lighting system 

used. In the roof there are 57 circular openings, diameter 1,80 m. and conical in shape 

which form the roof-lighting system. The main principle of this top lighting is as fol lows: 

the depth of the cone is so great, that a random 52° sunbeam cannot pierce it freely, 

thus throughout the year sunlight is indirect.Two functions with a different architectural 
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character have been attempted to solve simultaneously, the protection of books from 

excessive sunlight and creating an optically hygienic overall lighting, so that reading in 

spite of the interrelated position between person and book in the reading room, would 

always be free from shadow and glare. The theoretical basis of this lighting system needs 

a more extensive description than is possible here and it also has building structural 

and economic starting points. 

The same ceiling also acts as a heating source with the so-called panel-heating-system. 

As the ceiling is divided into lighting parts and solid parts, in the areas remaining 

between these has been placed a dense network of radiant heating pipes, thus the cei

ling of the library hall has been completely used for these functions, which in the open 

air are served by the sun. 

In artificial lighting the same aim has been sought after by placing strong light emitters 

into ceiling recesses and by using the walls as reflective surfaces for the indirect light. 

As the bookshelves mainly line the walls, this lighting system has simuntaneously provi

ded their lighting, which irrespective of the interrelated position of the shelf and per

son, is free from shadow and glare. 

The clubroom and office wing has a steel frame structure. Here in the acoustic con

struction wood has been mainly used. The lecture hall's ceiling forms undulating lamellas 

(approx. 58 m2
), which are intended to distribute sound, especially spoken sound, so 

that most of the hall's surface area would be acoustically of equal value.According to 

the nature of the activities in the hall, I have assumed that, for example, general discus

sions should be as important as individual performances. For this reason, the acoustic 

construction, contrary to concert halls for example, has been attempted to solve so 

that the position of the sound source is arbitrary, e.g. every point in the hall (at a fixed 

normal altitude) should be favourable both as a sound emitter and receiver. I conceive 

acoustic questions mainly as physiological and psychological questions, where purely 

mechanical solutions are not entirely justifiable. 

The floors, excluding small exceptions, are massive concrete slabs. Nowhere in the buil

ding was floor filling used. Floor finish materials are throughout fixed directly to the 

structural concrete slab. Sound insulation consists of the combination of heavy con

crete floor slabs and soft fibre boards - insulite. 

The roofs, without filling as in the former, are insulated with a fabric which has a lead 

membrane between two bitumen layers. Fascias, roof outlets for the internal rainwater 

drainage system and various elevation flashings are of copper. 

The windows are mainly steel framed, covered internally with teak.A small part is of 

oak. In the light openings of the library section, coarse glass is combined with the thin

ner glass inside. Circular ( 180 cm) coarse glass sheets relying on their own weight are 

lowered directly on to the concrete conical roof lights. 

In the building's interior wood finishes have been used extensively for both walls and 

ceilings. 
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A determining factor here has been wood's excellent surface characteristics and for 

example, in libraries the essential principle that for interiors real original materials 

should be used, in which wear does not cause similar problems, as for exemple in the 

use of coloured surfaces and synthetic products. The selection of different wood speci

es has in a way derived from the greater or lesser extent of wear the different parts 

are subjected to. Karelian red pine has been used mainly in the clubrooms, sycamore in 

the entrance hall, oak, birch in the children's library and in furniture, teak, and in the 

actual library part a combination of red beech and Karelian pine, the former throug

hout in places inclined to heavy wear. 

The central heating has been divided into two different systems according to the dual 

character of the building. In the library part is the "panel-heating" system, which means 

the production of radiant heat to warm up the concrete and plaster surfaces in the cei

ling via a dense network of pipes. Generally this system is used in other parts of the 

building.The aim in using a ceiling heating system was to achieve an overall solution, 

where no conflicts arise between the bookshelves and the heating elements and where 

dust circulation, a circulating air, a factor damaging books and people, is eliminated. 

The building has a mechanical ventilation centre, from which fresh air is distributed via 

special ducts into the building's different parts.The distributing branches of these ducts 

are glazed fire clay or cast iron. The ventilation system can, by adding some extra parts, 

be changed into a complete acclimatizing apparatus. 

The movable furniture is based chiefly on the same principles as the fixed and is accor-
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dingly mainly wood. In addition textiles play an important role in the furnishings: as cur

tains, door and wall coverings, even as a separating element between different room 

spaces. 

The building's internal and external colour scheme is based on the use of natural mate

rials, where only in exceptional cases the materials' original character has been altered 

by colouring the surface.Wherever possible the natural lime painted surface remains 

dominant.The same white has been used on walls painted with oil paint and only in 

metal parts was there allowed a few shades besides black. The real colour scale consists 

therefore of materials. 

Elevations are finished in natural coloured lime. However, in a few important fa~ade sur

faces, blue streaked-quartz steatite has been used. 

For the final result, its colour and tone were naturally affected by such important ele

ments as external and internal vegetation, flowers, tissues, a few sparse decorations and 

naturally above all else - books and - people. 

published in:Viipuri I 930-35, 
A/var Aalto - Museo Jyviiskylii, Satu Mattila (ed.), 1979. 

English translation by Jonathan and Leena Moorhouse. 
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EPILOGUE 

Maija Kairamo 

Vyborg is one of the most interesting cities on the shores of the Baltic Sea.The present 

dilapidated state of the buildings and streets may depress the visitor, but a closer look 

reveals the rich historical heritage, from the Middle Ages to the 20th century. Vyborg is 

a hidden jewel among historical cities of Europe - fashionable restoration waves have 

not disturbed its authenticity. 

Nevertheless, the restoration of the Aalto Library in Vyborg, one of the treasures of the 

city, has during the last thirteen years been an object of international architectural inte

rest.Through the Docomomo network, the call to join the international workshop 

organised by the International Specialist Committee ofTechnology in September 2003 

brought participants from many corners of the world to Vyborg.The papers and discus

sions of the workshop gave a two-day long fruitful forum for debating "the technology 

of sensations". 

The goal to regain the original architectural value of the building, yet at the same time 

accepting the necessary technical demands of the contemporary and active use, is com

mon to many restoration projects. Modern buildings were planned to express the func

tion they served. Louis Sullivan's slogan "form follows function" was often repeated by 

architects when they introduced new architecture. Now these forms will be serving 

new functions, which is both a philosophical and technical problem with inner contra

dictions. 

The Aalto Library in Vyborg was, unlike many other modernist buildings, built to en

dure, and is still serving as the central municipal library of the city. But there are more 

readers and more books, the new technology of data processing, computers, internet 

connections, modern security standards, modern working methods, which all need 

space and installations. The problems of the Aalto Library can be compared with those 

of Duiker's Zonnestraal Sanatorium, which was designed to be transitory, yet will be 

preserved for the future and serve as a modern rehabilitation centre, and those of 

Ginzburg and Milinis's Narkomfin House, which is not valued by contemporary Russian 

society and is in need of a new function. Narkomfin House was inspired by ideas of 

revolutionary collective urban life, but which gets no appreciation in contemporary 

Moscow, where people dream and strive for pre-revolutionary bourgeois luxury. 

Modern architecture propagated the advantages of industrial production, which meant 

new economical, hygienic materials, standardisation and effectiveness.This created the 

basis for modern aesthetics. Industrial production in itself is, however, based on continu

ous technological development and commercial competition. In fact, this turns the buil

dings into products with a short life-span; maintenance, repair and now - several deca

des later - building conservation faces a lack of relevant materials. Fittings, floor cover

ings, pigments and binding-agents of paints, and most other technical innovations of the 

heroic years of Modernism have long been out of production. 
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The restoration of the Periodicals Reading Room of the Aalto Library is currently in 

progress. The original specifications give detailed information about the materials used, 

although no proofs of the original surfaces are preserved. Two folders of samples of 

Nokia's rubber carpets from 1930s are preserved in the Aalto Foundation and these 

will be used as models for a reproduction of the original red-marbled rubber carpet, 

which is needed to recreate the original architectural atmosphere.As in Zonnestraal, 

the once industrially-produced materials will now be produced virtually by hand. 

Providing natural light for the readers was one of Aalto's main concerns in the Library. 

The walls of the Lecture hall , Periodicals Reading Room, Children's Library and office 

stairs are penetrated by large steel-framed windows, which span over the whole exte

rior wall, as in accordance with Corbusier's 'Five Points'. These spaces have a direct 

contact to the surrounding park. However, in the main core of the library, in the 

Reading and Lending Hall, the reader is protected from all disturbances and can con

centrate on the world of books.The reader is embraced by the massive brick walls of 

the space, which is lit by a mysterious light without shadows through numerous sky

lights. In Aalto's later creations, such as the Rovaniemi Library ( 1961-68), the lighting 

system became more sophisticated. In the Vyborg Library the natural light could again 

enter the core after the completion of the installation of the restored (and now 

double-glazed) skylights in May 2004.The way in which Aalto used light in Vyborg 

Library was unconventional, fresh and youthful and gave an ageless grace to this, his first 

completed, library. 

The undulating wooden ceiling of the Lecture Hall was one of Aalto's inventions. He 

convinced the contemporary audience that acoustics was the main factor behind the 

form of the ceiling. The research of Bo Mortensen seems to challenge Aalto's argument, 

but he concludes that fortunately Aalto did not have the acoustical knowledge we have 

today.The human being is a complex entity of senses, self-will and feelings. It can be 

questioned whether a horizontal concrete ceiling would free the willpower of a human 

being in the same way as a wooden ceiling. The restoration of the Lecture Hall and the 

reconstruction of the undulating wooden ceiling will give this space back its "architec

ture for sensations". The ceiling, with its soft waves formed in natural wood, will inspire 

people to speak and listen, it will strengthen aesthetic well-being and the power of the 

psyche and senses. 

The restoration process of the Library has already inspired the younger generation of 

the city to look through the Lecture Hall window, to ask "what's the time in Vyborg?", 

and to seek out the beauty of their home town.The origin of the town lies in the dis

tant past, and there is much to do to reveal the rich time-space of the city.The restora

tion of the Library will illuminate in an instant how to proceed from the present time 

to a future time in Vyborg. 
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3m,mor 
Mai:m KaiJpaMo (Maija Kairamo) 

B616opr 5!SmleTC5! 0AHIIIM 1113 caM61X "1HTepecH61X rop0A0S 6anrni1cKoro no6epe}l(65!. 

CospeMeHHOe ynaA0YH0e C0CT05!H"1e 3AaH"1"1 111 Yflllll.\ M0}l(eT Ka3aT6C5! nocernrerno 

yrHeTalOI.J..\"1M, HO np111 6onee SH111Maren6H0M 1113yYeH111111 ero 06Hapy}l(111saeTCH 6orarne 

"1CT0p1114eCK0e HacneA"1e co speMeH cpeAHeseK0S65! AO xx seKa. B616opr- :no 

CKp61Ta5! }l(eMYY}l(IIIHa cpeA"1 "1CT0p1!14eCK"1X rop0A0S Espon61, nocK0!l6KY 

co speMeHHaH pecrn spal.\11151 He no speA111na ero op111r111Han6Hocrn. 

OAHaKO pecrnspal.\11151 61116n1110TeK111 Ansapa AanTO, 0AH0ro 1113 WeAespos rop0Aa, s 

TeYeH111e nocneAHIIIX Tp111HaAL1arn neT np111sneKI1a "1HTepec M111p0S61X apx111reKTypH6IX 

Kpyros. MHorne cneL1111an111cT61 co scero M111pa 0TK!l"1KHyn111c6 Ha np111rnaweH111e 

Me}l(AyHapOAHOro TexHonornYecKOro K0M111rern Yepe3 ceT6 ,QOKOMOMO np111HHT6 

yYacrne s Me}l(AyHap0AH0M workshop s B616opre s ceHrn6pe 2003 r. B TeYeH111e 

ASYX AHei1 nn0A0TS0pH0'-1 pa60T61 661!1"1 3acnywaH61A0KflaA61111 nposeAeH61 6eceA61 

no sonpocaM «TexHonor111111 ceHCal.\111111». 

3AaH111e 61116n1110TeK"1 Ansapa AanTO 661!10, s 0T!l"14"1e OT MH0r111x APYrll1X 3AaH"1"1 s 

crnne M0AepH1113Ma , nocTpoeHo cneL1111an6H0 AflH 111cnon6JosaH111H s KaYecTse 

61116n1110TeK111, 111 s HeM pacnonaraeTCH L1eHTpan6HaH 61116n111oreKa ropoAa 111 no cei1 AeH6. 

TO!l6KO s cospeMeHH0e speM5! ee noCell..laeT 60!l6Wee K0!l"14eCTS0 4"1TaTenei1 111 s 

He'-1 A0fl}l(H0 noMeCT"1T6C5! 6on6wee K0!l"14eCTS0 KH"1r, a TaK}l(e He06XOA"1MO 

111cn0!l630SaH111e H0S61X K0Mn6l0TepH61X TeXH0!lOr"1"1, 111HTepHern; 3AaH111e 61116n1110TeK"1 

A0fl}l(H0 0TSeYaT6 cospeMeHH61M CTaHAapTaM no 6e3onacHocrn 111 MeT0AaM pa60T61, 111 

see :no see Tpe6yeT MecTa 111 cooTseTcTsy10ll..lero 06opyA0SaH111H. 

Ha apx111TeKTYPY M0AepHll13Ma pacnpocTpaH"1!1"1C6 npe111Myl.J..\eCTsa np0M61WfleHH0ro 

np0ll13S0ACTSa, YTO np111seno K C03AaH"1IO 6onee Aewesoi1111 4"1CT0"1 np0AYKL\111111, K 

CTaHAaprn3al.\"1"1 111 3cfxpeKT"1SHOCT"1. HeCMOTP5! Ha 3TO, MH0rne 1113 TeXH"14eCK"1X 

"1HH0Sa41111,1 repo111YeCK0"1 3nox111 M0AepHll13Ma y}l(e AaSH0 S61Wfl"11113 np0ll13S0ACTSa. 

B HaCTOHI.J..\ee speMH pecrnsp111pyeTcH }l(ypHa!l6H61"1 Jan 61116n1110TeK111. Op111rnHa!l6H61e 

apX111TeKTypH61e 3aAaH"15! AalOT AeTa!l6HYIO 111HCpOpMal.\"1IO 06 111cn0!l63yeM61X 

MaTep111anos 111 noKp61T"1"1 Aa}l(e S Tex cnyYa5!X, K0rAa OT HIIIX He 0CTa!l0C6 HIii CfleAa, B 

<l>OHAe Ansapa AanTO coxpaH"1!1"1C6 ASe nanK"1 C o6pa3L1aM111 pe3"1H0S61X K0Spos 

HoK111a OT 30-x r0A0S, 111 0H"1 6YAYT 111cnoI1630SaH61 Afl5! penp0AYKL.1111111 n0Afl"1HH0ro, 

pe3"1H0S0ro KO spa C pi,,cyHK0M s Sll1Ae KpacHoro MpaMopa, K0TOP61"1 Heo6XOA"1M Afl5! 

S0CC03AaH"15! op111rnHa!l6H0"1 apx111TeKTypH0"1 aTM0e<pep61. KaK cnyY"1fl0C6 S 

30HHeCTpaane, Marep111a!l6I, K0T0p61e K0rAa-TO 5!Sfl5!!1"1C6 np0M61W!leHH0"1 np0AYKL.1"1ei1, 

Tenep6 A0fl}l(H61 661T6 "13rQTOS!leH61 noYrn spyYHYIO, 

rnasHoi1 csoei1 JaAaYei1 AanTo CY111rnn 06ecneYeH111e AHesHoro csern Y"1TaTefl5!M 

61116n1110TeK"1. 60!lblJJ"1e 0KHa co CTa!l6H61M"1 paMaM111 np0H"1361SalOT CTeH61, 0H"1 

THHYTC5! SA0!l6 scei1 Hapy}l(H0'-1 CTeH61 cornaCH0 npll1HL.1"1ny «nHrn yrnos» ne 
Kop6I036e. 3TO npocTpaHCTS0 "1MeeT HenocpeACTSeHHYIO CS5!36 C 0Kpy}l(alOlJ..IIIIM 

napK0M. Ho s rnasH0'-1 YaCT"1 3AaH"15!, s 4"1Tafl6H0M 111 a6oHeMeHTCKOM Janax, 

4"1TaTeni,, HaX0A5!TC5! s o6b5!T"15!X MaCC"1SH61X K111pn111YH6IX CTeH, a np0CTpaHCTS0 

0CSel.J..\aeTC5! M"1CT"14eCK"1M 6ecTeHeS61M cseT0M OT 60!l6WOro K0!l"14eCTSa 
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1111111IOMll1H8T0p0B. 

B Bb16oprcKoiil 6111611111oreKe cser cHosa npoH111K s 3AaH111e s Mae 2004 r. noc11e TOro, 

K8K 6bl11111 pecrasp111p0B8Hbl 111 38H0B0 BM0HTll1p0B8Hbl 1111111IOMll1H8T0pbl, 111MetOLJ..1111e 

renepb ABOiilHoe 38CTeKJ1eH111e. Aa11TO 111Cn011b30B811 AHeBH0iil CBeT B Bb16opre B 

Heo6blYHOii1, cae>Keiil 111 H0BaTOpcKoiil MaHepe, np111Aat0LJ..1eiil era nepaoiil 6111611111oreKe 

11135lLJ..1eCTB0, 1..1eHH0CTb K0Toporo He yrpaYll1BaeTC5l co apeMeHeM. 

B011H006pa3Hbliil n0T0110K 11eKL11110HH0ro 38118 6b1Jl 0AH111M 1113 111306peTeH111ii1 Aa11T0. OH 

yrsep>KA811 B TO speMs:i, YTO maBHblM cpaKTOpOM B cpopMe n0T011K8 6bl118 aKycrnKa. 

60 MopreHCOH B CB0eM 111CC11eA0B8Hll1111 A0K83blBaeT o6paTHoe, a B 38KJltOYeHll1111 OH 

npll1X0A111T K BblB0AY, YT0, K CY8CTblO, Aa11TO He B118Ae11 TeM111 CBeAeHll15lMll1 06 

aKycrnKe , K0TOpble Mbl 111MeeM ceroAHs:l. 4e11oaeYeCKOe CyLJ..1eCTB0 5lB115leTC5l 

C0B0KynH0CTblO OLJ..IYLJ..1eH1'1ii1, B011111 111 YYBCTB. Ocraercs:i n0A C0MHeHll1eM, M0r 11111 

n110CKll1ii1 6eTOHHbliil n0T0110K OCB060A111Tb c11111y 8011111 B TaK0iil >Ke creneHll1, K8K 

AepeBS'lHHbliil n0T0110K. Pecra apa1..1111s:i 11eKL11110HH0ro 38118 111 peK0HCTPYKLl1115l 

B011H006pa3HOro AepeBS'lHH0ro n0T011K8 B0CCT8H8B11111B8eT «apx111reKTypy CeHca1..1111111» 

A8HH0ro npocrpaHCTBa. 

Pecraapa1..1111s:i 61116111110TeKll1 BA0XH0B115leT M0110A0e noK011eH111e ropoAa, 0Hll1 CM0Tpm 

Yepe3 0KH0 11eK1..11110HH0ro 3a11a 111 cnpaw111aat0r: «KaKoe ceu'lac speMR s 8b16op2e?» 111 

111LJ..IYT Kpacory caoero P0AH0ro rop0Aa, 111CTOKll1 ropoAa 11e>KaT B A811eK0M np0UJ110M, 111 

A115l 06Hapy>KeH111H ero 6oraroro apeMeHH0ro npocrpaHcraa HY>KH0 npoAe11aTb ell.le 

MH0ro pa60Tbl. Pecraapa1..1111s:i 61116111110TeKll1 A8eT B03M0>KH0CTb YB111AeTb TO, K8K M0>KH0 

npoiilrn nyrb or npow11oro AO 6YAYLJ..1ero B Bb16opre. 

a Bb16opre. 
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